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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Laidlaw Berlin BioPower, LLC (LBB) is proposing to conveft and upgrade the existing facility equipment
and infrastructure located at the former Fraser Pulp Mill in Berlin, New Hampshire in order to develop a

biomass fueled energy generating facility. Berlin BioPower (the Facility or Project) will use whole tree
wood chips and other low-grade clean wood as fuel, and will be capable of generating nominally 70

megawatts (MW) of electric power (gross output), making it one of the largest biomass-energy facilities
in the United States. The Facility will provide a source of clean, carbon-neutral, renewable energy that
will help support New Hampshire's goal of meeting 25o/o of the state's energy needs with renewable
resources by 2025. The Facility's use of biomass fuel will also help reduce reliance on fossil fuels such as

oil and natural gas that are in ever decreasing supply, and will provide a beneficial use of waste wood
material.

The Facility will include a boiler, which will be a stationary source using wood as fuel, with a design rating
greater than 2 million British thermal units (MMBtu) per hour of gross heat input. Therefore, in

accordance with the New Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules (NHCAR), Chapter Env-A 600, a

temporary permit is required prior to the construction of the Facility. The Facility will also be required to
comply with the applicable requirements of the NHDES Air Pollution Control Regulations (NHCAR Chapters

Env-A 100-4800).

The Facility will be a major stationary source of nitrogen oxides (NO¡) emissions, with potential emissions
greater than 100 tons per year, Coos County is designated as being in attainment for ozone, however is

within the New Hampshire portion of the Northeast Ozone Transport Region. The Facility will therefore
be subject to state nonattainment review (NHCAR Part Env-A 618), which requires the implementation of
the lowest achievable emission rate (|-AER), and offsets for its NOx emissions.

As a major stationary source located in an attainment area, the Facility will also be subject to the
applicable Prevention of Significant (PSD) of Air Quality permit requirements. The NHDES has

implemented the federal PSD Program permitting requirements (NHCAR Part Env-A 619) to determine if a
new major stationary source will cause or contribute to significant deterioration of air quality in the state,
The PSD requirements include the completion of an air dispersion modeling analysis to demonstrate that
the Project will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS), and that the maximum increases in pollutant concentrations over the existing baseline do not
exceed the allowable PSD increments. The PSD program requires the implementation of Best Available

Control Technology (BACT) for each regulated new source review (NSR) pollutant with potential

emissions above the significance thresholds, The PSD program also requires specified additional impact
analyses including an analysis of ambient air quality in the area the source would affect, and an analysis

of other impacts that would occur as a result of the source and general commercial, residential,
industrial, and other growth associated with the source, including potential impacts on Class I areas.

The Facility must also comply with the applicable subparts of the federal New Source Peformance
Standards (NSPS), and the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS), which
requires the application of Maximum Available Control Technology (MACD for sources located at a facility
which is a major source of HAP emissions.
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This document provides all of the materials and supporting information necessary to comprise a complete
application for a temporary permit for the construction of the Facility. Section 2 provides a complete
description of the proposed Facility. Section 3 presents a discussion of the potential air emissions from
the Facílity along with the measures that will be used to minimize emissions and air quality impacts.
Section 4 provides a discussion of the state and federal air regulations that apply to the Facility and how
it will comply with those requirements. The BACT/LAER analyses conducted for the Facility are detailed
in Section 5. The case-by-case MACT determination for the Facility is detailed in Section 6. The
dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the Facility is summarized in Section 7. The additional impact
analyses conducted to satisfy the PSD requirements for the Facility are also detailed in Section 7. The
required completed permit application forms are included in Section B. All necessary supporting materials
are provided in the figures, tables, and appendices incorporated into this application document.
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2.0 FACILIW DESCRIPTION

The Facility w¡ll be a base loaded electric generating facility with a nominal gross electrical output of 70

MW. The heart of the Facility will be a bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) boiler; highly advanced technology
considered state-of-the-aft for maximum energy conversion of biomass fuel to power generation. The

development of the Facility will include construction of a new turbine building adjacent to the boiler

building, which will house the steam turbine generator. A new wet cooling tower will be installed near

the western edge of the property behind the boiler building. Two wood fuel off-loading and storage

areas will be developed. The Facility will also include a diesel fire pump with a maximum rating of 323
HP.

Figure 1 is a United States Geologic Survey (U.S.G.S.) Map showing the location for the proposed Facility.

A proposed site plan, which shows the property line of the Facility, and the location of all buildings and

structures, has been included as Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the dimensions of the structures on the Site.

Visual simulations of the proposed Facility have been provided in Appendix B. The following sections

describe the components of the proposed Facility.

2.1 Biomass Boiler & Steam Generator

The existing B&W recovery boiler will be converted to a biomass fired bubbling fluidized bed (BFP)

boiler with open hopper bottoms for removal of fuel ash, bed sand particles and other non-

combustible materials. An air distribution system consisting of fluidizing air and overfire air will be

used to assure efficient fuel combustion. A flue gas recirculation system will be utilized to cool the
bed when required. The existing feedwater economizer, which will preheat the feedwater to the
boiler drum, will be modified to optimize boiler efficiency. The boiler feedwater will be treated with
sodium sulfite after the deaerator/ as recommended by the boiler manufacturer, The use of a tubular
air pre-heater will insure maximum use of the energy release in the boiler.

The boiler will be capable of generating up to 600,000 pounds per hour of steam at 825oF and 850
psig. The boiler will be capable of maintaining stable operation and compliant emission levels from

70o/o to 100o/o of its maximum steam output. A series of double sided retractable soot blowers will

be utilized on heat transfer surfaces within the superheater and convective sections of the boiler to
maintain design peformance levels.

The boiler will be capable of firing whole tree chips at a minimum moisture content of 35olo and a

design moisture content of up to 50o/o. At an average moisture content of 37.60/o, the wood fuel will

have a higher heating value of approximately 5,060 Btu/lb. The heat input rate to the boiler will vary
depending on the moisture content of the wood fuel. The average heat input rate at maximum

steam load will be 932 MMBtu/hrwith 37.60/o moisture content fuel. The maximum heat input rate

will be 1,013 MMBtu/hr with 50o/o moisture content fuel. Individual fuel feeders will be equipped with
adjustable air swept distributors to adjust the flow of fuel into the boiler. The fuel chutes will each

be equipped with backdraft dampers.

The boiler will also be equipped with four No. 2 distillate oil fired burners for use during startup.

Each of the oil burners will have a maximum heat input capacity of 60 MMBtU/hr. The oil burners will
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be fired with Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) fuel with a high heating value of approximately 18,698

Btu/lb. The emergency diesel fire pump will also be fired with ULSD.

ULSD fuel for the boiler startup burners and the fire pump will be stored on-site in a 50,000 gallon

storage tank equipped with secondary containment. An existing oil storage tank will be used by

removing the roof and erecting a new tank inside to achieve a double wall storage design. The ULSD

storage tank will be registered and LBB will meet all of the applicable state design, inspection,

maintenance, testing, and repofting requirements for its use.

The steam turbine generator will be designed for a steam inlet pressure of 850 psig and a steam inlet

temperature of 900oF. The maximum capacity of the steam turbine generator will be 66 MW.

2.2 Wood Handlinq System

The Facility will employ a wood handling system to provide adequate wood chip fuel to operate the
boiler continuously, along with approximately 30 days of fuel storage (15 days processed, 15 days

unprocessed) available on-site at all times, Round wood and wood chips will be transpofted to the
Facility via trucks and weighed before dumping. Round wood will be unloaded and stored in

dedicated storage areas, before being chipped on-site and conveyed to the unprocessed fuel pile.

The wood chips transported to the site by truck will be unloaded directly into the unprocessed fuel
pile using three truck dumpers.

An on-site round wood chipping facility will consist of a purpose built structure to contain log milling

equipment that will reduce round wood logs to chips suitable for boiler fuel. Logs will be delivered

and unloaded in the round wood storage area located to the northeast of the power facility. From

there they will be loaded by crane arm and grapple and fed lengthwise and horizontally into the
chipping building by conveyor. Inside the building, an electric motor driven chipper will reduce the
logs to fuel size chips, The wood chips will then be conveyed from the chipping facility to the
processed wood chip fuel storage area adjacent to the power plant.

The wood in the unprocessed fuel pile will be manually loaded into hoppers to be conveyed to the
fuel processing building. Wood processing will include a magnet, disc screen, and grinders (hogs).

Wood will be processed and stocked out using a single train equipped with two hogs. The processed

wood will be stacked out by a conveying system, reclaimed, and screened before being conveyed to
the boiler using individual feeders.

The weigh station will consist of two 60 ton weigh scales and a scale house. Each of the three truck
dumpers will have a capacity of 60 tons and will be capable of unloading approximately five trucks, or

150 tons of wood per hour. The dumpers will be capable of tilt-up of 63 degrees from horizontal and

will dump to grade.

The unprocessed fuel storage pile will be open and on paved ground with an under drain system to
remove rain water from the storage area. The paved pile area will have a perimeter drain system.

Two reclaim hoppers will be used for the manual reclaiming of fuel from the unprocessed fuel storage
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area. Each hopper will discharge to a common 250 ton per hour unprocessed fuel out-feed conveyer,

which will supply the fuel processing system.

A magnet will be installed over the truck dumper outfeed conveyer near the processing building, A

disc screen capable of processing 250 tons per hour will be used to screen the unprocessed wood for
boiler fuel. Two wood hogs will be used to reduce the wood fuel from the disc screen to a three inch

minus size. Each hog will be capable of processing up to 75 tons per hour of wood fuel,

A 250 ton per hour stockout conveyer will receive the discharge from the processing building and

convey it to the processed wood fuel storage area. The processed wood fuel storage area will be

open and on paved ground with an under drain system to remove rain water from the storage area.

The paved pile area will have a perimeter drain system,

Three 50 ton per hour reclaimers located under the storage area will supply a single boiler feed
conveyer. The boiler feed conveyer will feed the shuttle conveyers which will distribute fuel to
individual boiler chutes. A single return conveyer will return excess fuel to the wood storage area.

Each fuel metering bin will be equipped with screw feeders to meter wood fuel to the boiler feed

chutes, There will be one inverted cone type chute connecting each pneumatic distributor on the

boiler with a set of feeders at the metering bin.

2.3 Ash Handlinq Systems

The ash handling facilities will consist of separate collection and storage systems for fly ash and for
bed sand removal, screening and re-injection,

Fly ash will be continuously collected from the fabric filter (baghouse) particulate emissions control
system using a dry mechanical system, Collected fly ash will be conveyed to a dry storage bin inside

of the boiler building. The storage capacity will be sufficient to accept fly ash generated over a
minimum period of twenty four hours of full-load operation. There will be an atmospheric vent on

the ash silo equipped with a filter to minimize fugitive emissions. Ash from the elevated storage bin

will be processed through a pug mill which mixes dry ash with water to produce a wet cake that
minimizes dust generation during subsequent handling. The wetted fly ash will then be loaded onto

trucks and transported off-site for beneficial re-use in agricultural land applications (in accordance

with NHCAR Chapter Env-Sw 1700) or for disposal. LBB has confirmed that the ash can be accepted

and disposed at the nearby Mount Carberry Landfill if it is not acceptable for beneficial re-use.

Bottom ash is greatly minimized by the high fuel conversion efficiency of the bubbling fluidized bed

boiler design, Fuel is continually recirculated within the fluidized bed until fully combusted. A small

stream of sand from the bed is continually withdrawn, screened and returned to the boiler, along

with additional make-up sand as required. A small amount of noncombustible material such as roclç

slag, glass or metal, is screened out of the bed material and collected for periodic disposal. The sand

silo will be located within the boiler building and will have an atmospheric vent equipped with a filter
to minimize fugitive emissions.
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2.4 Water Svstems

The power generation process will utilize two recirculating water systems; a steam generation system
and a cool¡ng water system. In the steam generation rycle, feedwater will be pumped through heat
exchangers that will recover heat from downstream operations and into the boiler. The water will be

circulated through metal tubes within the boiler where it will be convefted to superheated steam.
The steam will then used to power a turbine which will mechanically drive an electric generator.

After leaving the turbine, the steam will be cooled back to the liquid state in a condenser and
returned to the feedwater pumps. In order to prevent the build up of contaminants in the
recirculating steam system, a small fraction of the water will be "blown down" to the wastewater

system.

The cooling water cycle will pump water to the steam condenser to remove heat and return the
steam to water. The heated cooling water leaving the condenser will be delivered to a wet cooling

tower. In the cooling tower, the water will be sprayed over the top of packing material and will pass

down through counterflowing ambient air drawn through the tower by large fans mounted in the top
of the unit. The water will be cooled by both heat transfer and evaporation as it passes through the
tower in an induced air stream. The exhaust system of the cooling tower will be equipped with mesh

drift eliminators that will control entrained water droplets to less than 0.00050/o of the recirculating
water flow. The cooled water leaving the tower will be returned to the steam condenser system.

Similar to the steam rycle, a portion of the recirculating water will be blow down to the wastewater
discharge system to prevent the accumulation of contaminants,

The water for the Facility will be provided by the Berlin Water Works municipal supply and

distribution system, The Facility will require up to 1.8 million gallons per day of water, primarily for
cooling tower make-up, with the balance used to produce demineralized make-up water for the
boiler, for human consumption, sanitary uses, and for other miscellaneous uses. A trailer mounted
water treatment system will be used to provide demineralized water to be used for steam cycle

makeup for the boiler. A 15,000 gallon demineralized water tank will be used for on-site storage.

Sanitary drains will collect and route the wastewater from potable uses to the city sewer system.

Water treatment for the boiler make-up water will consist of reverse osmosis and a treatment
program consisting of phosphate, caustic, neutralizing amine and oxygen scavenger for water used in

the closed loop steam system. The cooling water treatment program for the cooling tower makeup
water will consist of corrosion inhibitor, dispersant and biocides to prevent biological growth in the
cooling system components. All process wastewater, including water collected in floor drains from
equipment cleaning, will be discharged to the city sewer system. The Facility will discharge up to
300,000 gallons per day of sanitary and process wastewater to the municipal sewer system, It is not
expected that the Facility wastewater will require any pretreatment to meet all applicable state and
city discharge requirements,

The primary source of water for fire protection will also be city water. A motor-driven fire pump will

be used at the Facility, with a diesel fire pump as a backup system. The entire wood storage area

and power block will be serued by an underground hydrant system. A wet standpipe system will be

installed in all heated buildings. Unheated buildings and wood conveyers will be served by a dry
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standpipe with sprinklers. Poftable hand extinguishers will be located throughout the Facility. Office

areas will be equipped with wet pipe sprinkler systems. The steam turbine generator, lube oil tank
area and the main transformer will be serued with dry pipe, open spray deluge systems. All fire
detection and alarm systems will be installed to meet their respective NFPA codes.

2.5 Air Pollution Control Systems

The BFB technology used in the boiler's combustion system represents state-of-the-art in efficient
fuel conversion and emissions minimization, By maximizing combustion efficiency, the BFB

technology generates vastly lower emissions of pollutants resulting from incomplete combustion such

as carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds (VOC). The combustion system also
incorporates flue gas recirculation (FGR), a technology that cools the combustion process and

reduces the formation of NOx.

In addition to the inherently low emitting technology of the combustion system, the Facility will

incorporate a number of additional systems that represent BACT and I-AER technology to further
minimize air emissions.

A dry sorbent injection system will be installed to introduce limestone or Trona into the exhaust gas

stream. The sorbent will react with gases such as sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid mist, and hydrochloric

acid contained in the boiler exhaust to reduce those emissions and form particulate sulfates or
chlorides, which will be minimized by the downstream pafticulate emissions control system.

The existing ESP will be replaced with a fabric filter baghouse system to maximize control of
pafticulate emissions and meet the BACT emission limits. The baghouse will provide greater than

99olo control of PM emissions.

A selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system will be installed downstream of the ESP for the control

NO¡ emissions. The SCR system will utilize aqueous ammonia (NH3) that will be injected into the flue
gas in a stoichiometric ratio proportional to the mass of NOr to be removed. The aqueous NH3 will
evaporate in the inlet header, The flue gas and NH¡ will then pass through two beds of catalyst

where the NOx in the flue gas will be converted into nitrogen and water. An ammonia injection

control system will be installed to accurately inject the correct amount of ammonia into the flue gas

stream upstream of the catalyst to provide optimum control and minimization of both NOx and NH3

and assure compliance with permit limits. The NHs for the SCR system will be stored on-site in 19olo

aqueous solution in a storage tank equipped with secondary containment. The NH3 storage tank will
include an unloading system to accept deliveries by truck.

The existing 320-foot tall, 11.25" diameter boiler exhaust stack will be used. A continuous emissions
monitoring system (CEMS) will be installed on the boiler stack to monitor compliance with the
permitted emission limits. The CEMS will monitor the concentrations of oxygen, CO and NOx and will
be ceftified to meet all applicable NSPS, Acid Rain Program, and NHDES requirements. A certified
continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS) will also be installed on the boiler stack to monitor
compliance with Facility opacity limits.
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2.6 Electrical Interconnection

The Facility will generate electrical power for its own operation and export the excess generated

power to the Public Seruice of New Hampshire (PSNH) 115 kV system. A small switchyard will be

installed adjacent to the turbine building, which will provide necessary power isolation systems and a

step up transformer to increase the voltage of the power produced by the steam turbine generator to
115 kVA, consistent with the PSNH transmission line. From the switchyard, an underground
transmission cable will be installed along a route that follows existing underground pipes that were
formerly used to transport pulp from the site to the Fraser Gorham paper mill. The route leaves the
Site near the intersection of Coos and Community Streets and generally follows the route of the
former rail line from the site to Shelby Street. The transmission cable will transition to an overhead
line approximately 0.75 miles south of the Site and 0.1 miles nofthwest of the existing East Side

substation. The overhead transmission line will be installed within the existing cleared corridor

between Shelby Street and the substation.
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3.0 FACILITY EMISSIONS

The Facility will be equipped with state-of-the-art emissions control systems to minimize a¡r emissions

and ambient air quality impacts. The Facility will comply with all applicable NH State Air Pollution Control

Regulations. The Facility will implement I-AER for its NOx emissions, and BACT for all regulated NSR

pollutants with potential emissions that exceed the significance levels defined in the PSD regulations.

The emissions from the Facility will also comply with the applicable NSPS and NESHAP/MACT emission

standards.

The maximum stack concentrations and emission rates proposed for each pollutant from each emissions

source are summarized on Table 3.1. The biomass boiler maximum stack concentrations and emission

rates do not apply at loads less than 70o/o of maximum load. The biomass boiler will not operate at

steady-state at loads less than 70o/o of maximum load, except for during periods of startup and

shutdown. The maximum short term (lb/hr) emission rates presented in Table 3.1 are derived from the
maximum emission rates for each pollutant (lbs/MMBtu), the maximum heat input rate to the boiler
(1,013 MMBtu/hr), and a 10olo factor to account for expected short-term variability in the exhaust gas

volumetric flow rate from the boiler.

The potential emissions from the Facility, including emissions occurring during startup periods, and

fugitive emissions resulting from wood fuel storage and handling activities, are summarized on Table 3.2.

The potential emissions for the biomass boiler presented in Table 3.2 are derived from the maximum

emission rates for each pollutant (lbs/MMBtu) and the average annual heat input rate for the boiler (932

MMBtu/hr). The potential emissions calculations for each of the Facility's emission sources are included

in Appendix A of the application.

3.1 Biomass Boiler Emissions

3.1.1 Nitroqen Oxides

Emissions of NOx result from excess air in the high temperature regions of a boiler and oxidation

of nitrogen in fuel. The Facility's boiler will utilize a bubbling fluidized bed that provides staged

combustion of the wood fuel and minimizes thermal NO* formation. To meet the requirements of
the NH RPS program, the FaciliÇ will limit its wood biomass fuel to clean sources of wood, which

can help minimize NO¡ formation resulting from fuel-bound nitrogen. Good combustion practices

and the use of a BFB combustion process will help optimize the combustion temperature in the

boiler to minimize thermal NOx formation. A highly efficient Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)

system will eliminate over 70o/o of NOx emissions formed within the boiler. The SCR system will

inject vaporized aqueous NH¡ into the hot exhaust gas path which will react with the NOx in the

exhaust gas to form nitrogen and water vapor as the exhaust gases pass through the catalyst

beds. The use of the BFB technology, clean wood fuel, good combustion practices, and SCR will

result in a NOx emission rate from the biomass boiler no greater than 0,060 lb/MMBtu of heat

input based on a 30-day rolling average during normal operation.
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3.1.2 Carbon Monoxide

CO emissions are associated with incomplete combustion of fuel in a boiler, These emissions will
be minimized by utilizing the highly efficient BFB combustion technology, The wood fuel will be

combusted in a heated bed of sand-like material which is fluidized within a rising column of air.

The hot bed material effectively liberates the carbon in the wood fuel, which allows the oxygen
(Oj in the combustion air to more freely react with the fuel, resulting in an efficient combustion
process. The air to fuel ratio and combustion temperature in the boiler will be optimized and

monitored to achieve the desired balance between CO and NO¡ emissions. As mentioned earlier,
the Facility also will utilize a fuel preparation system that will help optimize the quality, size and

moisture content to promote efficient combustion, which will also help mitigate CO formation.
The use of BFB combustion technology in the boiler design, good combustion practices, and fuel
type will result in a CO emission rate from the biomass boiler no greater than 0.075 lb/MMBtu of
heat input based on a 24-hour daily block average during normal operation.

3.1.3 Sulfur Dioxide/Sulfuric Acid Mist

Emissions of sulfur compounds result from oxidation of sulfur contained in a fuel. The Facility will
utilize wood fuel which has inherently low sulfur content, in combination with a dry sorbent
injection system on an as-needed basis, to maintain SOz no greater than 0.012 lb/MMBtu of heat
input during normal operation, The characteristics of wood fly ash also serve to capture much of
the sulfur compounds and further minimize emissions. Based on experience with other
generating facilities using an SCR control system, no more tlo/o of the SOz generated in the
boiler is expected to be fufther oxidized to SO¡, which will combine with water vapor in the flue
gas to produce sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4). The resulting maximum potential HzSO+ emission rate,
which does not consider the potential reductions of sulfuric acid mist that will be achieved when
using the sorbent injection system, is expected to be less than 0.002 lbs/MMBtu of heat input.

3.1.4 Pa¡ticulate Matter

Particulate matter is generated in a boiler by incomplete combustion and the non-combustible
fraction of a fuel, The BFB combustion technology and operating controls provide a greater

degree of complete combustion than most other wood fired boiler designs. The boiler's fabric
filter baghouse will abate over 99 percent of the particulate emissions formed in the boiler.

These measures will result in a filterable PM/PM10/PM2.5 emission rate no greater than 0,010
lb/MMBtu of heat input during normal operation.

3.1.5 Volatile Orqanic Comoounds

Like CO, VOC emissions are formed by incomplete combustion of fuel. VOC emissions from the
biomass boiler at the Facility will be minimized utilizing BFB combustion technology. The Facility
will also utilize clean wood fuel, which can help promote efficient combustion, which will further
minimize VOC emissions. The use of BFB combustion technology in the boiler design, good

combustion practices, and woody biomass fuel will result in a VOC emission rate from the
biomass boiler no greater than 0,010 lb/MMBtu of heat input during normal operation.
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3.1.6 Ammonia

The SCR emissions control systems will utilize aqueous ammonia to reduce the NOx emissions

from the boiler by injecting this NH3 into the flue gas stream upstream of an SCR catalyst. The

NO¡ and NH: will react to form nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O), While this system is efficient for
the conversion of NOx emissions to form nitrogen and water, a small fraction of the injected NH3

will pass through unreacted. This unreacted NH¡ is referred to as NH3 slip. The SCR system to
be utilized at the Facility will be designed to maintain a stack NH3 slip concentration of no greater

than 20 ppmvd@7%O2 during normal operation.

3.1.7 Hazardous Air Pollutants

HAP emissions from the biomass boiler at the Facility will be controlled utilizing BFB technology.

The Facility will also employ measures to provide a wood fuel to the boiler of good quality, size

and moisture content to promote efficient combustion, which will further minimize HAP

formation. The use of BFB combustion technology in the boiler design and good combustion
practices will minimize the HAP emissions from the boiler during normal operation. HAP

emissions will be further reduced through use of the sorbent injection system, installed primarily

to control SOz emissions.

3.1.8 Carbon Dioxide

The use of biomass energy has the potential to greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions in this
biosphere over the life cycle of these technologies. Fossil fuels release carbon dioxide captured

by photosynthesis millions of years ago - an essentially "new" greenhouse gas emission.

Biomass, on the other hand, releases carbon dioxide that is, for the most part, already a part of
the natural environment and is therefore balanced by the carbon dioxide captured in its own
growth as well as new growth.

The direct firing of Biomass is recognized as carbon neutral by many of the world's energy

experts. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), as part of the US Department of
Energy published a study in January 2004 entitled "Biomass Power and Conventional Fossil

Systems with and without COz Sequestration - Comparing the Energy Balance, Greenhouse Gas

Emissions and Economics". The study was a comparison of the Global Warming Potential (GWP)

of a standardized 600 MW power plant (or in the case of direct fìred biomass, several smaller
plants totaling 600 MW) to determine the effect on global warming over the complete life cycle of
each process. The study included fossil fuel fired and biomass fired plants with and without
carbon sequestration (recovery of COz emissions), The study concluded that, for direct fired
biomass plants without carbon sequestration, the total COz emitted was actually a negative value

when considering the avoided emissions from land-fìlling and mulching and the additional

emissions of haruesting and transportation, of the same quantity of biomass. The GWP was a

reduction of t49o/o when compared to a similar-sized coal fired power plant.

Similarly, the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Task Force on National Greenhouse

Gas Inventories published its "2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories".
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The document recommends that the COz emissions from the combustion of wood and paper

waste for the purposes of producing energy be excluded from national inventories as "biogenic

emissions". It further states that where both fossil-based wastes (e.9. plastic, waste oil, rubber)

are fired with biogenic-based wastes (e.9. wood, paper,), only the fossil-based portion of the COz

emissions be considered in national COz inventories.

There are no add-on control systems available to control COz emissions from wood-fired boilers.

The use of BFB combustion technology in the boiler design, however assures a high degree of
heat transfer from the fuel, thus minimizing the quantity of CO2 released per MW of power
produced.

3.1.9 Emissions Durino StaÉuo & Shutdown

During cold startups, a three phase process will be used. Initially, the biomass boiler will be

operated on ULSD fuel over a period of six-to-eight hours until stable operating temperatures are

achieved in the bed and boiler heat transfer sudaces. The next phase will be the gradual

introduction of solid fuel and the reduction of fuel oil until the steaming rate is gradually

increased to 50o/o over a two-to-three hour period and the fuel transitions to 100o/o biomass. The
last phase is the gradual ramping up of steaming load from 50o/o to 70o/o capacity over a period

of one-to-two hours. Therefore, a typical cold total startup period is expected to be

approximately 10-12 hours in duration to achieve steady-state biomass operation. The durations

of startup periods for hot and warm starts of the boiler will be shofter.

The potential emissions during startup periods have been estimated and are shown in Table 3.2,

based on a total of 6 cold starts per year of the biomass boiler. These emissions estimates are

conseryative in that boiler startups will typically be warm or hot starts of shorter duration and

fewer emissions. For the purposes of the potential emissions calculations, it has been assumed

that up to 72 hours of annual boiler operation will be during startup periods. Emissions during

shutdown periods have been aggregated with emissions during normal operation.

The Facility will conduct emissions test¡ng to determine the actual emissions from the biomass

boiler during startup and shutdown periods. Permitted emissions for such periods will be

determined from the results of startup/shutdown emissions testing.

3,2 Other Stationary Emissions Sources

3.2.1 Coolino Tower

Wet cooling towers provide direct contact between the cooling water and the air stream being

drawn through the tower. A portion of the cooling water can be entrained in the air stream. The

water droplets entrained in the air stream is classified as drift, which results in particulate

emissions from the solids contained in the droplets as the water evaporates, The quantity of the

drift and resulting particulate emissions are primarily determined by the design and operation of
the cooling tower.
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The formation of drift and the resulting particulate emissions will be minimized by controlling the

dissolved solids content of the recirculating water and controlling water droplet drift.

Drift eliminators are designed to remove the water droplets from the air stream before it exits the
tower, The exhaust system of the Facility cooling tower will be equipped with mesh drift
eliminators that will control entrained water droplets to less than 0.0005o/o of the recirculating

water flow and minimize pafticulate emissions to maximum extent achievable for a wet cooling

tower.

3.2.2 Diesel Firewater Pump

The Facility will also include a diesel engine driven fire pump with a maximum power output of
323 horsepower, The diesel fìre pump will be fired with ULSD fuel to minimize SOz and PM

emissions and will be certified to meet the applicable EPA Ïer 3 emission standards for diesel

engines. The diesel fire pump will be limited to 500 hours of operation per year, and other than

one hour per day for maintenance and testing, will not be operated concurrently with the

biomass boiler.

3.3 Fuqitive Emissions

Fugitive dust emissions potentially resulting from truck traffic on Site roadways and from wood fuel

storage and handling operations will be minimized through a number of Best Management Practices

and equipment designs. These measures will include the use of paved roadways, regular sweeping

of roadways, wetting of fuel storage piles as needed during prolonged dry periods, and the use of
covered trucks and conveyor systems. Fugitive dust emissions from the Facility's wood fuel handling

and storage areas have been estimated using EPA published emission factors.
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4.0 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) and the NHDES have established several

regulations to assure that emissions sources such as those associated with the Facility do not result in

adverse impacts to human health or the environment. This section provides a discussion of the
applicability of those regulations, a summary of the requirements imposed by the regulations that apply
to the Facility, and a discussion of how the applicable requirements will be met.

4.1 State and Federal Permittinq Reouirements

4.1.1 State Air Permit

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 600 establishes the statewide permit system to regulate the operation and
modification of new and existing stationary sources. It requires all stationary sources to possess

a temporary permit, state permit to operate, or ïtle V operating permit prior to construction,
installation, operation, or material modification of the source. NHCAR Env-A 700 establishes a

fee system for the review and issuance of state permits. NHCAR Env-A 1700 states the
information required for all applications for permits.

The Facility will include a boiler, which will be a stationary source using wood with a design rating
greater than 2 MMBtu per hour of gross heat input. Therefore, in accordance with NHCAR Part

Env-A 607, LBB is required to obtain a temporary permit pr¡or to the construction of the Facility.

The application to the NHDES, Air Resources Division, for the temporary permit, must include the
required application forms and meet the applicable requirements of NHCAR Part Env-A 607.03
(temporary permit application requirements), Env-A 702.0I (temporary permit application review
fees), and Env-A 1703 through Env-A 1709 (application forms),

The application must demonstrate compliance with all applicable elements of the State
Implementation Plan (SIP). It also must demonstrate that the proposed Facility will not cause or
contribute to an exceedance of the State Ambient Air Quality Standards (NHCAR Chapter Env-A

300) and will comply with applicable state law governing pollution, and all other Applicable
requirements.

This application document satisfies the requirements for a temporary permit application. It
includes the required completed application forms (Section 9), and addresses compliance with
the applicable state and federal air permitting and pollution control requirements for the Facility
(Section 4). It also includes an air dispersion analysis that demonstrates that the emisdons from
the Facility will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of state ambient air quality standards
(Section 7).

The temporary permit for the Facility will expire 18 months after the date of its issuance. LBB

will file an application for a Ïtle V Operating Permit at least 90 days prior to the designated
expiration date of the temporary permit. The Ïtle V Operating Permit application for the Facility
will meet all of the applicable requirements of NHCAR Part Env-A 609.
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4.1.2 Nonattainment Review

The Facility will be a major stationary source of NOx emissions, with potential emissions greater

than 100 tons per year. Coos County is designated as being in attainment for ozone, however it
is within the New Hampshire portion of the Northeast Ozone Transport Region. The Facility will
therefore be subject to state nonattainment review (NHCAR Part Env-A 618), which requires the
implementation of I-AER, and the acquisition of offsets for its NOx emissions,

LAER is defined as the most stringent emissions limitation which is contained in the
implementation plan of any State for such a class or category of source, unless the owner or
operator of the proposed source demonstrates that such limitations are not achievable, or the
most stringent emission limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or category of
source, whichever is more stringent. I-AER will be implemented for the NOx emissions from the
Facility, The LAER analysis conducted for the Facility, and the láER proposal for its NOx

emissions, is included in Section 5.

Sources subject to NH nonattainment review are required to obtain sufficient emission reductions
from other sources so that the emissions from the source are less than the emission reductions.
A new or modified source located in New Hampshire, outside of the 4-county ozone classified
nonattainment region, must achieve an emissions offset ratio of at least 1.15 to 1. For a source
located outside of the ozone classified or not classified nonattainment regions of the state, the
offsets may be obtained from donor sources located anywhere within the northeast ozone
transport region. Offsets obtained outside of New Hampshire are subject to the approval of the
state or governing jurisdiction in which the offset donor source is located, as ensured by a

federally enforceable permit, or other federally enforceable document. The emission reductions

must be identified prior to issuance of the permit approval.

LBB will acquire sufficient emission reductions to offset the annual NO¡ emissions from the
Facility by a ratio of at least 1.15 to 1 prior to commencing operation, in accordance with the
NHDES nonattainment review requirements. LBB will identiff the source of the offsets prior to
issuance of the temporary permit approval.

New sources subject to NH nonatbainment review are also required to demonstrate that the
benefits of the proposed source significantly outweigh the environmental and social costs
imposed as a result of its location and construction by providing an analysis of alternative sites,

sizes, production processes, and environmental control techniques.

LBB's business model is to develop biomass generating facilities at sites with existing
infrastructure that meet specified criteria. LBB was made aware of the attributes associated
with the Project Site that were found to be consistent with their business model, These
attributes include:

r an existing boiler system which can be upgraded to function as efficient biomass fueled
generating facilities and meet all applicable environmental requirements;
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. proximity to fuel suppliers;

. accessibility to truck routes and/or rail lines for the delivery of fuel;

. proximity to transmission lines and an electrical interconnection;

. adequate water supply and delivery systems;

. adequate wastewater treatment infrastructure and treatment capacity; and

. a local workforce with the skills necessary to operate a generating facility

The former Pulp Mill site in Berlin uniquely satisfies all of LBBt criteria for a biomass generating

facility. The former black liquor recovery boiler provides a unique opportunity to upgrade and

convert existing equipment for renewable energy generation. The Site provides adequate

acreage for the development of the Facility, as well as for other tenants, who could potentially

provide synergistic services, bringing much needed jobs, taxes, and other revenues to the City of
Berlin. The Site's history as a Pulp Mill and location within the North Country provide unique

demonstrated access to a wood supply that is more than adequate to meet the Projectb needs.

There is a well trained local workforce within the City of Berlin that has direct experience with the

Site and boiler operations, The former Pulp Mill site was the ideal site that met each of the

criteria established by LBB for the siting of such a facility.

Alternate locations of site equipment, roadways, fuel piles, and conveying systems were

considered during the Facility design process. As a result of the consideration of reasonable

alternatives, the current Site Plan was determined to best facilitate efficient Facility operation,

while minimizing impacts to natural resources and the surrounding community, and preseruing

adequate acreage for additional tenants at the site to potentially provide synergistic services to
the Facility.

The selection of generation technology for the Facility was driven by the capabilities of the

existing equipment on the Site, the large available supply of wood biomass fuel from regional

sources, and the need for additional renewable energy sources in the state to meet its RPS goals.

LBB considered the benefìts and impacts associated with the use of either a mechanical draft wet
cooling tower or an air cooled condenser to meet the Project's cooling demand. The impacts

considered for this analysis included water use, wastewater discharge, equipment footprint,
impervious area, noise, emissions, and cost.

The use of a wet cooling tower will result in more efficient Facility operation, less fuel use, and

fewer emissions for the same power output as an air-cooled facility. The use of the wet cooling

tower, with a much smaller footprint, minimizes the overall Project footprint. There will also be

lower noise levels associated with the use of wet cooling technology. As a result of this analysis,

the use of a wet cooling tower was determined to be a preferred alternative for the Facility over
an air-cooled condenser.
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Several different control technologies were evaluated for use at the Facility. Section 5 of this

application provides details of the emissions control technologies considered for the Facility for

the determination of BACT and I-AER.

This alternatives analysis demonstrates that the benefits of the Facility significantly outweigh the

environmental and social costs imposed as a result of its location and construction.

4.1.3 Prevention of Siqnificant Deterioration of Air Ouality

As a new major stationary source located in an attainment area, the Facility will also be subject

to the applicable PSD permit requirements. The NHDES has implemented the federal PSD

Program permitting requirements (NHCAR Paft Env-A 619) to determine if a new major stationary

source will cause or contribute to significant deterioration of air quality in the state.

The PSD requirements include the completion of an air dispersion modeling analysis to

demonstrate that the Project will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the NAAQS, and

that the maximum increases in ambient air concentrations of regulated air contaminants over the

existing baseline do not exceed the allowable PSD increments. Section 7 details the air

dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the Facility to demonstrate compliance with the PSD

requirements,

The PSD program requires the implementation of BACT for each regulated NSR pollutant with
potential emissions above the significance thresholds. Section 5 details the BACT analysis

conducted for the Facility for each applicable pollutant.

The PSD program requires an analysis of ambient air quality in the area the source would affect

for each pollutant with a potential to emit above the specified significance levels. According to
the NHDES "Guidance and Procedure for Performing Air Quality Impact Modeling in New

Hampshire", July, 2006, background data for modeling compliance with AAQS are established by

ambient air monitors located at various sites throughout the state, This guidance document

directs sources to consult with NHDES on the most representative and appropriate background

monitoring site to use for the modeling analysis. It also requires sources subject to the PSD

requirements to consult with NHDES to determine the need for pre-construction ambient air

monitoring.

The ambient air monitoring data from nearby monitors used to determine the background

concentrations is representative of the area of the Facility, The maximum ambient air impacts

from the Facility, as determined through air dispersion modeling, are below the Significant

Monitoring Concentrations (SMC) established in the PSD rules. According to the PSD rules, the

Administrator can exempt a source from pre-construction monitoring for a pollutant if the impact

concentration for that pollutant is less than its respective SMC. Therefore, consistent with the
PSD rules, a Preconstruction Monitoring Waiver is requested from NHDES for the Facility.

additional impact analyses, including an analysis of the

soils, and vegetation that would occur as a result of the

The PSD requirements also include

impairment to air quality, visibility,
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source; impacts on general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth associated with

the source; and analysis of potential environmental justice issues. There are also additional

impact analyses that are required due to the proximity of the Facility to a designated Class I
area. Section 7 provides details on the additional impact analyses conducted for the Facility to
address the additional PSD impact analysis requirements.

4.2 State Emissions Control Requirements

In addition to requiring that projects control emissions sufficiently to prevent exceedances of NMQS,

NHDES has established other regulations that impose specific emissions limitations or control

requirements for ceftain pollutants from regulated sources. The following sections summarize the

state emission control requirements applicable to the Facility, as well as how the Facility will comply

with those requirements.

4.2.1 Ambient Air Ouality Standards

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 300 establishes ambient air quality standards (AAQS) for various types of
pollutants emitted in or transported into the State of New Hampshire. The standards are

intended to be protective of the public health (primary standards) and the public welfare

(secondary standards). The rule requires that the designated state AAQS be at least as stringent

as the NAAQS, and that they not allow the significant deterioration of existing air quality in any

portion of the state.

An air dispersion modeling analysis has been completed, which demonstrates that the emissions

from the Facility will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the state AAQS. Section 7

details the air dispersion modeling analysis completed for the Facility.

4.2.2 Standards for Certain New or Modified Facilities and Sources of HAPS

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 500 establishes state standards to regulate certain new or modified

facilities in accordance with authority delegated by the EPA under $111(c) of the Clean Air Act,

and certain sources of HAPS in accordance with authority delegated by the EPA under $112(c) of

the Clean Air Act. It mandates compliance with the general provisions and the listed subparts of

the NSPS and NESHAPS for the specified source categories.

The Facility will be subject to the applicable requirements of the NSPS, 40 CFR 60, As a major

source of HAP emissions, the Facility will also be subject to the applicable MACT requirements of

the NESHAPS establíshed in 40 CFR 63. Section 4.3 details the NSPS and NESHAPS requirements

applicable to the Facility, and the how LBB will comply with those requirements.

4.2.3 Testinq and Monitorino Procedures

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 800 establishes minimum testing and monitoring procedures, calculation

procedures, standards, and requirements in order to determine compliance with applicable state

and federal statutes and rules. An initial compliance stack test will be conducted to demonstrate

the Facility's compliance with its permitted emission limits. This testing will be conducted in strict

accordance with the procedures of NHCAR Part Env-A 802, including submittal of a pre-test
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not¡ce and a pre-test protocol at least 30 days prior to testing, conducting a pre-test meeting

with NHDES staff at least 15 days prior to the test date, and submittal of a final test report

documenting the results of the test no more than 60 days after completion of testing.

The Facility will have a certified continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS) and a continuous

emissions monitoring system (CEMS) installed on the exhaust stack to meet the requirements of
40 CFR 60. The Facility COMS and CEMS will meet the minimum specifications of NHCAR Part

Env-A 808.03, A CEM Monitoring Plan that meets the requirements of NHCAR Part Env-A 808.04

will be submitted to NHDES at least 90 days prior to installation of the monitoring systems. The
performance specification testing required by NHCAR Part Env-A 808.05 will be conducted on the

COMS and CEMS at the Facility within 180 days of initial system startup.

A quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) plan that meets the requirements of NHCAR Part

Env-A 808.06 will be prepared for the Facility COMS and CEMS. The Facility QA/QC plan will be

reviewed and revised on an annual basis, The Facility COMS and CEMS will undergo quarterly

auditing, in accordance with the specifications of NHCAR Parts Env-A 808.07 through 808.09. A

written summary report of the results of all required audits will be submitted to NHDES within 30

calendar days following the end of each calendar quarter. LBB will also file quarterly emission

repofts with the NHDES within 30 days following the end of each calendar quarter, in accordance

with NHCAR Pafts Env-A 808.11 and 808.12.

4.2.4 Recordkeeoinq and RepoÉinq Obliqations

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 900 specifìes the records that must be kept at sources that discharge air
pollutants so that the emissions of those pollutants can be readily calculated or estimated and

reported to the NHDES for the purposes of demonstrating compliance, compiling emission

inventories, and developing air-related strategic plans. To comply with this Part, LBB will

maintain records relating to energy production, material usage, equipment manufacturers'

specifications, material safety data sheets, and fuel consumption. Records of fuel type and

consumption will be maintained on a monthly basis. All records will be kept on file for a

minimum of 5 years.

NHCAR Part Env-A 905 includes specific emission recording requirements for all sources with
actual NOx emissions greater than 10 tons per year, such as the Facility. To comply with this
Part, LBB will maintain the required operational and fuel use records, including its operation

schedule specifically during ozone season.

LBB will submit an annual emissions report to NHDES on or before April 15 of the year following
the year covered by the report. The annual reports will include the actual emissions from the
Facility, including the emissions of each regulated air toxic pollutant, as well as the annual Facility

hours of operation and fuel usager and any other information required to demonstrate

compliance with the Facility's permit approvals,

In the event of a permit deviation, Facility personnel will investigate and take immediate

corrective action to restore the affected device to within allowable permit levels. AII information
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related to the permit deviation will be recorded, including the probable cause, duration, any

corrective actions taken, and the amount of excess emissions which occurred as a result of the
permit deviation. LBB will provide NHDES with the required notifications of permit deviations and

submit semiannual reports that summarize all permit deviations reported during the previous

repofting period.

4.2.5 Prevention, Abatement and Control of Ooen Source Air Pollution

NHCAR Part Env-A 1002 limits open air source pollution by regulating the direct emissions of
pafticulate matter from mining, transportation, storage, use, and removal activities. It applies to
activities that emit fugitive dust within the state, including commercial mining, construction,

maintenance, demolition, bulk hauling, and storage activities. It requires that precautions be

taken throughout the duration of such activities to prevent, abate, and control the emission of
fugitive dust, including wetting, covering, shielding, or vacuuming. LBB will utilize such measures

during the constructíon of the Facility, and for wood fuel transport and storage activities

conducted during operation, to minimize the emissions of fugitive dust resulting from those

activities.

4.2.6 Prevention, Abatement and Control of Stationary Source Air Pollution

NHCAR Paft Env-A t204 implements Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT)

requirements for certain VOC emitting sources in New Hampshire. The Facility does not have
potential VOC emissions of 50 tons or more per year, and is therefore not subject to the NH VOC

RACT regulations.

NHCAR Part Env-A 1211 implements the NOx RACT requirements for sources in New Hampshire.

According to NHCAR Part Env-A 1211.01(c), the NH NOx RACT rule applies to electric steam

utility boilers with a maximum heat input rate of 50 MMBtu or more. The Facility biomass boiler

is subject to the NH NOx RACT rule, and is required to meet the emission standards for electric

utility boilers established in NHCAR Part Env-A 72LL.04. The NOx emission limits for electric

utility boilers with a maximum heat input rate of 100 MMBtu or more/ firing wood fuel, are 0.33
lb/MMBtu for boilers equipped with a traveling, shaker, or vibrating grate, and 0,25 lblMMBtu for
boilers equipped with a stationary grate, based on a 24-hour calendar day average.

The biomass boiler at the Facility will meet the applicable NH NOx RACT emission standard.
Compliance with the NOx RACT emission standard will be demonstrated through the use of a

certified CEMS. LBB will meet the applicable recordkeeping and reporting requirements of
NHCAR Chapter Env-A 900 to satisf, the NOx RACT rule.

NHCAR Part Env-A I2IL11 establishes emission standards and control options for emergenry
generators and engines. It applies to emergency engines located at a source with potential NOx

emissions greater than 50 tons per year, unless their operation is limited to less than 500 during

any consecutive 12-month period, and the potential NOx emissions from the engines are limited

to less than 25 tons for any consecutive l2-month period. The emergency fire pump at the
Facility will be limited to 500 hours of operation during any consecutive 12-month period, and will
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have permitted potential NO¡ emissions less than 25 tons per consecutive 12-month period.

Therefore the fire pump is exempt from the provisions of NHCAR Part Env-A 1211.11.

4.2,7 Requlated Toxic Air Pollutants

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 1400 establishes rules to prevent, control, abate and limit the emissions of
toxic air pollutants into the ambient air to promote public health. One of the source categories
which is exempt from the requirements of the rule is the combustion of untreated wood.

Therefore, the emissions from the biomass boiler are not subject to the state regulated toxic air
pollutants rule requirements. Both the emergency generator and the fire pump will utilize virgin

distillate fuel oil and are similarly exempt from the NH air toxics regulation,

There will be emissions of NHg from the SCR emissions control system. Additionally, the use of
ceftain water treatment chemicals in the cooling tower will result in emissions of sodium bisulfìte
and sodium hydroxide (contained in the cooling tower drift) above the de-minimis emission rate

levels specified in Env-A 1400, The air dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the Facility

demonstrates that the maximum predicted ambient air impacts for NH3, sodium bisulfite, and

sodium hydroxide, at or beyond the propefi line, are less than the respective 24-hour and
annual ambient air limits (AALs) established in Table 1450-1 of NHCAR Chapter Env-A 1400, The

Facility will therefore comply with the NH Regulated Air Toxics rule.

4.2.8 Fuel Soecifications

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 1600 establishes limits on the content of fuels used in combustion
processes to limit the emissions of pollutants into the ambient air. It contains content limitations

for specified liquid, gaseous, and solid fuels. However, wood fuel is not listed as a solid fuel

subject to this Chapter; therefore the Facility is not subject to its solid fuel requirements and

limitations.

The Facility will utilize ULSD for the boiler startup burners and the diesel fire pump. NHCAR Part

1604.01 limits the sulfur content of No.2 distillate oil to 0.40 percent sulfur by weight. The

Facility will utilize ULSD with a sulfur content of 0.0015 percent by weight, and will therefore
comply with the state fuel oil sulfur content standard.

4.2.9 Fuel Burnino Devices

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 2000 establishes emission standards for pafticulate matter and visible

emissions from stationary fuel burning devices. For stationary fuel burning devices installed after
May 13, 1970, the owner or operator may not cause or allow average opacity in excess of 20o/o

for any continuous 6-minute period. For steam generating units subject to NSPS, during periods

of startup, shutdown, and malfunction, average opacity is allowed in excess of 20o/o for one
period of 6 continuous minutes in any 60-minute period. For stationary fuel burning devices

installed after January 1, 1985, with a maximum gross heat input rate equal to or greater than

250 MMBtU/hr, the maximum allowable particulate matter emission rate is 0,10 lb/MMBtu,
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A certified COMS will be installed on the boiler exhaust stack to monitor and record continuous

compliance with the state opac¡ty limits for fuel burning devices. The maximum PM emission rate
from the biomass boiler of 0.010 lb/MMBtu is an order of magniture lower than the state
particulate matter emission standard. A stack test will be conducted to demonstrate compliance
with the state particulate matter standard, in accordance with the requirements specified in Env-

A 802.02.

As the diesel fire pump has a maximum heat input rating less than 100 MMBtu/hr, and will be

installed after January 1, 1985, it will be subject to a particulate matter emission limit of 0.30
lb/MMBtu, The unit will be certified by its manufacturer to meet this emission standard.

4.2.10 NOx Budoet Tradino Prooram

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 3200 implements the NO¡ Budget Program, which requires reductions in
ozone season NOx emissions from budget sources to achieve the NAAQS for ozone. A NOx

budget source is defined as a fossil fuel fìred boiler or heat exchanger with a maximum rated
heat input capacity of 250 MMBtu/hr or more/ and all electric generating devices with a rated
output of 15 MW or more, An electric aenerating device is defined in the regulation as any fossil-
fuel fired combustion device of 15 MW capacity or greater which provides electricity for sale or

use.

The biomass boiler at the Facility will utilize wood fuel, not a fossil fuel, for the generation of
electricity. The boiler is therefore not a NOx budget source, and the Facility is not subject to the
requirements of the NOx Budget Program.

4,2.11 NOx Emissions Reduction Fund for NOx Emittinq Generation Sources

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 3700 requires NOy emitting generation sources to report power generation

and NOx emissions information, and to either acquire emissions reduction credit mechanisms, or
to make direct payment of fees to the NO¡ emissions reduction fund. NOx emitting generation

sources are defined as any internal combustion engine or combustion turbine which generates

electricity for use or sale, except for sources which meet the defìnition of a NO¡ budget source.

The biomass boiler at the Facility does not meet the defìnition of a NOx emitting generation

source, as it is not an internal combustion engine nor a combustion turbine. The Facility is

therefore not subject to the requirements of NHCAR Chapter Env-A 3700.

4.2.12 Carbon Dioxide (CO¿l Budqet Tradino Proqram

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 4600 establishes the NH State COz Budget Trading Program, which is

designed to stabilize, and then reduce anthropogenic emissions of CO2, a greenhouse gas, from

COz budget sources in the state, in an economically efficient manner, This program applies to
any unit that, at any time on or after January 1, 2005, serves an electricity generator with a

nameplate capacity equal to or greater than 25 MWe. A unit is defined as a fossil-fuel fired
stationary boiler, combustion turbine, or combined rycle system. A source that includes one or
more of such units is a COz budget source.
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The biomass boiler at the Facility will utilize wood fuel, not a fossil fuel, for the generation of
electricity. As the Facility will utilize ULSD fuel only for staftup, the boiler is not a COz budget

source/ and the Facility is not subject to the requirements of the COz Budget Trading Program.

4.3 Federal Emissions Control Requirements

4.3.1 New Source PeÉormance Standards

4,3,1.1 Biomass Boiler

40 CFR 60, Subpart Db, "Standards of Performance for Industrial-Commercial-Institutional

Steam Generating Units" (Subpart Db), applies to steam generating units that are capable of
combusting more than 100 MMBtu/hr heat input of fuel, and for which construction,

modification, or reconstruction is commenced after June 19, 1984. The biomass boiler at the

Facility is subject to the requirements of Subpart Db NSPS.

The PM emissions from an affected facility that commenced construction, reconstruction, or

modification after February 28, 2005 must not exceed 0.10 lb/MMBtu heat input. The

emissions must not exhibit greater than 20 percent opacity for a 6-minute average, except

for one 6-minute period per hour of no more than 27 percent opacity. There are no SOz or

NO¡ emission limits established for wood-fired boilers in Subpart Db.

The oil-fired start up burners will take a federally enforceable limit to operate with less than a

10%o annual capacity factor and will combust ULSD. Therefore, operation of the oil burners

is not subject to the requirements of Subpart Db.

The Facility will demonstrate compliance with each applicable Subpart Db emission limit. An

initial performance test will be conducted to demonstrate compliance with the PM emission

limit, Subsequent PM performance tests will be conducted on an annual basis. A certified

COMS will be installed on the boiler exhaust stack to continuously monitor and record

compliance with the Subpart Db opacity standard. All monitoring systems will meet the

design specifications and will undergo the certification and auditing procedures established in

Subpart Db.

Written notification of the date construction of the boiler commenced will be postmarked

within 30 days after that date. A notification of the actual date of initial staftup will be

postmarked within 15 days after that date. A notification of any physical or operational

change which may increase the emission rate of any air pollutant for which a standard

applies will be postmarked within 60 days or as soon as practicable before the change is
commenced. A notification of the date upon which demonstration of the COMS/CEMS

performance commences will be postmarked not less than 30 days prior to that date.

Records will be maintained at the Facility of all information needed to demonstrate

compliance with Subpart Db, including performance tests, monitoring data, and calculations.

The results of all performance tests and COMs/CEMS performance audits conducted at the

Facility, and all recorded emissions data, including emissions exceedances, will be submitted
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to the Administrator semiannually for each six month period. All of the semiannual reports
will be postmarked by the 30th day following the end of each six-month period,

4.3.1.2 Emeroency Fire Pumo

Stationary compression-ignition (CI) internal combustion engines (ICE), including fire pump

engines certified by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), that are manufactured
after July t, 2006, and commence construction after July 11, 2005 must meet the
requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart IIII, "Standards of Performance for Stationary
Compression Ignition Internal Combustion Engines," Fire pump engines must comply with
the emission standards listed in Table 4 of the NSPS.

The diesel fuel fìred by emergency fire pump engine must meet the requirements of 40 CFR

80.510(a), which limits the sulfur content to 500 ppm or less. Beginning October L, 2010,

the fuel requirements of 40 CFR 80,510(b) must be met, which limits fuel sulfur content to
15 ppm or less.

The diesel fire pump will be certified to meet the applicable emission standards set forth in
Table 4 of the regulation. The emergency fire pump will be installed, configured and

operated according to the manufacturer's specifications. The emergency fire pump will be

equipped with a non-resettable hour meter. Maintenance checks and readiness testing will

be limited to 100 hours per year and annual operations will be limited to 500 hours. The

ULSD fuel fired by the emergency diesel fire pump will meet the NSPS fuel sulfur content
limit.

Records will be kept of the operation of the emergency diesel fire pump, and of all non-

emergency service that are recorded by the non-resettable hour meters. An initial

notification of construction or operation is not required, nor will there be any additional
record keeping or reporting required to comply with the NSPS beyond that summarized
above.

4.3.2 National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

The EPA has also established NESHAPS (40 CFR 63) which require MACT for regulated emissions

sources, These regulations apply to major HAP sources, or facilities with potential emissions
greater than 25 tons per year of all listed HAPs or 10 tons per year of any individual listed HAP,

The Facility will be a major source of HAP emissions and be subject to the General Provisions of
40 CFR 63 (Subpart A).

4.3.2.1 Biomass Boiler

40 CFR 63, Subpaft DDDDD established national emission standards and operating limits for
HAP emissions from institutional, commercial, and institutional boilers, process heaters, and

electric steam utility generating boilers not fired by fossil fuels. Subpart DDDDD was vacated

on June B, 2007 for further documentation. Therefore, as a major source of HAP emissions,
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a case-by-case MACT determination is required for the Facility sources not subject to a 40

CFR 63 MACT standard, in accordance with 40 CFR 63, Subpart B. Section 6 details the case-

by-case MACT determination conducted for the biomass boiler.

A notification of intention to construct a new affected source will be submitted in writing to
the Administrator for the Facility. A notification of the actual date of startup of the Facility

will be postmarked within 15 days after that date.

The Facility will be operated and maintained at all times in a manner consistent with safety

and air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions. A written startup, shutdown, and

malfunction plan will be developed for the Facility equipment, with procedures for operating

and maintaining the equipment during such periods, and a program for corrective action

during periods of equipment malfunction. Records will be kept at the Facility of all startup,

shutdown, and malfunction periods, including all corrective actions taken, and compliance

with the Facility plan for such periods.

A performance test will be conducted at representative operating conditions within 180 days

of startup, to demonstrate compliance with the approved MACT emission standards. A

notification of the performance test and a site-specific test plan will be submitted to the
Administrator at least 60 days prior to the initial performance test. The results of the
performance test will be submitted to the Administrator within 60 days following the

completion of the testing.

Records will be kept at the Facility on the occurrence and duration of all startups, shutdowns,

and equipment malfunctions, as well as on all required maintenance performed on all air
pollution control and monitoring equipment. Records will also be kept of all performance

tests and notifications. The Facility will submit semiannual reports of excess emissions to the
Administrator.

4.3.2,2 Emerqencv Diesel Fire Pumo

40 CFR 63, Subpaft ZZZZ, establishes national emission and operating limitations for HAP

emissions from stationary reciprocating internal combustion engines (RICE) located at major
sources of HAP emissions. It also establishes requirements to demonstrate initial and

continuous compliance with the emission and operating limitations.

In accordance with ,+0 cFR 63.6590(bx1)(i), a new stationary emergency RICE with a site

rating greater than 500 brake Hp does not have to meet the requirements of SubparT ZZZZ

or the requirements of Subpaft A, except for the initial notification requirements,
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5.0 BACT/LAER ANALYSIS

The PSD program requires the implementation of BACT for each regulated NSR pollutant with potential

em¡ssions above its respective significance threshold. For the Facility, these pollutants are NO)û CO, PM,

PM1e, PM2.5, SOz, and HzSOq. BACT is defined in the PSD rules as an emissions limitation based on the
maximum degree of reduction for each pollutant, as determined on a case-by-case basis, taking into

account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, is achievable for such a source

through the application of production processes or available methods, systems/ or techniques, including
fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of such a pollutant,

The determination of BACT is made through a "top-down" analysis of potentially viable control
technologies starting with the approach that provides the greatest level of emission control.
Technologies that result in higher emissions can only be considered if the more efficient control
technology evaluated is determined to be either technically or economically infeasible. Applicants are

required to consider all control measures that are potentially applicable and have been demonstrated in
practice, including consideration of potential technology transfer from similar types of emissions sources.

This requirement will assure that the emissions from the Facility are controlled to the greatest degree
possible for a facility of this type.

The following steps are followed in this BACT top-down analysis:

Step 1 - Identiff All ControlTechnologies

Step 2 - Eliminate Technologically Infeasible Options

Step 3 - Rank Remaining Control Technologies by Control Effectiveness

Step 4 - Cost Effectiveness Analysis

Step5-SelectBACT

Control options are first evaluated for their technical feasibility. Options found to be technically feasible

are ranked by control efficiency. In the event the most stringent level of control is ruled out due to cost,

energy consumption, or environmental impacts, the next most str¡ngent level of control is analyzed until
BACT is determined. An analysis of other control technologies is not necessary if the technology
proposed is the highest level of control found technically feasible,

As a major source of NOx emissions located in the northeast ozone transport region, the Facility is also
required to implement I-AER for its NOx emissions. I-AER is defined as the most stringent emission

limitation contained in any State Implementation Plan (SIP) for a source category, or the most stringent
emissions limitation which is achieved in practice for a source category. LAER may be achieved by a
combination of a change in the raw material processes, a process modification, and/or add-on emission

controls.

To complete the BAÇT/LAER analysis for the
similar sources, and corresponding emission
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were reviewed. BACT/LAER determinations listed in the USEPA RAC|/BACI/LAER Clearinghouse (RBLC),

the South Coast Air Quality Management District BACT determinations, the California Air Resources

Board's BACT Clearinghouse Database, and any available recently issued air permits were also reviewed.

The review was limited to wood-fired boilers permitted since 2000. The information gathered from these
sources was used in determining the proposed BACT/IAER emission levels. This control technology

analysis demonstrates that the proposed biomass boiler emissions are cons¡stent with recent BACI/I-AER

determinations for similar sources.

The following sections provide a discussion of the emission control techniques that were considered to
control the emissions from the Facility and the selected BACT/LAER proposal for each pollutant.

5.1 Biomass Boiler

5.1.1 Nitrooen Oxides

NO¡ emissions from boilers result from fuel-bound nitrogen and thermal NO¡ formation in the

combustion zone, Thermal NOx is the predominate source of NOx emissions for a boiler due to

the high combustion temperatures. NO¡1 emissions from boilers are controlled though fuel

optimization and combustion controls to minimize NOx formation, and add-on air pollution control

systems to reduce NO¡ emissions.

5.1.1.1 Control Technolooies

5. 1. 1. 1. 1 Selective Catalvtic Reduction (SCR)

SCR using ammonia as a reagent represents the state-of-the-art and the most stringent

level of control available for back-end NO¡ removal for biomass-fired boilers. The

technology uses ammonia (NH3) to reduce NOx to N2 and HzO in the presence of a

catalyst. The general chemical reactions are:

4NO + 4NH3 + Oz ) 4N2 + 6H2O; and

2NO2 + 4NH3 + 02 à 3Nz + 6H2O,

Ammonia is injected into the SCR in excess of stoichiometric amounts to achieve

maximum conversion of NOx. Although this reduces NOx emissions substantially, some

of the ammonia does not react, passes through the SCR reactor, and is exhausted to the

atmosphere. This is called "ammonia slip." The determination of the level for NH3 "slip"
is linked to the achievable NOx level, in that achieving the lowest possible NOx level will

result in greater potential for NH3 slip. Therefore, this LAER analysis considers the

NO¡/NH3 on a combined basis.

Several different types of catalysts can be used to accommodate various available flue
gas temperatures. Base metal catalysts (typically containing vanadium and/or titanium

oxides) have been commonly used in recent biomass boiler projects. Base metal

catalysts are useful between 450oF and 800oF, Historically, SCR has been used

successfully to achieve high levels of NOx control (85 to 90o/o) where the catalyst can be
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placed in the ideal temperature zone of the combustion process. For natural gas and oil-

fired combustion boilers, where PM emissions are relatively low, the catalyst is usually
placed in the boiler exhaust prior to the economizer where temperatures allow for peak

removal efficienry by the catalyst (Generally referred to as a 'hot-side' installation).

However, in the case of biomass boilers, the high particulate matter loading from the

combustion zone and boiler will cause the SCR catalyst bed to quickly plug. For

applications with high PM loadings, such as coal and wood-fired boilers, one alternative is

to locate the catalyst after the PM control device or "clean side" as it commonly referred

to. Therefore, in order to achieve maximum NOx control by'hot side'SCR systems, the
exhaust gas must then be re-heated to achieve the necessary higher temperatures
(650'F to B00oF) prior to entering the SCR catalyst bed. The energy and equipment

required to raise the exhaust gas temperature to the ideal range is extensive and very

costly.

An alternative to this is the use of the same 'hot-side' SCR system; however, installing it
in a location after the PM control device where the exhaust temperatures are at the lower

end of the catalyst performance range (450oF to 600oF). This is commonly referred to
as a 'cold-side' installation. Even at such a location, with proper gas and ammonia

distribution across the catalyst bed, the SCR is able to achieve up to 70olo NOx removal.

In a review of recent LAER determinations available from regulatory agencies or
published in the BACT/I-AER Clearinghouse database, the use of CSCR with a wood-fired

boiler has been demonstrated to reduce NOx to an emission rate of 0.065 lb/MMBtu.

5. 1. 1. 1. 2 Selective Non-Cata lvtic Reduction (SNCR)

Selective Non Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) is NOx emissions control technology using the
injection of a reagent NH3 or Urea which in turn react with oxides of nitrogen to reduce

those compounds to N2 and water, This reaction takes place without the use of a

catalyst but must take place in a narrow high temperature 'window'to be effective. The

technique requires thorough mixing of the reagent into the furnace chamber with at least

0.5 seconds of residence time at a temperature above 1600oF and below 2100oF.

Moderate NO¡ reductions in the order of 40o/o lo 60% are achievable in practice under

ideal process and operating conditions.

5.1.1.1.3 Combustion Controls
Use of combustion controls to reduce NO¡ is an available technology; however, there are

limitations to its use on a biomass boiler. As mentioned above, the formation of NOx

from the combustion of wood is a result of two mechanisms; oxidation of nitrogen bound

in the wood (fuel-bound NO*) and the high temperature formation of NOx from the

nitrogen component of the required combustion air (thermal NOx). Combustion controls

for reduction consists primarily of staged combustion and control of the peak flame

temperature by either use flue gas recirculation or controlled flame geometry. For solid-

fuel fired combustion units, combustion controls have resulted in overall NOx reductions

in the range of I5o/o to 40o/o.
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5.1.1.2 Prior BACT/LAER Determinations & Permit Limits
The lowest permitted NO¡ emission rate for a wood fìred boiler identified is 0.060 lb/MMBtu

for the Russell Biomass project in Massachusetts, which was permitted in 2008, but not yet

constructed. The Concord Steam project in New Hampshire was permitted at 0.065

lblMMBtu in 2009, as was the Schiller Station project in 2004. All of these facilities proposed

SCR as the BACíLAER determination.

5.1.1.3 BACT/IAER Determination
The use of fuel optimization, good combustion practices, and CSCR will result in a NOx

emission rate from the biomass boiler no greater than 0,060 lb/MMBtu of heat input based

on a 30-day rolling average during normal operation. This emission rate is consistent with
lowest permit limit for any similar recently permitted facility and is therefore the BACT/I-AER

determination for the Facility.

5.1.2 Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) formation in boilers results from incomplete combustion of the fuel.

There are many factors that can impact CO formation in boilers, including the boiler design, the
fuel quality and moisture content, the air to fuel mix and distribution, and the combustion

temperature and residence time. CO emissions from boilers are reduced with increased excess

air, higher combustion temperatures, and longer residence times. However, these measures can

result in an increase in NOx emissions, so good combustion practices must be utilized to balance

the emissions of NOx and CO from a boiler.

5.1.2.1 Control Technoloqies

5.1.2,1.1 Oxidation Catalvst
Oxidation catalysts can reduce CO emissions by promoting the oxidation of CO to COz

and water as the emission stream passes through the catalyst bed. The oxidation
process takes places spontaneously, without the requirement for introducing reactants.

Oxidation catalysts typically operate within a temperature range from 700 to 1,100oF and

are commonly installed on natural gas fired combustion turbines, with exhaust gases that
are much cleaner than from wood fired boilers. Wood fired boilers operate at higher

temperatures and their exhaust gases contain more pafticulates than gas fired sources

which can contaminate and eventually plug the catalyst bed, requiring significant costs to
maintain the catalyst to its design control efficiency.

5.1.2.1.2 Combustion Controls
The use of combustion controls to reduce the formation of CO is an effective control
technology for solid fuel fired combustion processes. Combustion controls include BFB

combustion technology, the use of FGR, excess air and fuel/air mixing to reduce products

of incomplete reduction (CO and VOC) while not creating excessive thermal NOx.
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5.1.2.2 Prior BACT Determinations & Permit Limits
The lowest permitted CO emission rate for a wood fìred boiler identified is 0.075 lb/MMBtu

for the Russell Biomass project in Massachusetts, which was permitted in 2008 with oxidation

catalyst. The Schiller Station project in New Hampshire was permitted at 0.100 lb/MMBtu in

2004 using a Fluidized Bed Combustor without an oxidation catalyst.

5.1.2.3 BACT Determination
The use of BFB combustion technology in the boiler design, good combustion practices, and

fuel optimization will result in a CO emission rate from the biomass boiler no greater than

0.075 lb/MMBtu of heat input on a 24-hour daily block average when operating at 70olo load

or greater. This emission rate is consistent with permit limits for similar facilities recently
permitted, and is therefore the BACT determination for the Facility.

5.1.3 Sulfur Dioxide/Sulfuric Acid Mist

Sulfur dioxide (SO) and sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4) emissions from boilers result from oxidation of
the sulfur in the fuel. The primary means for controlling SOz and H2SOa emissions from wood-

fired boilers is to limit the sulfur content of the fuel. There are also add-on control systems in

use for wood-fired boilers, including spray dryer adsorbers, lime or dry sodium bicarbonate

injection, or wet scrubber systems.

5.1.3.1 Control Technolooies

5.1.3.1. 1 Soray Dryer/Adsorbers
The use of spray dryers or adsorbers to control SOz is an effective control technology. The

technology involves the use of a vessel into which a slurry of a reagent such as sodium

hydroxide, is sprayed into the hot gas flue stream. The intimate contact of the reagent with
the SOz present in the flue gas (combined with proper humidity & retention time), results in

the formation of sodium salts which can then be removed in the downstream particulate

removal device, Spray Dryer/Adsorbers are generally used where the SOz content of the flue
gas is significant and thus warrants high SO2 removal efficiencies. Generally, biomass energy

facilities operate with fuels of very low sulfur content not warranting high SOz removal

efficiencies.

5.1.3.1.2 DrY Sorbent Iniect
Dry sorbent injection involves the addition of a dry reagent such as limestone or sodium

bicarbonate ¡nto the hot combustion zone to reduce the oxidation of fuel-bound sulfur to SOz.

Under proper high temperature conditions, mixing, and retention time, the sulfur convefts

directly to sodium salts in the combustion zone and then removed as a pafticulate

downstream in the particulate removal device. Clean wood biomass fuel such as that
proposed for use by the Facility typically has a very low sulfur content that does not require

the use of dry sorbent injection. However, data available from the Project's BFB technology
provider indicates a wide degree of variability in SOz emissions from various wood boilers

around the country. To assure that the Facility's SOz emissions can be maintained within the
proposed BACT emission limit, a dry sorbent injection system will be installed,
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5,1.3.1.3 Wet Scrubbers
Wet scrubbers generally utilize either cross-flow or counter flow vessels with packed beds

and re-circulating scrubbing liquid streams. The water streams contain a reagent such as

sodium hydroxide to react under saturated conditions with the SOz entering the scrubber.

SO2 is highly soluble in water and wet scrubberscan therefore, be very effective in controlling
SO2 emissions. However, several issues have precluded its use in biomass fired plants. The

resulting saturated flue gas results in a highly visible, dense plume during most of the year.

In colder climates, this saturated plume may cause icing or fogging of local roadways and

vistas. If the flue gas requires fufther particulate matter control downstream of the wet
scrubber, the gas must be re-heated to raise the temperature above the dew point to
prevent condensation in the downstream equipment,

5.1.3.1.4 Fuel Sulfur Content Control
Emissions of SOz are a direct result of fuel sulfur content. Relative to other solid fuels, wood

biomass has very low levels of sulfur which generally precludes the need for further SOz

reduction. In recent stack testing of operating biomass units in the northeast, SO2 levels

have been demonstrated to be a fraction of the US EPA AP-42 emission factor used in the

original permitting process for most biomass units.

5,1.3.2 Prior BACT Determinations & Permit Limits
The lowest permitted SOz emission rate identified for a wood fired boiler located in the

northeast United States is the Schiller Station project in New Hampshire, which was

permitted at 0.020 lb/MMBtu in 2004 using lime injection. The Russell Biomass project in

Massachusetts was permitted in 2008 with an SOz emission rate of 0.025 lb/MMBtu using

clean fuels and no add-on controls. The lowest permitted SO2 emission rate for a similar size

BFB boiler in the United States is 0.014 lbs/MMBtu for the Yellow Pine Energy Company in

Georgia, based on the use of a dry scrubber system.

The lowest permitted H2SOa emission rate for a wood fired boiler identified is the Stevenson

Mill project in Alabama, which was permitted at 0,022 lb/MMBtu in 2006 using clean fuels

and no add-on controls.

5.1.3.3 BACT Determination
The Facility will utilize wood fuel which has an inherently low sulfur content. A dry sorbent

injection system will also be installed to address any potential variability in the wood fuel

sulfur content and assure that SOz emissions are no greater than 0.012 pounds per million

Btu of heat input during normal operation. Based on experience with other generating

facilities using an SCR system, no more than 10olo of the SO2 generated in the boiler is
expected to be fufther oxidized to SO3 and combine with water vapor in the flue gas to form

H2SO4. The resulting HzSO+ emission rate is expected to be less than 0,002 lb/MMBtu.

These emission rates are consistent with permit limits for similar facilities recently permitted,

and are therefore the BACT determinations for the Facility.
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5.1.4 PaÉiculate Matter

Pafticulate matter (PM) from fuel combustion is primarily the result of non-combustible

constituents (ash) in the fuel. In less efficient combustion systems, particulate may also be

comprised of soot resulting from unburned hydrocarbons. In combustion systems that utilize
CSCR controls, a small fraction of the particulate emissions is ammonium bisulfate compounds
formed when the ammonia reagent reacts with sulfur trioxide.

5.1.4.1 Control Technoloqies

5. 1.4. 1. I Mechanical Collectors lM ulticlones or Centrifuoa I Seoa ratorsì
The use of mechanical collectors such as multiclones or centrifugal separators, has primarily

been limited to initial control of large particulate matter and burning embers from wood-fired

boilers. Several installations have used these separators to prevent fires in the downstream
fabric filters were applicable, Multiclones and centrifugal separators are not generally used

as the primary control device for particulate matter based on their inherent low level of
removal.

5. 1.4.1.2 Electrostatic Precioitators
ESP are used on numerous solid fuel and wood-flred boilers in the US. ESP have been

designed for very high levels of particulate removal, similar to a fabric filter, without the
likelihood of fires caused by carry-over of burning embers. PM Removal effìciencies achieved

by ESP approach or equal that of fabric fìlters when properly designed.

5.1.4.1.3 Fabric Filters
Fabric filters (or otherwise referred to as baghouses) utilize a filter media for capture of
particulate from combustion processes and process sources. Like ESPs, fabric filters can
provide in excess of 99o/o pafticualte removal efficiency and are particularly well suited for
boilers using dry sorbent injection, Although some concerns have been raised regarding

baghouse fires on boilers employing older combustion technologies such as stokers, the BFB

technology that will be employed by the Facility eliminates such concerns due to the high fuel
conversion efficienry in the boiler.

5.1.4,2 Prior BACT Determinations & Permit Limits
The lowest permitted PM emission rate for a wood fired boiler identified is 0,01 lb/MMBtu for
the revised PSNH-Schiller Station permit issued in 2006 using a baghouse to control PM

emissions, The Yellow Pine energy Company in Georgia was issued a permit for a wood fired

BFB boiler in 2009 with a PM limit of 0.01 lblMMBtu also employing a baghouse for PM

control. Several other wood fired boiler projects have been recently permitted with PM

emission rates ranging from 0.012 to 0.020 lblMMBtu.

5.1.4.3 BACT Determination
The Facility will use fuel optimization, combined with state-of-the-art combustion technology
and operating controls, as well as a fabric filter baghouse to provide the most str¡ngent

degree of particulate emissions control available for a wood-fired boiler. These measures will
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result in a filterable PM/PM10/PM2.5 emission rate no greater than 0.010 lb/MMBtu of heat

input during normal operation. This emission rate is consistent with the most stringent permit

limits for similar facilities recently permitted, and is therefore the BACT determination for the
Facility.

5.2 Coolino Tower

The source of emissions from a cooling tower is the solids component in the droplets of recirculated

water that are carried out of the tower by the cooling fans. This is known as cooling tower'drift'.
The cooling tower proposed for the Facility will utilize a state-of-the-art drift eliminator that limits drift
to 0.005o/o of the recirculating liquid rate. According to the RBLC, this level of control is consistent

with other cooling towers recently permitted at similar projects, and is therefore considered the BACT

determination for the Facility.

5.3 Emerqency Fire Pumo Enoine

The driver engine for the emergency diesel fire pump will be fueled with ULSD and be certified to
meet the applicable EPA Ïer 3 emission standards as set forth in 40 CFR 89. Compliance with the
EPA Ter 3 emissíon standards, the use of ULSD fuel, in combination with a limit of 500 hours per

year of total operating time for each engine is considered BACT for these sources, consistent with the
determinations from other similar, recently permitted projects.
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6.0 CASE.BY.CASE MACT DETERMINATION

The NESHAP for electric utility boilers firing solid fuels (40 CFR 63, Subpaft DDDDD) was vacated and

remanded for fufther documentation in 2007. As the Facility will be a major source of HAP emissions, a

case-by-case MACT determination is required for the biomass boiler to satisfy the requirements of Section

112(9) of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR 63.40-44 (Subpart B). If EPA promulgates a revised final rule

that establishes emission limits that are applicable to the biomass boiler that are more stringent than the
Facility MACT determination, the Facility will be required to comply with those emission limits as

expeditiously as possible, and within eight years from their promulgation.

40 CFR 63, Subpart B defines the MACT emission limitation for a new source as the emission limitation

which is not less stringent than the emission limitation achieved in practice by the best controlled similar

soLrrce, and which reflects the maximum degree of reduction in emissions that the permitting authority,
taking into consideration the cost of achieving such emission reduction, and any non-air quality health

and environmental impacts and energy requirements, determines is achievable by the constructed or
reconstructed source. A similar source is defined as a stationary source or process that has comparable

emissions and is structurally similar in design and capacity to a constructed or reconstructed major source

such that the source could be controlled using the same control technology.

A case-by-case MACT analysis relies on available information regarding previous MACT determinations,
permitted emission limits, and control technologies utílized for similar sources, The RBLC and available
permits were reviewed during the completion of the MACT analysis for the Facility. The following

sections detail the case-by-case MACT determination for each of the pollutants previously regulated by

the vacated Boíler MACT standard.

6.1 PaÉiculate Matter (PM)

6.1.1 Determination of MACT Floor for PM

A review of recent permit approvals and installations for similar wood-fired projects yielded

Iimited results for previous MACT determinations. However, the most recent BACT/LAER

determinations for PM are also considered. The most recent applicable determinations for PM

emission rates for similar projects are as follows:

Schiller Station (Ntt¡= 0.01 lb/MMBtu

Yellow Pine Energy Company (GA) = 0.01 lb/MMBtu

Russell Biomass (MA) = 0.012 lblMMBtu

South Point Biomass (OH) = 0.012 lblMMBtu

Based on additional information from the RBLC, the range of determinations for PM over the
previous five-year period was 0.15 to 0,02 lblMMBtu. Therefore, the EPA's originally
promulgated MACT Standard for PM (0,026 lblMMBtu) for a new, solid fuel-fired boiler of this size

is considered to be appropriate as the MACT floor.
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The Berlin B¡omass Pr$ect is proposing a PM limit of 0.010 lb/MMBtu as BACT and therefore, is

more stringent than the MACT floor determined on a case-by-case basis.

6.1.2 Prooosed PM Emission Limit

PM Emissions Limit Control Technology
Descriation

Monitoring Parameb¡s

0.010 lblMMBtu Combustion Controls inherent to
Bubbling Fluidized Bed boilers;
fabric filter (baghouse) add-on
control.

Continuous Opacity Monitoring
Systems (COMS) and Combustion
Parameters

6.2 Hvdrooen Chloride (HCl)

6,2.1 Determination of MACT Floor for HCI

As with PM, a review of recent permit approvals and installations for similar wood-fired projects

yielded limited results for previous MACT determinations for HCl. However, the most recent

BACT/LAER determinations for HCI emission rates for similar projects are as follows:

Schiller Station (Nn1= g.g2 lblMMBtu

Russell Biomass (MA) = 0.02 lblMMBtu

South Point Biomass (OH) = 0.0172|blMMBtu

Based on additional information from the RBLC, the range of determinations for HCI over the
previous five-year period was 0.0172 to 0.026 lb/MMBtu. Therefore, the EPA's originally

promulgated MACT Standard for HCI (0.02 lb/MMBtu) for a new solid fuel-fired boiler of this size

seems to be appropriate as the MACT floor.

The Berlin Biomass Project is proposing an HCI limit of 0,000834 lb/MMBtu and therefore, is more

stringent than the MACT floor determined on a case-by-case basis. The emissions limit is based

on stack test data provided by the NHDES as well as recently issued permit determinations for

similar facilities.

6.2.2 MACT HCI Emission Limit Recommendations

HCI Emissions Limit Control Technology
Descrintion

Monitoring Paramehrc

0.000834 lb/MMBtu Fuel Analysis or Stack Test Fuel Quality

6.3 Mercury

6.3.1 Determination of MACT Floor for Mercuru

A review of recent permit approvals and installations for similar wood-fired projects yielded

limited results for previous MACT determinations for Mercury (Hg). However, the most recent

BACI/LAER determinations for Hg emission rates for similar projects are as follows:
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Schiller Station = 0.000003 lblMMBtu

Russell Biomass = 0.0000012 lblMMBtu

South Point Biomass (O¡t) = 0.000009 lb/MMBtu

MACT for a new source is defined as the emissions limitation achieved in practice by the best
controlled similar source (emphasis added). The Russell Biomass project has not yet stafted
construction and therefore has not demonstrated in practice that their proposed emissions

limitation can be achieved. Based on additional information from the RBLC, the range of
determinations for Hg over the previous five-year period was 0.000009 to 0.000003 lblMMBtu.
Therefore, the EPA's originally promulgated MACT Standard for Hg (0.000003 lb/MMBtu) for a
new solid fuel-fired boiler of this size seems to be appropriate as the MACT floor.

The Berlin Biomass Project is proposing an Hg limit of 0.000003 lb/MMBtu and therefore, is as

stringent as the MACT floor determined on a case-by-case basis.

6.3,2 MACT Ho Emission Limit Recommendations

Mercury Emissions
Limit

Control Technology
Descrintion

Monitoring Parameterc

0.000003 lb/MMBtu Fuel Analysis or Stack Test Fuel Quality

6.4 Orqanic HAPS (Carbon Monoxide as surroqatel

6.4.1 Determination of MACT Floor for Orqanic HAPs

A review of recent permit approvals and installations for similar wood-fired projects yielded

limited results for previous MACT determinations for Organic HAPS using Carbon Monoxide (CO)

as the surrogate. However, the most recent BACT/LAER determinations for CO emission rates for
similar projects are as follows:

Schiller Station = 400 ppm @ 7o/o 02

Russell Biomass = 0,075 lblMMBtu (equivalent to 95 ppm @ 3 o/o 02)

South Point Biomass (OH) = 0.10 lblMMBtu (equivalent to 130 ppm @ 3o/oC'2)

Based on additional information from the RBLC, the range of determinations for Hg over the
previous fìve-year period was 0.78 to 0.1 lb/MMBtu (130 ppm to i000 ppm). Therefore, the
EPA's originally promulgated MACT Standard for CO (a00 ppm @ 3olo 02) for a new solid fuel-
fired boiler of this size seems to be appropriate as the MACT floor.

The Berlin Biomass Project is a CO limit of 0,075 lb/MMBtu (95 ppm @ 3o/o C,2) as BACT and

therefore, is more stringent than the MACT floor determined on a case-by-case basis.
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6.4.2 MACT Oroanic HAPS ICO) Emission Limit Recommendations
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0.075 lb/MMBtu Combustion Controls
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7.0 DISPERSION MODELING

A dispersion modeling analysis was performed using the EPA and NHDES approved AERMOD model, to
demonstrate that the combined emissions from the FaciliÇ will result in air quality impacts that are below
EPA's Significant Impact Levels (SILs) and allowable PSD increments. The modeled impacts from the
Facility were added to regional background values to demonstrate compliance with the NMQS and NH

AAQS. As discussed further below, modeling was also conducted to demonstrate that the Facility will not

result in significant adverse impacts to other Air Quality Related Values (AQRV) including visibility,
vegetation and soils, and sulfate and nitrate deposition. All of the modeling input and output files have

been provided to NHDES electronically on a CD-ROM.

7.1 Source Emissions and Stack Data

The proposed Facility will include a biomass boiler, diesel engine powered fire pump and a wet
cooling tower. The boiler and cooling tower will be permitted for unrestricted operation. The fire
pump will be limited to no more than 500 hours of operation per year. Other than one hour per

week for maintenance and testing, the fire pump will not operate concurrently with the boiler.

The fire pump is exempt from Env-A 72tL11 because it will be limited to less than 500 hours of
operation, and 25 tons of NO¡ emissions, in any l2-month consecutive period. However, to fully
satisfy the requirements of the PSD Program, and assure a complete analysis of potential air quality

impacts, the fire pump has been included in the dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the
FaciliÇ.

Figure 1 presents the site location and Project area on a USGS topographic map. Figure 2 provides a

Site Plan showing the location of all major components of the Facility. The 320 foot tall, 11.25-inch
ID boiler stack is located at UTM coordinates 326,984 meters east, 4,926,531 meters north, [Zone
19, North American Datum (NAD) 831, The height and inside diameter of the existing boiler stack
were determined from design drawings, which have been included in Appendix C. The closest
property boundary is approximately 150 feet south of the existing boiler stack,

Table 7.1 presents the exhaust gas characteristics of the boiler at various operating conditions, along

with the dimensions of the exhaust stack. Exhaust parameters are presented for operation of the
boiler at full load with fuel moisture contents of 37.60/o and 50o/o, and for 70olo (minimum) load with
fuel moisture contents of 37,60/o and 50o/o, The biomass boiler will not operate at steady-state at
loads less than 70olo of maximum load, except for during periods of startup and shutdown. The

emissions from the biomass boiler were modeled at these fuel moisture contents because this is the
expected range of the moisture content of the wood fuel for the Facility. In addition, the boiler was

modeled at two different stack temperatures per operating scenario, in order to assess the impacts

from the boiler under a potential operating condition where a poftion of the heat from the exhaust
gas stream is recovered by a heat exchanger.

As noted on Table 7.t, all of the emission rates from the boiler have been increased by a factor of
tÙo/o for the shoft-term (24 hours or less) impact analyses, to account for expected variability in the
exhaust gas volumetric flow rate from the boiler, The annual impacts resulting from boiler operation
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have not been increased by this 10olo factor, as the expected variability in exhaust gas volumetric

flow rate will average out to the emission rates derived using heat input rate emission factors over an

extended period of time.

Table 7.1a presents the stack parameters and emission rates for the boiler during startup events,

which are discussed further in Section 7.15 below. All conditions and emission rates for the boiler

were provided by Babcock & Wilcox, the vendor of the Bubbling Fluidized Bed Technology to be

installed in the unit.

Exhaust characteristics and stack dimensions for the fire pump are also presented in Table 7.1. The

cooling tower emissions are summarized on Table 7.2.

7.2 Disoersion Environment

Land use within a three-kilometer radius of the Facility was classified in accordance with the NHDES

recommended method (Auer, 1978). This classification is necessary to determine if the modeled

source is urban or rural. Urban sources require additional inputs to AERMOD. Information contained

on USGS topographic maps was sufficient to determine that the area within three kilometers of the
Site is predominantly rural. Therefore, rural dispersion coefficients were used in the screening

modeling analysis.

7.3 Good Enqineerino Practice (GEP) Stack Heioht Determination

US EPA regulations establish limitations on the stack height that may be used in dispersion modeling

to calculate air quality impacts of a source for regulatory purposes. Each source must be modeled at

its actual physical height unless that height exceeds its calculated Good Engineering Practice (GEP)

stack height. If the physical stack height is less than the GEP formula height, the actual stack height

is input to the model and the potential for the plume to be affected by aerodynamic wakes ceated
by nearby buildings must be evaluated in the dispersion modeling analysis.

A GEP stack height analysis was peformed in accordance with the procedures set forth in the EPA

guidance document "Guideline for Determination of Good Engineering Practice Stack Height" (EPA,

1985). A GEP stack height/ as measured from the base elevation of the staclç is defined as the
greater of 65 meters (213 feeQ or the formula height (Hg) determined from the following equation:

Hs=H+1'51

where

H = height of the nearby structure which maximizes Hn

L = lesser dimension (height or projected width) of the building

The GEP formula height is based on the dimensions of buildings "nearby" the stack that result in the
greatest justifiable height, For the purposes of determining the maximum GEP formula height,
"nearby" is limited to the less of five building heights or widths from the trailing edge of the building
(edge closest to the source).
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The Facility structure heights are shown on Figure 3. The height and projected width of the
structures used for the GEP analysis are shown in Table 7,3. The tiers are listed in descending order
relative to the resulting formula GEP heights. The boiler house is the controlling structure for the

boiler. The boiler building is a tall structure, 164.5 feet (50,1 meters) high, 118 feet (36.0 meters)
wide and 84 feet (25.6 meters) long. The resulting GEP formula height is 381.8 feet (116.4 meters),

Since none of the proposed stack heights exceed the GEP height, assessment of building downwash
in the modeling analysis is required.

7.4 Cavitv Reqion

Buildings located near to stacks can create cavity regions which can trap the stack's emissions and

result in locally high concentrations of air contaminants. The cavity region created by a building can

extend out to three times the lesser of a building's height or its projected width. The cavity height

can extend up to the structure height plus one-half the lesser of the structure height or projected

width, Air quality impacts with the downwind cavity regions need to be analyzed when a stack's
height is less than the cavity height.

As shown in Table 7.4, the boiler building results in the highest cavity height and greatest cavity
region extent. The cavity region created by the 164.5 foot tall boiler building extends 434 feet from
the structure and 237 feet above the ground. The closest fence line to the boiler building is

approximately 200 feet to the south. The cavity region from the 164.5-foot structure has the
potential to extend beyond the fence line and, therefore, is located in ambient air. Even though the
boiler stack is above the calculated cavity height cavity impacts were included in the modeling

analysis in order to assure a complete assessment,

7.5 Local Topoqraohv

Local topography plays a role in the selection of an appropriate dispersion model, Dispersion models

can be divided ¡nto two categories: (1) those applicable to areas where terrain is less than the height

of the top of the stack (simple terrain), and (2) those applicable to areas where terrain is greater

than the height of the top of the stack (complex terrain). The closest complex terrain is located

approximately 900 meters from the boiler stack.

7.6 Models Selected for Use

The dispersion environment, potential of aerodynamic building downwash effects on ground-level

concentrations, and the local topography help to determine the appropriate models for use in a

dispersion modeling analysis. Simple terrain models are used to calculate concentrations in simple

terrain (below stack-top elevation) and intermediate terrain (up to plume height). Complex terrain
models are used to calculate concentrations in complex terrain (above stack-top elevation),

Based on stack heights that are less than the GEP formula height and terrain above the stack top
elevation within eight kilometers of the stacks, preliminary screening modeling was performed with
EPA'S SCREEN3 (dated 96043) model. If the results of the conseruative SCREEN3 model do not
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predict compliance with applicable standards and additional modeling is necessary, the preferred

model is the EPA AERMOD model for both simple and complex terrain.

SCREEN3 can be applied to predict l-hour, ground-level calculations for single sources. The model

incorporates the effects of building downwash in both the cavity and wake regions (areas of plume

downwash beyond the cavity region). The SCREEN3 model calculates l-hour concentrations in

simple terrain using algorithms from the US EPA Industrial Source Complex model, ISCST3. For

complex terrain elevations, the SCREEN3 model calculates a 24-hour concentration using the VALLEY

model. The VALLEY model concentrations are based on six hours of persistent meteorological

conditions, and allow the plume to come no closer than 10 meters to the ground, The SCREEN3

model also makes an ISCST3 calculation for intermediate terrain receptors. Intermediate terrain

receptors have elevations that are greater than stack-top elevation but less than plume height. The

higher of the VALLEY and ISCST3 calculations is used in the screening results.

As discussed further below, following application of the SCREEN3 model, the US EPA AERMOD model

was used as a refined tool to evaluate any pollutants and averaging periods for which SCREEN3

modeling yielded results above the SILs. AERMOD was used to calculate maximum l-hour average
ground-level concentrations at all receptor locations, including offsite locations within the cavity

region, from which it determined block averages for the other required averaging periods. AERMOD

is a refined model that can be applied to consider actual meteorological in the project area and the
potential building downwash effects on ground-level concentrations and to estimate concentrations in

either simple or complex terrain.

There are two nearby Class I areas. The Facility is located approximately 18.1 kilometers nofth of
the Great Gulf Wilderness Area, and 26.0 kilometers nofth of the Dry River Wilderness Area.

CALPUFF is a long-range transport model developed to evaluate impacts beyond 50 kilometers. The

Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report recommended

the use of CALPUFF for transport distances of 200 km and less, to eliminate the need to simulate the
long-range impacts (greater than 50 km) separately, and then combine these results with those

obtained using some other model for the local-scale impacts (less than 50 km), Because the Class I
areas are within 50 kilometers of the FacilÌty, long-range modeling was not required to determine the
Class I impacts from the Facility, so AERMOD, an appropriate model for local-scale impacts was used.

7.7 Preliminary Screenino Model Aoolication

The SCREEN3 dispersion model was applied in accordance with the recommendations made in EPA's

"Guideline on Air Quality Models" (EPA, 2003) to assess the magnitude of maximum pollutant

concentrations from the Facility sources. SCREEN3 was applied using rural dispersion parameters,

default meteorology, building downwash and terrain elevations, The model was applied for the full
set of 54 default meteorological conditions that accompany the model and encompass all atmospheric

stability classes and a range of wind speeds. The screening meteorological conditions are presented

in Table 7.5. Default mixing heights are dependent upon the wind speed. The SCREEN3 mixing

heights are presented in Table 7,6. Table 7.7 presents the distances and terrain elevations used in

the SCREEN3 simple terrain analysis.
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Simple terrain screening receptors were located along a single radial. Receptors were placed at 100-

meter spacing out to 2 kilometers, 200-meter spacing out to 4 kilometers, 500-meter spacing out to
10 kilometers, l-kilometer spacing out to 20 kilometers, and S-kilometer spacing out to 50

kilometers.

AERMAP was used to assign receptor elevations for given distances, over all compass directions. The

closest complex terrain receptor is located 0.9 kilometers from the Facility, For the simple terrain

screening analysis, the stack-top elevation was assigned as the receptor elevation for all distances

beyond 0.9 kilometers. SCREEN3 receptor terrain height values are based on the difference between

the actual terrain elevation and the stack base elevation (1041 feet mean sea level).

Table 7.8 presents the terrain elevations and distances used in the SCREEN3 complex terrain

screening analysis and determined using AERMAP, as discussed further below. The complex terrain

receptors were based on the closest distance to the boiler stack for which elevations ranging from

stack-top to the maximum elevation found within 50 kilometers. The closest complex terrain is found

0.9 kilometers from the Facility, with elevations extending to 1326 meters above stack-base elevation

at 19 kilometers.

The SCREEN3 model calculates one-hour concentrations at simple terrain locations. The model

calculates 24-hour concentrations in complex terrain, The VALLEY complex terrain concentrations are

based on six hours of persistent meteorological conditions.

NAAQS have been established for various averaging periods. Short-term l-hour and 8-hour

standards have been established for carbon monoxide (CO), An annual standard and a l-hour
standard have been established for nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Annual, 3-hour, and 24-hour standards

have been established for sulfur dioxide (SO). Annual (PM2.5) and 24-hour (PM10 & PMz.s) standards
have been established for particulate matter. To estimate concentrations for each averaging period,

scaling factors of 0.9, 0.7,0.4, and 0.08 were applied to the 1-hour averages predicted by the
SCREEN3 model to derive 3-hour, B-hour, 24-hour, and annual average estimates.

The 24-hour average complex terrain results were first scaled to one-hour concentrations using a

scaling factor of 4.0. The same scaling factors described above were then applied to the l-hour
estimates to obtain estimates for averaging periods other than the 24-hour average.

A simple terrain screening modeling analysis, a complex terrain screening modeling analysis and a

cavity screening analysis were performed using the SCREEN3 model for the flue gas characteristics of
the proposed boiler at each load condition. The cooling tower and fire pump were also evaluated
with SCREEN3. Screening modeling was performed to determine the worst-case short-term and

long-term operating conditions for each modeled pollutant.

Table 7.9 presents the maximum impact concentrations predicted by the SCREEN3 model for each

potential normal operating load condition for the boiler and from the cooling tower and fire pump in
Class II areas (impacts determined during boiler startup events are discussed separately in Section

7.15 below). Table 7.9a presents the maximum impact concentrations predicted by SCREEN3 in

Class I areas. In each instance, the actual l-hour average impacts predicted for each pollutant were
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determined by scaling the unit emission rate (i.e. 1 gram per second) normalized l-hour
concentrations by the maximum equipment emission rates presented in the tables. To estimate
concentrations for other averaging periods, scaling factors discussed above were applied to the one-

hour averages, along with the following operating limitations. The impact concentrations presented

in Table 7.9 do not reflect any annual or short-term operating limits for any of the sources.

Table 7.10 presents a summary of the maximum predicted SCREEN3 impact concentrations as

determined from the complete set of SCREEN3 results presented in Table 7.9 from each of the
modeled sources in Class II areas, As determined from review of results provided in Table 7.9, the
maximum boiler impact concentrations result at 1000/o load with heat recovery and with fuel moisture
contents of 37.60/o in simple terrain and 50o/o within the cavity region and in complex terrain. These

impacts are predicted to occur in simple terrain at a distance of 900 meters. This represents the
closest stack-top elevation to the boiler stack. The highest modeled screening concentrations in

complex terrain are predicted to occur at a distance of 1400 meters from the boiler stack.

Table 7.10a presents a summary of the maximum predicted SCREEN3 impact concentrations as

determined from the complete set of SCREEN3 results presented in Table 7.9a from each of the
modeled sources in Class I areas. Similar to the Class II SCREEN3 results, the maximum boiler
impact concentrations are predicted at 100o/o load with heat recovery. The worst-case fuel moisture
content is 50o/o in both simple complex terrain, slightly greater than the 37.60/o fuel moisture content
impacts. Both 50o/o and 37 .60/o fuel moisture contents were evaluated in the AERMOD analysis.

Annual impact concentrations for the individual sources are based on the annual operating limits;

unrestricted operation for the boiler and cooling tower, and 500 hours the fire pump. These operating
limits were used to determine the annual average emission rate for each pollutant from each source,

which was then applied to the unit emission rate impacts to predict the annual average pollutant

impacts. The total annual impacts concentrations shown in Tables 7.10 and 7.10a are based on the
sum of the maximum values for the boiler, cooling tower and fire pump.

Short-term averages (24 hours and less) are based on the following operating limitations: the boiler
and cooling tower wíll be unrestricted and, other than one hour per week for maintenance testing,
the fire pump will not operate concurrently with the boiler, The total shoft-term concentrations
shown in Tables 7.10 and 7.10a are based on the sum of the maximum values for the boiler and

cooling tower, and the l-hour average impacts from the fire pump.

The total estimates are conseruative in that all sources were assumed to have maximum impacts at
the same location and with the same meteorological conditions. The individual source and potential

total concentrations are compared to the SILs in Tables 7.10 and 7,10a. As shown in the tables,
conservatively determined screening values are greater than the SILs in both Class I and Class II
areas for:

Annual NO2,

3-hour, 24-hour and annual SO2, and
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. 24-hour and annual PMle and PM2.5.

The SCREEN3 results also identified the worst-case operating condition for the boiler. As discussed

below, refined modeling was then undertaken to demonstrate the emissions associated with the
Facility will result in impacts that are less than the SILs.

7.8 Preliminary Refined Modelinq for Sionificant Impact Areas

A preliminary refined AERMOD modeling analysis was peformed to determine the Significant Impact
Area (SIA) of the Facility.

Meteorological data was collected by Fraser Paper in 1999 at the Burgess Mill Site, the location of the
Facility. This data was supplied by NHDES (NHDES, 2009) and supplemented with surface

obseruation data from nearby National Weather Service locations. These surface data were input to
AERMOD with concurrent upper air data from Gray, Maine.

The Facility will utilize the existing 320-foot tall boiler stack, which seryiced the former Recovery

Boiler at the site. As such, ESS and NHDES agreed that the wind speed and direction data collected
from the 100-meter high station of the Burgess Mill tower, coupled with other parameters collected
from the tower, and supplemented with data from other regional monitoring stations to fill in missing

data and upper air parameters, could provide a suitable meteorological data set for Facility modeling
purposes (ESS, 2009). The final meteorological data set was compiled using the following

methodology:

1. The temperature data and 100-m level wind data collected in 1999 from the Burgess Mill tower
were used as the primary data set.

2. Temperature and wind data missing from the Burgess Mill data set was replaced with data from
other substations using the following hierarchy:

1) Burgess Mill 70-m level,
2) Berlin MunicipalAirport, and
3) Whitefield Airport.

Based on NHDES'approval of this approach, ESS worked to prepare the MET data set as discussed

below.

There are 244 hours where wind speeds were missing from the Burgess Mill 100-m data, of which
134 hours were replaced with 70-m level data, 107 hours from the Berlin Airport, and t hour from

the Whitefìeld Airport. There were 243 hours of missing wind direction data from the Burgess Mill

100-m data, of which 133 hours were replaced with 70-m level data, 101 hours from the Berlin

Airpoft, and 6 hours from the Whitefield Airport, The wind rose for this data is shown in Figure 1.

There were 81 hours where temperatures were missing from Burgess Mill data set. Berlin Airport
obseruations were available to provide data for 72 of those hours.

The standard deviation of wind direction and temperature difference data were also collected at the
Burgess Mill. These parameters can be used within AERMET to provide better estimates of boundary
layer conditions than simply using standard National Weather Service data. There are 246 hours
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where standard wind deviation data was missing from the 100-m level of the Burgess Mill data set.

Of this total, 134 hours can be replaced with wind deviation data from the 70-m level. The remaining

hours were Input to AERMET as missing.

Cloud cover and ceiling height obseruations were collected at the Berlin Airport. There were 412

hours of missing data, of which 160 hours could be replaced with obseruations from the Whitefield

Airport.

The EPA guidance document "Procedures for Substituting Values for Missing NWS Meteorological

Data for Use in Regulatory Air Quality Models" (EPA, 1992a) was followed for the remaining missing

hours for which a valid substitution was not available from a regional monitoring station.

AERMET allows for the use of sectors to define land use within one kilometer of the meteorological

data measurement location, classifying them among urban and rural categories, Sectors were

determined for similar land use types. Land uses within one kilometer of the Burgess Mill are shown

in Figure 1. Sectors for input to AERSURFACE and AERMET were defined as:

. 0-110 degrees lconiferous forest)

. 110-200 degrees (deciduous forest)
¡ 200-290 degrees (other cleared, residential/commercial), and
. 290-360 degrees (residential/commercial and transportation).

These sectors were input to AERSURFACE, an EPA program to compute suface roughness, albedo

and Bowen ratio values to input to AERMET, The program follows EPA guidance presented in the
"AERMOD Implementation Guide" (EPA, 2009) in developing the values. Surface roughness values

were based on an inverse-distance weighted geometric mean for an upwind distance of one

kilometer. Bowen ratio and albedo values were based on an arithmetic mean within a 10-km by 10-

km area. The program was applied using average moisture conditions and winter snow cover.

7.9 Class II Imoacts

A polar grid was centered at the existing boiler stack. Radials were placed from 0 degrees to 350

degrees at ten-degree increments. The proposed receptor grid was established to assure that these

areas of maximum impact as determined from the SCREEN3 modeling were sufficiently covered in
the refined modeling. Based on screening, the maximum SIA distance occurs for NOx and extends

10 kilometers from the boiler stack. Receptor coverage was provided beyond the 10-km distance.

Receptor rings were located at:

S0-meter increments out to 500 meters,

100-meter increments out to 2 kilometers,

200-meter increments out to 4 kilometers,

500-meter increments out to 10 kilometers, and

1-kilometer increments out to 15 kilometers.
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NHDES requested that additional receptors be placed just beyond the western property boundary
with 20-meter spacing to ensure that the maximum impacts from the cooling tower were determined.
Receptors were placed at 20-meter increments out to 100 meters along the entire property

boundary.

The Project Site will be fenced over its entire perimeter. The rail spur shown on the Site Plan will be

accessed only by employees and the rail line operator. Recreational trails may be place just inside
the property line along the river bank and Hutchins Street to allow for public access along these
corridors. The perimeter fence line will run these corridors and the plant propefi to limit public

access only to the designated pathway. Receptors were added to evaluate potential air quality

impacts at locations extending onto the site within 100 feet of both the river bank and Hutchins
Street.

The maximum terrain elevation and hill height were assigned for each receptor through the
application of AERMAP. National Elevation Data (NED) data was input to AERMAP. The data was
downloaded from the USGS website (http://sea,less.usgs.gov/index.php) and covered the area

between 43.875 and 45,125 degrees nofth, and 70.375 and 72.0 degrees west.

AERMOD was run for the biomass boiler at the operation conditions identified by SCREEN3 as the
worst-case for ambient impacts, 100% load at both 37.60/o and 500/o fuel moisture content with heat
recovery.

Each source was modeled individually with a 1.0 gram per second emission rate. As was done with
the SCREEN3 results, individual source pollutant concentrations were determined by multiplying the
source emission rate for the applicable averaging period by the modeled unit emission rate impact.
Refìned concentrations from the individual sources were initially evaluated to examine potential cavity
impacts and potential cumulative impacts.

Annual impact concentrations for the individual sources were based on the unrestricted operation of
the boiler and cooling tower, and 500 hours for the fire pump. The annual total concentrations were
based on the sum of the maximum values for the boiler, cooling tower and fire pump,

Short-term averages (24 hours and less) were based on the unrestricted boiler and cooling tower
operation. Other than one hour per week for maintenance test¡ng, the fire pump will not operate
concurrently with the boiler. The total short-term concentrations were based on the sum of the
maximum values for the boiler, cooling tower and one hour from the fire pump.

The predicted maximum impacts for each individual source and the potential maximum total impact
concentrations presented in Table 7.It are compared to the SILs for those receptors in the Class II
area located outside of the perimeter of the site. The maximum potential impact concentrations for
those receptors placed along the potential recreational corridors are shown in Table 7.1la and also

compared to the SILs. The total estimates are conservative in that all sources are assumed to have

maximum impacts at the same location and time. As determined from review of the results in both
Tables 7.11 and 7.IIa, the potential impacts for all pollutants and averaging periods in all of the
publicly accessible Class II area are less than the SILs.
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7.10 Class I Imoacts

A preliminary refined AERMOD modeling analysis was also performed to evaluate potential impacts

from the Facility to the closest Class I areas. The Class I analysis used the same data and
methodology as the Class II AERMOD analysis.

The Project Site is located 18 kilometers north of the Great Gulf Wilderness Area, and 26 kilometers
north of the Dry River Wilderness Area. Receptor locations and elevations were downloaded from the
National Park Seruice website (www.nature.nps.gov/air/Maps/Receptors/index.cfm). The Class I
receptor locations were converted from the NAD27 to the NAD83 UTM coordinate system for the
analysis. Hill heights were assigned for each receptor using an anchor location in NAD83 through the
application of AERMAP.

AERMOD was run for the biomass boiler at the operation conditions identified by SCREEN3 as the
worst-case for ambient impacts, 100o/o load at 50% fuel moisture content with heat recovery, and

also 37.60/o fuel moisture content with heat recovery. Each source was modeled individually with a

1.0 gram per second emission rate. As was done with the Class II results, individual source pollutant
concentrations were determined by multiplying the source emission rate for the applicable averaging
period by the modeled unit emission rate impact. Refined concentrations from the individual sources

were initially evaluated to examine potential cavity impacts and potential cumulative impacts.

Annual impact concentrations for the individual sources were based on the unrestricted operation of
the boiler and cooling tower, and 500 hours for the fire pump. The annual total concentrations were

based on the sum of the maximum values for the boiler, cooling tower and fire pump,

Shott-term averages (24 hours and less) were based on unrestricted boiler and cooling tower
operation. Other than one hour per week for maintenance testing, the fire pump will not operate

concurrently with the boiler. The total short-term concentrations were based on the sum of the
maximum values for the boiler, cooling tower and one hour from the fire pump.

The individual source and potential total concentrations presented in Table 7.12were compared to
the Class I SILs, which were provided by NHDES for use in this analysis (NHDES, 2010a).

As shown in Table 7.I2, lhe results of the Class I refined modeling indicates that the potential

impacts for 3-hour and 24-hour PM2.5 exceed the Class I SILs. Initial modeling for the Facility
showed the significant impacts are predicted to occur out to 34 kilometers for SO2, and out to 40

kilometers for 24-hour PM2.5. Since the initial modeling was performed, proposed SO2, PM2.5 emission
rates have been decreased, resulting in smaller significant impact areas.

The major source increment baseline date for SOz is January 6, 1975 for all counties in New

Hampshire. The major source increment baseline date for PM2.5 is being triggered with this permit

application. As the maximum Class I impacts are greater than the SOz and PM2.5 SILs, the emissions
from the Facility were modeled along with other background increment-consuming SOz sources

within the Significant Impact Area (SIA) to demonstrate that the total SOz and PM2.5 impacts resulting

from all significant sources within the SIA will not exceed their respective PSD thresholds, NHDES
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provided the required data for other applicable SOz and PM2.5 sources located within the SIA to
facilitate the completion of this analysis (NHDES, 2010b). ESS conducted an independent review of
the data and available data on regional air emissions sources that confirmed the information provided

by NHDES and did not identify any additional sources that should be included in the analysis.

TableT.I2a presents the results of the Class I impact analysis. As shown in the table, emissions

from the Facility, in combination with other increment consuming sources, result in modeled
concentrations that do not exceed the allowable 24-hour PM2.5 or 3-hour SO2 increments.

7.11 Backoround Air Ouality

When conducting an air quality impact analysis with respect to NAAQS, the existing background air
quality in the absence of the proposed source must be considered in combination with the impacts
resulting from the proposed source. When background air quality data is not available for the Project

area, other representative background data from nearby monitoring stations must be used.

Background concentration data from nearby, representative monitoring stations for criteria pollutants

during the most recent three years (2006-2008) were provided by NHDES. Table 7.13 provides a
summary of the monitor values and background concentrations selected for use in the modeling
analysis for the Facility.

7.12 PSD Increment Analysis

The maximum NO2, PM and SO2 impacts from the proposed Facility were assessed for increment
consumption in both Class I and Class II areas. The Facility will have maximum impacts that are less

than the SILs in Class II areas for all pollutants, thus demonstrating compliance with the respective
PSD increments. As discussed in Section 7.10 above, the maximum SOz and PM2.s impacts in Class I
areas exceed their respective SILs, , However, a cumulative modeling analysis demonstrated that
the impacts from the Facility, when combined with the impacts from any other applicable increment
consuming sources within the SIA, do not exceed their respective Class I PSD increments.

7.13 NAAOS Compliance Analvsis

Maximum CO, NO2, PM and SO2 impacts from the proposed Facility were also assessed for
compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The Facility will have

maximum Class II impacts that are less than the SILs. Table 7.14 presents the total concentrations,
based on the sum of the Facility modeled concentrations and representative background
concentrations. As shown on Table 7.t4, lhe impacts from the Facility, combined with existing
background concentrations, will not cause or contribute to an exceedance of NAAQS.

Since the date of filing the original air permit application for the Facility, a new l-hour standard for
NOz has come into effect. AERMOD was applied to determine compliance with the hourly NO2

standard of 100 ppb. The l-hour standard is based on the 3-year average of the 98ü percentile of
daily maximum l-hour values. The maximum l-hour value at each receptor should be determined for
each of day of the year, resulting in 365 or 366 concentrations. The 98ö percentile value is then the
8th highest of these concentrations.
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At the present time, AERMOD output can be used to determine the overall 8h highest modeled

concentration at each receptor. However, the reported Bth highest values do not take the time period

into account. Standard AERMOD output and post-processors do not directly handle the 8ü highest of
the daily maximum l-hour values at this time. AERMOD output opt¡ons can be used to generate the
information needed to properly process the values.

EPA has recently issued guidance regarding AERMOD application for the l-hour NOz standard (EPA,

2010). AERMOD should be applied with the POSTfILE option for each individual year of
meteorological data, creating a concentration file containing modeled values for each receptor

location and modeled hour. This file can then be read to determine the maximum l-hour value at
each receptor location and modeled day. The 8b highest modeled concentratíon is averaged at each

receptor location over the S-year modeling period. The highest of these S-year averages should be

added to regional background to determine a total concentration for comparison to the l-hour
NAAQS. In this analysis, one year of onsite meteorological data was used in lieu of as S-year data set
from a nearby airport.

AERMOD modeling was performed for the l-year modeling period following the above guidance with
one exception. The PLOTFILE option was applied to output the ten highest modeled concentrations

for each year at each receptor location. The highest ten values were evaluated in order to be able to
to determine the eight highest values occurring on different days.

Table 7.15 presents the results of the 1-hour NO2 NAAQS analysis. For this analysis, post-process¡ng

was not necessary. The overall highest of the Bth high (HBH) l-hour concentrations, without regard to
daily maximum values, were sufficiently low to demonstrate compliance with the l-hour NO2 NAAQS.

The 98th percentile concentrations presented below are the H8H values presented in the AERMOD

output, without regard to the day they occur.

The maximum g8th percentile average NO* concentration from the biomass boiler and fire pump is
87.7 pglm3. NHDES provided a l-hour background value of 53 pglm3, from 2000-2002 Brentwood

monitoring data. Adding the maximum of the g8th percentile daily maximum NO* values to the

background results in a total NO* concentration of L34.7 pglm3), that is less than the l-hour NOz

standard of 100 ppb (13S.6 pg/m3).

Modeling was also performed for a set of potential public access receptor locations that are within the
site boundaries. The maximum 98h percentile average NO* concentration from the biomass boiler

and fire pump is 73.7 pglm3, modeled at UTM coordinate 326925,4926608. Adding the maximum of
the 98th percentile daily maximum NO* values to the background results in a total NO" concentration

of 126.7 pglm3 , that is less than the l-hour NOz standard.

7.14 Requlated Toxic Air Pollutants

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 1400 establishes rules to prevent, control, abate and limit the emissions of
toxic air pollutants into the ambient air to promote public health, All stationary sources in New
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Hampshire that emit a regulated toxic air pollutant are subject to this regulation, except for specified

exempt sources and activities. One of the source categories which are exempt from the
requirements of the rule is the combustion of untreated wood. Therefore, the emissions from the
biomass boiler are not subject to the state regulated toxic air pollutants rule requirements. The fire
pump will not emit a regulated toxic air pollutant at a rate that is above either its annual or 24-hour
de minimis emissions level. These sources are therefore not subject to the rule.

There will be emissions of NH3 from the SCR emissions control system. Additionally, the use of
ceftain water treatment chemicals in the cooling towers will result in the emission of 'free chlorine'
(as part of the cooling tower drift) above de-minimis emission rate levels of Env-A 1400, However,

the air dispersion modeling analysis conducted for the Facility demonstrates that the maximum
predicted ambient air impacts for NH: and free chlorine, at or beyond the property line, are less than
the 24-hour and annual ambient air limits (AALs) established in Table 1450-1 of NHC.AR Chapter Env-

A 1400. The Facility will therefore comply with the NH Regulated Air Toxics rule. Table 7.15

summarizes the results of the RTAP analysis conducted for the Facility.

7.15 Boiler Staftuo Modelinq

An air qualiÇ impact analysis was also performed to evaluate a cold startup scenario for the biomass

boiler. According to the information provided by the vendor, a cold start will typically take
approximately 12 hours. During the first I hours, the oil-fired startup burners will be operated up to
their full capacity (240 MMBtu/hr) to heat up the bed material and boiler heat transfer surfaces. The
biomass feed will then begin and gradually be increased over a 3 hour period, with the firing rates of
the oil burners gradually decreased. When the boiler reaches approximately 50o/o of its steam

capacity, the oil burners will no longer be in operation and the wood feed rate will be increased over
an additional t hour period to achieve the minimum operating steady state load of 70o/o at which
point the startup cycle will be completed. It is estimated that there will be up to six cold startups of
the biomass boiler per year.

Other than one hour per week for maintenance testing, the fire pump will not operate concurrently
with the boiler. Maintenance testing will not be performed during boiler startups so the fire pump

was not included in the short term impact analyses for cold startup periods. The cooling tower will
be in operation during startup periods so the cooling tower emissions were included in the startup
modeling analysis.

The expected boiler startup emissions and exhaust parameters are summarized on Table 7.1a for
each startup phase. SCREEN3 was applied to evaluate the three start-up phases using the same

methodology as was applied for normal boiler operation. The results of the SCREEN3 Class II
analysis for the boiler cold startup operating scenario are presented in Table 7.16for simple terrain,
complex terrain and cavity impacts,

Annual impacts were based on 6 cold starts per year. Short-term impacts were based on the length
of time for each phase. The highest CO impacts occur during Phase 1, Since Phase 1 lasts for B

hours, the maximum Phase 1 CO impacts were used to evaluate the maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO

impacts in comparison to the SILs. The maximum l-hour SO2 impacts were predicted during Phase
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2. Since Phase 2 lasts for three hours, the maximum Phase 2 SO2 impacts were used to evaluate the
maximum 3-hour SOz impact in comparison to the SIL. The maximum Z4-hour SO2, PMls and PM2.5

impacts and the maximum annual NO2, SO2, PMle and PM2.5 impacts were based on the cumulative
impacts of Phase 1 (B hours), Phase 2 (3 hours), Phase 3 (1 hour) and the maximum combined
facility impact during normal operation (previously determined by refined modeling) for the
remainder of the averaging period.

A summary of the Class II SCREEN3 combined impacts from startup and normal operation are
summarized in Table 7.17. The maximum 24-hour and annual impacts from normal Facility operation
were added to the startup impacts to determine the potential total Facility impact concentrations.
This methodology was conseruative because the 24-hour and annual boiler impacts during normal
operation were not adjusted to account for reduced normal operation due to staftups. Based on the
SCREEN3 results, total impacts greater than the SILs were determined for 8-hour CO, 24-hour PMro

and 24-hour PM2,5.

AERMOD was then applied using a 1 gram per second emission rate to determine the maximum 8-
hour Phase 1 impact concentration, the maximum 3-hour Phase 2 impact concentration, the
maximum l-hour Phase 3 impact concentration and the maximum l2-hour normal operation (boiler
and cooling tower) impact concentration. These normalized values were multiplied by the PMlq and
PM2.5 emission rates and summed, without regard to location or time, to conseruatively estimate the
maximum potential Z4-hour combined impact concentrations. The results of this AERMOD analysis
are presented in Table 7.18. As shown in Table 7.18, the maximum 8-hour CO and 24-hour PMls

impacts are less than the SILs. Additional refined modeling was then performed to demonstrate that
the maximum Z4-hour PM2.5 impact concentration resulting from cold boiler startups would also be

less than the SIL.

AERMOD was applied using the PM2.5 emission rates for the three cold startup phases and during
normal operation to determine the maximum potential 24-hour PM2.5 concentration. As a cold startup
could commence anytime during the day, 24 scenarios were evaluated, The 24 scenarios were based

on Phase 1 starting at each hour of the day, and lasting for 8 hours, Phase 1 was immediately
followed by 3 hours of Phase 2, which was then followed by t hour of Phase 3. The boiler and
cooling tower were assumed to be operating at normal load during the hours each day preceding

Phase 1 and following Phase 3. These scenarios were modeled for the boiler during normal operation
at both the 500/o and 37.60/o fuel moisture contents. The results of the twenty-four PM2.5 AERMOD

runs are presented in Table 7.19. As shown in Table 7.19, the maximum predicted 24-hour PMz.s

concentration was 1.4 uglm3,less than the SIL of 2 uglm3.

The boiler startup modeling analysis demonstrated that the maximum ambient air quality impacts
resulting from cold startups of the boiler will all be below their respective SILs,
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7.16 Visibilitv Imoacts

7.16.1 Class I Areas

Initial VISCREEN modeling indicated that plume from the biomass boiler associated with Laidlaw

Berlin BioPower Facility may be visible within the Great Gulf Wilderness Area, based on the
modeled delta-e values, This initial VISCREEN modeling was based on the maximum boiler
emission rates and model default values, The worst-case values were determined to occur with a
wind speed of 1.0 meter per second and when the plume is visible at a low angle, shortly before
or after sunrise.

Air Resources Specialists, Inc. (ARS) reviewed the initial VISCREEN modeling on behalf of the
United States Forest Seruice. ARS requested additional modeling to determine the frequency of
occurrence of the meteorological conditions leading to a visible plume. As with the initial
modeling, inputs included:

. Maximum boiler emission rates; 1.40 g/sec PM,8.42 g/sec NOx

. Background range = 60 km

. Minimum distance to Class I area = 18.1 km

. Maximum distance to Class I area = 24.0 km

. Defaults for other emission rates, particle characteristics, background ozone and obseruer
angle.

The default meteorological condition for the model is very stable (stability class F) and 1.0 meter
per second wind speed. To determine the full extent of potential plume visibility, additional
model runs were peformed for stability classes D, E and F, increasing the wind speed from 1.0

meter per second until the delta-e screening criteria was met within the Class I area.

The modeled wind speed and stability class combinations, along with the resultant delta-e values
are presented in Table 1. Initial modeling demonstrated the potential for a visible plume with
stability class F and a wind speed of 1.0 m/sec. However, the screening criteria were not
exceeded for stability class F and a wind speed of 2,0 m/sec. Additional runs were performed

using the on-site meteorological data collected in 1999 to determine that the modeled delta-e is

Iess than the screening criteria at wind speeds equal to or greater than 1.3 m/sec as shown in

Table 1. Additional model runs also confirmed that the delta-e screening criteria were met for
stability classes D and E with the 1.0 m/sec wind speed.

Based on these results, the only periods during which the plume may be visible within the Class I
area are limited to F-class stability conditions and wind speeds equal to or less than 1.2 m/sec.
As discussed below, the on-site meteorological data set was further analyzed to determine the
frequenry of conditions meeting these criteria, and occurring during early morning hours with the
wind blowing toward the class I area.
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AERMOD was used in the dispersion modeling to determine compliance with the NAAQS.

AERMOD does not directly use stability classes as the ISCST3 model did. As such, PCRAMMET

was applied to generate an ISCST3 meteorological data set that included stability class. The

hourly stability class values were combined with the on-site wind speeds and flow vectors. The

flow vector is the direction toward which the wind is blowing, 180 degrees off of the wind

direction. The Class I area is located between 18.1 and 24.0 kilometers south of the stack, at

directions 197 through 212 degrees.

The 1999 meteorological data base was screened to include the following conditions:

a

a

Wind speed = 1,2 or less

Flow vectors of 185 to 225 degrees (wind sectors t9-22), to include sectors 10 degrees

outside of the Class I area

Stability class F

A total of 130 non-calm hours were observed during 1999 that met the above conditions,

regardless of the time of day. The longest consecutive time period meeting these conditions was

3 hours,

The model predicts a visible plume when the sun angle is low. Therefore, these hours were

further screened to include only hours just before or after sunrise. Evaluating hours ending at 5
AM through I AM, 31 hours occur on 26 different days were identified that meet the specified

modeling criteria. As such, the potential for visible plume impacts are less than 1olo of total

annual daylight hours.

These hours are presented in Table 2, along with the corresponding transport times to the Class I
area. As shown in Table 2, 2O of the 31 hours are associated with very low wind speeds (0.5

m/second and less) that result in transport times of 10 hours or more. However, as such

conditions are only sustained for periods of 3 hours or less it is very likely that the plume has

broken up before even getting to the Class I area. The shortest transport time is 5 hours.

7.16.2 Class II Areas

Local visibility impacts resulting from the operation of the Facility sources will be minimal. The

opacity of the plume from the biomass boiler will be maintained at levels of no greater than 10o/o

and under most operation should not be readily apparent or block views of the surrounding

areas. The boiler will be equipped with a COMS to continuously monitor compliance with the
permitted state opacity limits.

The Facilityt cooling tower will have a water vapor plume that will be periodically visible under

certain atmospheric conditions that involve very cold temperatures, or high relative humidity and

low wind speeds. Modeling of the cooling tower plume was conducted using the Seasonal Annual

Cooling Tower Impact (SAC[) model developed by Argonne National Laboratories and commonly

used to evaluate the behavior of cooling tower plumes, The results of the model indicate that
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operation of the cooling tower will not cause any conditions of ground level fogging or icing. The

model further indicates that the average water vapor plume height will be about 56 feet above

the cooling tower for an overall height of approximately 100 feet above ground level, which is

shofter than the nearby boiler building height of 164 feet. The plume is predicted to rise above

the height of the boiler building only about 5 hours per year, a condition that is most likely to
occur when ambient relative humidity is very high and regional visibility is already obscured by

fog or precipitation,

7.17 Impacts to Soils and Veqetation

The PSD regulations require an air quality impact analysis on sensitive types of soils and vegetation.

The assessment was performed by adding the Facility impacts with ambient background

concentrations and comparing the total to vegetation sensitivity screening levels presented in Table

3.1 of EPA's '.A Screening Procedure for the Impacts of Air Pollution on Plants, Soils and Animals"
(EPA, 1981). The screening levels represent the minimum screening levels at which visible damage

or growth effects to vegetation may occur. Screening levels have been established for the following
pollutants that will be emitted from the Facility:

. l-hour, 3-hour and annual SO2,
o 4-hour, 8-hour, monthly and annual NO2,
. Weekly CO,
. Monthly beryllium, and
. Quafterly lead.

The proposed background air quality concentrations used in all modeling analyses for this Facility are

based on 2005-2007 monitoring data. The highest annual averages over the three-year period were

selected as the annual background values. Short-term background values (24-hours and less) were

based on the highest of the yearly second-high values. The monitoring data is available on EPA's

Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) internet site (www.epa.gov/aersweb). The closest

lead monitoring location is at Kenmore Square in Boston. Monitoring data is not presented for
beryllium. In addition, data found on the website is not presented for all averaging periods being

examined. In those cases, the next shortest averaging period was used to conseryatively estimate
the background.

Background was conseruatively estimated for:

. Use of l-hour values for 4-hour, 8-hour and monthly NO2, and

. Use of B-hour CO values for weekly CO.

Refined AERMOD modeling was peformed to determine individual source impacts from the boiler,

cooling tower and fire pump. As shown in Table 7.20, the modeled concentrations from the Facility,

in combination with representative background values, are less than the vegetation sensitivity
concentrations. Therefore, the Facility will not adversely impact vegetation in the area.
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7.18 Imoacts to Growth

The construction and operation of the Facility will have a very significant, positive effect on the City

and region. Its development will conveft a Brownfield site with environmental issues that are a

barrier to development into an asset for the City of Berlin that will foster additional economic

development and rising employment. LBB is ready and willing to work with the City to acquire the
balance of the former Pulp Mill site (i.e. the remaining 40 acres of land that were part of the Pulp Mill

site and located immediately adjacent to the Project Site) and prepare it for redevelopment. LBB has

offered its support for the formation of a nonprofit organization under Internal Revenue Code

S 501(cX3) to acquire the propefi and help guide a plan to redevelop it. With that redevelopment,

economically diverse and beneficial projects could be located adjacent to the Site,

The Facility will provide for support and expansion of the local economic base. It will bring increased

economic activity to the City and the region during construction and operation. Furthermore, the
Facility will be a major addition to the tax base in the City of Berlin without burdening public seruices.

Construction of the Facility will inject approximately $80 million into the surrounding economy for the
purchase of local goods and seruices such as such as earthwork, engineering, general construction

services, specialized trades, construct¡on materials and suppoft seruices. The Facility will have

substantial long-term economic benefits, including permanent direct employment for 40 people

related to the operation of the Facility and indirect employment of up to 300 people for timber
haruesting and processing, trucking, forestry consulting seruices, and mechanical seruices. LBB

hopes to draw most of the Plant employees from the greater Berlin area. The Facility will provide

increased commerce in the area from the purchases of local goods and services by the Facility and

employees.

The Facility brings a new enterprise and diversity to the Berlin economy by shifting from the
production of paper to renewable energy. LBB hopes to act as incubator for the development of new

businesses that may be similarf involved in the clean energy sector. The plant is being designed to
utilize "waste heat" which will be converted to hot water for use at the Fraser paper mill in Gorham.

This feature offers the opportunity to help reduce fuel oil costs at the paper mill.

The Facility is compatible with and supportive of the forest industry in the region. It will provide a
steady, dependable market for wood and in turn providing strong incentives for long-term

commercial forestry management. The regional logging and trucking industries, as well as

landowners, will be able to rely on this dependable market that will be largely insulated from
fluctuations in global markets, The facility will spend between $20 million and $25 million per year

on biomass fuel purchases and will seek to keep the purchase of the renewable timber supply in the
immediate vicinity of the power plant.

7.19 Sulfate/Nitrate Deoosition in Class I Areas

An analysis was performed to assess the potential for sulfate and nitrate deposition within Class I
areas closest to the Berlin BioPower Project, The Great Gulf and Dry River Wilderness Areas are

located approximately 18 and 26 kilometers south of the Project site, respectively,
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AERMOD was used to peform the deposition modeling, as the Class I areas are less than 50

kilometers from the Facility. AERMOD includes algorithms for both wet and dry deposition of gaseous

emissions. Inputs required for gas deposition modeling include seasonal definitions, and land use

characteristics for the ten-degree wind sectors between the Facility and the Class I areas.

Nine land use categories are available for input:

1. Urban land, no vegetation

2. Agricultural land

3. Rangeland

4. Forest

5. Suburban areas/ grassy

6. Suburban areas, forested

7. Bodies of water
B. Barren land, mostly desert, and

9. Non-forestedwetlands

The Class I areas are located south-southwest of the Facility. The plume encounters mostly forested
areas as it travels between the Facility and the Class I areas. Land use category 4 (forest) was
chosen for the analysis.

The AERMOD suface file was populated with hourly precipitation data from collected from the
meteorological tower previously located at the Project site for the year of data used for modeling
(1999). Precipitation codes of 2t and 41 were assigned for hours when the ambient temperature was
above freezing, and at freezing or below, respectively. These codes correspond to the present

weather codes for moderate rain and snow found in the SAMSON and TD-3280 data files.

AERMOD was then used to evaluate both gaseous and particulate deposition rates in the Class I
areas. The Facility's annual average emission rates of SO2 and NO* were adjusted to represent only
the sulfur and nitrogen portions of the total emissions, The two pathways were modeled separately,
with the results summed at each receptor location.

Gaseous deposition was evaluated using the following input parameters:

. Default reactivity factors and fractions of maximum green leaf area index (LAI),

e Diffusivity in air and water = 0.1509 cm27sec,

. Cuticular Resistance = 30 s/cm, and

. Henry's Law Constant = 0.04 (pa-m3/mol).

Gaseous nitrate deposition was evaluated using the following input parameters:

. Reactivity factor = 0.1
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. Default maximum l-AI of 0.5 and 0.25 for seasons 2 and 5,

. Diffusivity in air and water = 0,1656 cm2/sec,

. Cuticular Resistance = 30 s/cm, and

. Henry's Law Constant = 3.5 (pa-m3/mol).

Method 2 was used to evaluate pafticle deposition with mass fraction of fine particles equal to 1, and

a mass mean diameter of 1 micron.

The summed gaseous and particle deposition results are compared to the Deposition Analysis

Threshold (DAÐ of 0.01 kglha-yr, for both sulfates and nitrates. AERMOD output presents the

deposition in units of g/m2-year, The 0.01 kg/ha-yr DAT equates to 0.001 glmz-year.

The maximum modeled sulfate deposition from the Facility at any individual receptor location is

0.00058 glmz-year (0.0058 kg/ha-yr), about 600lo of the DAT, The modeled sulfate deposition at

99o/o of the receptor locations is less than one-half of the DAT,

The maximum modeled nitrate deposition from the Facility is 0,00151 glmz-year (0.0141 kg/ha-yfl,
about 40olo greater than the DAT. The modeled nitrate deposition level exceeds the DAT at only 9 of
the 226 modeled receptor locations, indicating that predicted deposition levels are below the DAT at

about 960lo of all Class I area locations.

. These impacb also do not consider the following:

. The Facility is required to offset tLio/o of its NOx emissions, creating a net regional reduction in

NOx emissions.

. The Facility's maximum potential NOx emissions are 266 tons per year lower than the annual

NOx emissions that actually occurred from sources operating at the Project site in years prior to
2006,

. The impacts and DATs do not consider the significant regional NOx emissions reductions that
expected with the upcoming implementation of the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), which will

impact many large sources located upwind of the Class I areas.

Based on these considerations, Laidlaw does not believe that the Facility will result in significant

adverse nitrate or sulfate ímpacts in the nearest Class I areas,

7.20 Environmental Justice

In 1994, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 "Federal Actions to Address Environmental
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations". Environmental justice is the fair
treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or
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income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws,

regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including any racial, ethnic,
or socioeconomic aroup, should bear a disproportionate share of any negative environmental
consequences resulting from industrial and other commercial operations or the execution of federal

and state programs and policies, Meaningful involvement means that potentially aflected community
residents have an appropriate opportunity to pafticipate in decisions about a proposed activity that
will affect their environment and/or health and that their contributions will be considered and may

influence the regulatory agency's decision. Regulatory agencies are directed to seek out and

facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected. As discussed below, the Berlin BioPower
project meets all of the above requirements.

ESS performed an environmental justice assessment using the poliry guidance and framework of the
"Toolkit for Assessing Potential Allegations of Environmental Injustice" published by the US EPA.

Based on a review of the most recent census data available, several communities ¡n the City of Berlin

were identified with greater than the state-wide average of low-income or minority populations.

Although such populations may exist within the local community, the Facility results in neither a

significant adverse impact nor a disproportionate impact to any group of residents. The air modeling
discussed earlier in the application concludes that all air quality impacts in the community are below
EPA established SILs and are therefore insignificant. The SILs are a small fraction of the NAAQS

established by EPA to be protective of public health and the environment, considering the most
vulnerable of the population, with a margin of safety, Thus, the Facility's air quality impacts are not

significant or adverse. Further, as shown in Figures 7.L and7.2, the predicted 24-hour and annual

ambient air quality impacts of fine particulate emissions from the Facility are fairly uniform through
the City, are all well below the SILs, and do not result in significantly higher impacts in any one areas

than another. Therefore, no portion of the community is disproportionally impacted.

The Facility is undergoing permitting the New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (SEC), which

engages in a very public and transparent process. All of the proceedings associated with the SEC's

review are publicly available. A Public Informational Hearing was held on March 16, 2010 in the City

of Berlin to provide information to the public and allow their concerns to be heard. The SEC has

appointed Counsel to the Public to represent the interests and concerns of the community. Several

additional public meetings and hearings are scheduled to occur in Berlin over the coming months,
including a public hearing specifically for the purpose of this air permit that assure the public has

multiple and readily accessible opportunities to participate and provide their input regarding the
Facility. These aspects of the permitting process provide significant opportunities for meaningful
involvement by the public.
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8.0 APPLICATION FORMS

This section contains completed vers¡ons of the following required NHDES air permit application forms:

. Signed Affìdavit - Demonstration of Ïtle, Right and Interest in Propefi

. Form ARD-1: General Information for all Permit Applications

. Form ARD-2: Information Required for Permits for Fuel Burning Devices

o Biomass Boiler

o Fire Pump

. Form ARD-3: Information Required for Permits for a Unit of Processing or Manufacturing

Equipment

o Cooling Tower

. Form ARD-4: Information Required for Permits for Storage Tanks Containing Fuel or Volatile

Organic Compounds

o ULSD StorageTank
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888 Worcester Street

Suite 240

Wellesley

Massachusetts

02482

p 781,431.0500

May 19, 2010

Gary D. Millbury
Air Permit Program Manager
Permitting & Environmental Health Bureau
New Hampshire Depaftment of Environmental Seryices
29 Hazen Drive
Concord, New Hampshire 03302-0095

Re: RevisedAirPermitAppliætion
Laidlaw Berlin BioPower LLC
Facility ID#33O079O737; Application #O9-O285

Dear Mr. Millbury:

On behalf of our client, Laidlaw Berlin BioPower (LBB), ESS Group Inc. (ESS), is providing the
enclosed copíes of the revised air permit application for the above referenced project, Æ we
have previously discussed with your and your staff, the primary revisions to project as

reflected in the revised application include:

. Reductions in the proposed emission rates for particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and
sulfur dioxide.

. Changes ín the proposed emissions control train including incorporation of a dry
sorbent injection system to further minimize sulfur dioxide emissions and use of fabric
filter baghouse in place of the previously proposed electrostatic precipitator to control
pafticulate emissions,

o Modifications to the stack parameters for the proposed emergency diesel engine
powered fire pump and elimination of the previously proposed emergency generator,

The above changes fufther reduce the air emissions of the Project and further assure that it
will not result in adverse impacts to the communiÇ of the environment.

Please contact me with any questions you may have regarding the enclosed materials,

Síncerely,

Vice President, Energy & Industrial Seryices

Enclosures

C: Laidlaw Berlin BioPower

o*e
rHr¡ssgrûutr.G0n

Copyright @ ESS Group, Inc., 2010



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of EnvironmentaI Services
Air Resources Division
P.O. Box 95
Concord, NH 03302-0095
Telephone z 603 -27 1 -1 37 O

I. FACILITY INFORMATION - Complete

A. Type of Application: X New

B. Physical Location:

Berlin BioPower

General Information for All Permit Applications
thefollowing:

n Renewal tr Modihcation

C. Mailing Address:

57 Hutchins Street
Facility Name

57 Hutchins Street
StreelP.O. Box

Berlin NH 0357 0
Street

Berfin
Town/City State Zip Code

NH 03s70
Town/City

D. USGS
Coordinates:

State ZipCode

UTM

Easting: 326984

Northing: 4926531

Telephone Number

E. Owner:

Laidlaw Berlin Bi-oPower, LLC

F. Parent Corporation:

Laidl-aw Berlin BioPower LLC

Latitude/Longitude

N Latitude: Deg Min Sec

W Longitude: Deg Min Sec

Company

90 John Street - 4th Fl-oor
Company

Michael Bartoszek / CtO
Street/P.O. Box

New York NY 10038
Contact Person/Title

90 John Street - 4th Fl-oor
Town/City:

2r2-480-9884
Srate ZipCode StreelP.O. Box

New York NY 10038
Telephone Number

G. Contact Information

1. GeneraVTechnical Contact:

Louis T. Bravakis

Town/City:

2r2-480-9884
Zip Code

Telephone Nlmþ¡

2. Application Preparation:

ESS Group, fnc.
Contact Person

Vice President
Company

Dammon Frecker
Title

45 State Street
Contact Person

8 8I Vlorcester Road - Suite 240
Address

Montpelier VT 05602
Address

lVel- 1e s l-e y MA 02482

E-mail Address

State ZipCode

E-mail Address

ZipCodeTown/City

802-229-4146
Town/City

1 8L- 489-LL46
Telephone Number

LTBG laidla\¡¡energy. com

Telephone Number

df reckerG es s s group . com
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3. Legal Contact:

Barry Needleman
4. Invoicing Contact:

Michael- Bartoszek
Contact Person

Project Counsel
Contact Person

President & CEO
Title

11 South Main Street - Suite 500
Title

90 John Street - 4th Floor
Address

Concord NH 03301
Address

New York NY 10038
Town/City

603-230- 4401

State ZipCode Town/City

2r2-480-9884
State ZipCode

Telephone Number

Barry. NeedfemanGMcLane . com

Telephone Number

mbbG faidlah/energy . com
E-mail Address E-mail Address

H. Major Activity or Product Descriptions - ¿rsl all activities performed at this focility and provide SIC code(s):

Description of Activitv or Product SIC Code

Production and distribution of efectrici-tv 497r

I. Other Sources or Devices - List sources or devices at theføcility (other than those that are the subject of this
application) that are permitted pursuant to Env-A 600:

Source or l)evice Permit # Exniration Date
None

il. Total Facility Emissions Data:

Note: For Regulated Toxic Air Pollutants list name and Chemical Abstract Service Number (CAS #) - use additional
sheets if necessary.

Pollutant CAS #
Actual
Qb/hr)

Potential
Qb/hr)

Actual
(ton/yr)

Potential
(ton/yr)

NOx r0L02- 43-9 66 .9 66.9 244.1 244.1
CO 630-08-0 83.6 83.6 307.5 307.5
õwz 8912s-89-3 13.4 13.4 48 .6 48.6
PM N/A 11.1 11.1 43.3 43.3
voc N/A 11.1 11.1 40 .6 40 .6
Also see Attached Table 3.2
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UI. Support Data Thefollowing data must be submitted with this application:

X A copy of all calculations used in determining emissions;
X A copy of a USGS map section with the site location clearly indicated; and

X A to-scale site plan of the facility showing:
1. the locations of all emission points;
2. the dimensions of all buildings, including roof heights; and
3. the facility's properly boundary.

IV. Certifïcation (Io be completêd by a responsible officiat only):
I am authorized Ío make this submission on behalf of the affected source or affected units for which this
submission is made. I certiff under penalty of law that I have personally examined, and am familiar with, the
information submitted in this document and all of its attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with
primary responsibility for obtaining the information, I certiff that the statements and information are to the best of
my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for
submitting false statements and information or omitting required statements and information, including the
possibility of frne or imprisonment.

PrinlTypeName: Louis T. Bravakis Title: Vice President

Signed:

--Z a-Kr"ryrl,/4^_5
Date: 05-18-l-0



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of EnvironmentaI Services
Air Resources Division

Information Required for Permits for FueI Burning Devices

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION - Complete a separateformþr each device.

Device Description: Vüood-Fired Boiler
Date Construction
Commenced: Device Start-Up Date:

N/A

A. Boiler

BEW

E NotApplicable

Boiler Manufactu¡er

N/A
Boiler Model Number

l_ , 013
Boiler Serìal Number

N/A

Bumer Serial Number

1. Type ofBurner:

a. Solid Fuel:

! Cyclone

! Pulverized (! wet tr ¿.vl

! Spreader Stoker

! Underfeed Stoker

! Overfeed Stoker

n Hand-Fired

E PtV Ash Re-injection

b. Liquid Fuel:

! Pressure Gun

! Rotary Cup

! Steam Atomization

X Air Atomization

E Ottrer (specify):

Gross Heat Input Nameplate Rating (MMBtu/Ìr¡)

N/A
Bumer Model Number

124.9

c. Gaseous Fuel:

! Natural Gas

! Propane

n Other (specifu):

Bumer Manufacturer

N/A

X Oth". (specifl): Bubbllng Fluidized bed

2. Combustion Type:

! Tangential Firing

n Staged Combustion

! Opposite End Firing

! Biased Firing

! rimitea Excess Firing

n Ott" End Only Firing

I ftue Gas Recirculation

n Otner (specifu):

B. Internal Combustion Engines/Combustion Turbines X NIot Applicable

Potential Fuel Flow Rate

Manufacturer Model Number
I gaVhr
f-'l mmcf/hr

Serial Number Fuel Flow Rate

Ehp
l-'l tw

Engine Output Rating

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

Reason for Engine Use
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C. Stack Information

Is unit equipped with multiple stacks? n yes X No Qf yes, provide dataþr eøch støck)

Identifu other devices on this stack:

Is Section 123 of the Clean Air Act applicable? n Yes X No

Is stack monitoring used? X Yes ! No

Ifyes,Describe: Opacity COMS, NOx & CO CEMS

Is stack capped or otherwise restricted? n yes X No

If yes, Describe:

Stack exit orientation: X Vertical ! Horizontal f] Downward

11.25 320
Stack 8{ Inside Diameter (ft) ll Exit Area (ft')

382,000
Discharge height above ground level (ft)

64
Exhaust Flow (acfin)

369

Exhaust Velocity (fVsec)

Exhaust Temperature ('F)

II. OPERATIONALINFORMATION

A. Fuel Usage Information

1. Fuel Supplier: 2. Fuel Additives:

Varies None
Supplier's Name Manufacturer's Name

Towr/City State Zip Code Town/City State Zip Code

Telephone Number Telçhone Number

Identification of Additive

Consumption Rate (gallons per 1000 gallons offuel)

3. Fuel Information (List eachfuel utilized by this device)z

B. Hours of Operation

Hours per day: 24 Days per year: 3 65

Type 7o Sulfur % Ash %o Moisture
(solid fuels only)

Heat
Rating

(specify units)

Potential Heat
Input

lMMBtu/hr)

Actual Annual
Usage

(specify units)

Woodwaste 0. 04 <1 37.6-50 5060 Btu/Ib 1013 750,000 tons
No 2 )ir 0.0015 0.01 N/A IJY, UUU 240 82,272 gal

Revision Date: October 30, 2003
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ilI. POLLUTIONCONTROLEQUIPMENT n XotApplicable

A. Type of Equipment Note: if process utilizes more than one control device, provide dataþr each device

I Uame¿ settling chamber

! tong cone cyclone

! multiple cyclone (_ inch diameter)

! electrostatic precipitator

! spray tower

f] venturi scrubber

n afterbumers (incineration)

I selective calalyticreduction

E reburn

X other (specify): DrY sorbent
inj ection

n wide bodied cyclone

! inigated long cone cyclone

! carbon absorption

! inigated electrostatic precipitator

! absorption tower

I baghouse

! packed tower/column

! selective non-catalytic reduction

B. Pollutant Input Information

Pollutant Temperature
fF)

Actual
ûb/hr)

Potential
llb/hr)

Actual
Iton/vr)

Potential
(ton/yr)

NOx 438 224 243 981 L064

PM 438 2237 243r 91 98 10648

CO 438 69.9 83.6 306 366

so2 438 23.3 21 .9 702 122

voc 438 9.3 11.1 4L 49

Method used to determine entering emissions:

! stack test I vendor data ! emission factor E material balance

n other
(specifu):

C. Operating Data

1. Capture Efficiency: |Oo%Verifiedby, n test X calculations

2. Control Efficiency: 70 NOx/99.5 PMYoYeirfiedby' n test X calculations

3. Normal Operating Conditions (supply thefollowing data as applicable)

498000 438 nd
Total gas volume tkough unit (acfin)

nd

Temperature ('F)

nd

Percent Carbon Dioxide (COr)

nd

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

Liquid Recycle Rate (gallons per minute)

MilliampsVoltage

nd

Spark Rate

nd
Pressure Drop (inches of water)
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rV. DEVICE EMISSIONS DATA:

Pollutant Temperature
loF)

Actual
0b/hr)1

Potential
flb/hr) 2

Actual
Iton/vr) 3

Potential
Iton/vr)

NOx 369 55.9 66 .9 208 245

PM 369 9.3 11.1 34.8 40.9
co 369 69 .9 83.6 267 307

so2 369 t!.2 13.4 4r.4 48 -'7

voc 369 9.3 11.1 34.5 40.6

Method used to determine exiting emissions:

! stack test I vendor data ! emission factor n material balance

n other (specifu):

I - Actual lb/hr emission rates based on annual average heat input rate

2 - Potential lb/hr emission rates based on maximum heat input rate plus 10%

3 - Actual ton/yr emission rates assume 85% annual capacity factor

Revision Date: October 30, 2003



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of EnvironmentaI Services
Air Resources Division

Information Required for Permits for Fuel Burning Devices

I. EQUIPMENT INFORMATION - Complete a separateformfor each device.

Diesel Fj-re PumpDevice Description:
Date Construction
Commenced: Device Start-Up Date:

A. Boiler X Not Applicable

Boiler Manufactu¡er Boiler Model Number

Boiler Serial Number Gross Heat lnput Nameplate Rating (MMBru/hr)

ll gaVhr

! mmcfÀr
l-l ton/h.

Bumer Model NumberBurner Manufacturer

Bumer Serial Number

1. Type ofBurner:

a. Solid Fuel:

! Cyclone

E Pulverized (! wet ! ¿.vl

! Spreader Stoker

! Underfeed Stoker

! Overfeed Stoker

! Hand-Fired

n Ptv Ash Re-injection

E Other (speciû):

b. Liquid Fuel:

! Pressure Gun

! notarycup

! Steam Atomization

E eir Atomization

n Other (specifu):

Potential Fuel Flow Rate

c. Gaseous Fuel:

! Natural Gas

I Propane

n Othe. (specify):

2. Combustion Type:

! Tangential Firing

n Staged Combustion

! Opposite End Firing

! Biased Firing

! rimtea Excess Firing

n Ott" End Only Firing

n Rue Gas Recirculation

n Other (specifo):

B. Internal Combustion Engines/Combustion Turbines n Not Applicable

Cummings CFP9E-F30 or equivalent
Manufacturer

TBD

Model Number

L6 -2
X gatrhr
f-'l mmcf/hr

Serial Number

323 (max) Xhp
l-'l tw

Fuel Flow Rate

Emergency Fire water pump

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

Reason for Engine UseEngine Output Rating
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C. Stack Information

Is unit equipped with multiple stacks? ! Yes X No ftf yes, provide døtafor each stack)

Identiff other devices on this stack:

Is Section 123 of the Clean Air Act applicable? n Yes I No

Is stack monitoring used? n Yes I No

If yes, Describe:

Is stack capped or otherwise restricted? n yes X Uo

If yes, Describe:

Stack exit orientation: X Vertical ! Horizontal f] Downward

0.5 25
Søck X Inside Diameter (ft) E gxit R¡ea (tf) Discharge height above ground level (ft)

L t 9'73 r61
Exhaust Flow (acfii)

10s8

Exhaust Velocity (fVsec)

Exhaust Temperature ('F)

II. OPERATIONALINFORMATION

A. Fuel Usage Information

1. Fuel Supplier: 2. Fuel Additives:

TBD NA
Supplier's Name Manufacturer's Name

Town/City State Zip Code Town/City State Zip Code

Telephone Number Telephone Number

Identi fication of Additive

Consumption Rate (gallons per 1000 gallons of fuel)

3. Fuel Information (List eachfuel utilized by this device):

B. Ilours of Operation

Hours per day: 1 Days per year: 300 hrlyr

Type o/o Sulfur % Ash 7o Moisture
(solid fuels only)

Heat
Rating

(specify units)

Potential Heat
Input

lMMBtu/hrl

Actual Annual
Usage

(specify units)

ULSD 0.0015 0.01 NA
140,000
Btu/gal 2 .21 8,100 gal-s

Revision Date: October 30, 2003
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III. POLLUTIONCONTROLEQUIPMENT X NotApplicable

A. Type of Equipment Note: if process utilizes more lhan one control device, provide døtafor each device

! multiple cyclone ( inch diameter) n carbon absorption

n Uafn"¿ settling chamber

! long cone cyclone

! electrostatic precipitator

! spray tower

n venturi scrubber

E afterbumers (incineration)

I selective catalylicreduction

! wide bodied cyclone

! irrigated long cone cyclone

! inigated electrostatic precipitator

E absorption tower

! baghouse

! packed tower/column

n selective non-catalytic reduction

! reburn

n other (specifu):

Method used to determine entering emissions:

n stack test ! vendor data ! emission factor E material balance

n other
(speciff):

C. Operating Data

l. Capture Efficiency: % Verif,red by, E test E calculations

2. Control Eff,rciency: % Verified by' ! test E calculations

3. Normal Operating Conditions ßupply thefollowing data as applicable)

B. Pollutant Input Information

Pollutant Temperature
loF)

Actual
(lb/hr)

Potential
(lb/hr)

Actual
(ton/yr)

PotentÍal
(ton/yr)

Total gas volume through unit (acfin) Temperature ("F) Percent Carbon Dioxide (CO)

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

MilliampsVoltage Spark Rate

Pressure Drop (inches ofwater) Liquid Recycle Rate (gallons perminute)
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IV. DEVICE EMISSIONS DATA:

Pollutant
Temperature

(oF)
Actual
(lb/hr)

Potential
llb/hr)

Actual
Iton/vr)1

Potential
Iton/vr) 2

NOx 952 1.57 1.57 .078 0.39
co 952 1.01 1.01 0.05 0.25
so2 952 0.0031 0.0031 0.00016 0.0008

PM 952 0.084 0.084 0 .0042 0 -02L

VOC 952 0.088 0.088 0.0044 0.022

Method used to determine exiting emissions:

n stack test I vendor data f] emission factor n material balance

! other (specify):

I - Actual ton/yr emissions assume 100 actual operating hours per year.

2 - Potential ton/yr emissions based on 500 allowable operating hours per year.

Revision Date: October 30, 2003



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of EnvironmentaI Services
Air Resources Division

Information Required for Permits for a Unit of Processing or
Manufacturing Equipment

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION - Complete a separateformþr each device.

DeviceDescrþtion: Coofing Tower - 4 ceII
Date Construction Commenced: TBD

Equipment
Manufacturer:

Device Start-Up Date: TBD

SPX Cooling Technol-ogies

Model Number: F499-4 .0-4

A. Raw Materials Entering Process

B. Coatings and Solvents Entering Process

C. Amount of Liquid Waste Discarded: NA

Serial Number: TBD

Z eauy,
! tonVyr

Description Actual Usage
llb/hr)

Maximum Usage
llb/hr)

Actual Usage
Itons/vrl

Coolinq ülater 496.860 496,860 2.18 miflion

Description Weight %
of Solvent

Reason for Use Actual Usage
llb/hrl

Maximum Usage
llblhrì

Actual Usage
(tons/vr)

NA

Revision Date: March 9,2004



Device: Error! Reference source not found.
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D. Stack Information

Is unit equipped with multiple stacks? X yes n No ftf yes, provide datafor each stack)

Identifu other devices on this stack: 4 cel-l-s, 4 exhausts

ls Section 123 of the Clean Air Act applicable? E Yes X No

Is stack monitoring used? ! Yes I No

If yes, Describe:

Is stack capped or otherwise restricted? n yes X No

If yes, Describe:

Stack exit orientation: X Vertical E Horizontal f] Downward

31.6 each 48
Stack I I¡side Diameter (ft) ll Exit Area (ft'z)

1,300,000
Discharge height above ground level (ft)

21 .6
Exhaust Flow (acfm)

96

Exhaust Velocity (fVsec)

Exhaust Tønperature ("F)

II. OPERATIONALINFORMATION

A. Supplemental Fuel Usage Information

1. Fuel Supplier: 2. Fuel Additives:

NA NA
Supplier's Name Manufactu¡er's Name

Town/City State ZipCode Town/City State ZipCode

Telephone Number Telephone Number

Identihcation of Additive

Consumption Rate (gallons per 1000 gallons of fuel)

3. Fuel Information (List eachfuel utilized by this device):

B. Hours of Operation

Hours per day: 24 Days per year: 3 65

Type 7o Sulfur 7o Ash %o Moisture
(solid fuels only)

Heat
Rating

(specify units)

Potential Heat
Input

(MMBtu/hr)

Actual Annual
Usage

(specify units)

Revision Date: October 30, 2003
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III. POLLUTIONCONTROLEQUIPMENT n NotApplicable

A. Type of Equipment Note: if process utilizes more than one control device, provide dataþr esch device

! multiple cyclone ( inch diameter) ! carbon absorption

! Uafnea settling chamber

! tong cone cyclone

I electrostatic precipitator

! spray tower

n venturi scrubber

E afterbumers (incineration)

! selective catalytic reduction

! reburn

n wide bodied cyclone

! inigated long cone cyclone

! inigated electrostatic precipitator

I absorption tower

I baghouse

! packed tower/column

! selective non-catalytic reduction

X other(speciff): drift el-iminators

Method used to determine entering emissions:

! stack test I vendor data ! emission factor ! material balance

n other
(specifu):

C. Operating Data

1. CaptureEfficiency: _% Verifiedby, E test E calculations

2. Control Efhciency: 99 . g5yo Verified by' E test X calculations

3. Normal Operating Conditions (supply thefollowing dqta as applicable)

1,300,000 96

B. Pollutant Input fnformation

Pollutant Temperature
loF)

Actual
flb/hr)

Potential
(lb/hr)

Actual
(ton/yr)

Potential
(ton/yr)

PM 96 600 600 2628 2628

Total gas volume through unit (acfor) Temperature ("F)

NA

Percent Carbon Dioxide (CO:)

NA

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

MilliampsVoltage

NA

Spark Rate

NA
Pressure Drop (inches ofnater) Liquid Recycle Rate (gallons perminute)
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Error! Reference source not found.

n stack test I vendor data ! emission factor I material balance

! other (specify):

IV. DEVICE EMISSIONS DATA:

Pollutant Temperature
loF)

Actual
llb/hr)

Potential
llb/hr)

Actual
Iton/vr)

Potential
Iton/vr)

PM 96 0.30 0.30 1.3 1.3

Method used to determine exiting emissions:

Revision Date: October 30, 2003



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Department of Environmental Services
Air Resources Division

Information Required for Permits for Storage Tanks Containing Fuel or
Volatile Organic Compounds

I. EQUIPMENT INFORMATION - Complete a separateform.þr esch tank.

TankDescription: 50,000 gal-l-on nominal- capacity API-650 steel fuef tank
Date Construction Commenced:

Location: ! Underground I Aboveground

A. TankType

1. Fixed Roof Tanks:

I Floating Roof Covered Type

! Floating Roof Open Type:

! pan

! Pontoon

E Double Deck

4. Other Tank Type (specify):

B. Tank fnformation

t6

Initial Fill Date:

2. Variable Vapor Space Tanks: 3.

! Lifter Roof

fl Flexable Diaphram

Seal Type:

! single

! Double

n wet¿e¿

Connected to Other Tanks? [ Yes E t¡o

Pressure Tanks:

n Spheroid

I Horizontal Cylinder

! Vertical Cylinder

Internal Pressure: OF
@

Specifu Other Tanks:

¿5
API-650 self supporting
conical roof

Height (feeÐ

white
Inside Diameter (feet) RoofSlope (incheVft)

white
RoofColor

50,000 100,000
Side Color

Tank Fill Capacity (gallons)

Yes No

Insulated? n X
Heated? tr X

Pressure Setting (lb/i#):

Revision Date: October 30, 2003

Annual Throughput (gallons/year)

x

If Yes:

Material Type:

Temperature
("F):

Liner Type:Lined? tr
For variable vapor space systems:

Actual Annual Number of Shipments into Tank:

Actual volume per shipment (gallons):

Potential volume expansion capability of variable vapor space (gallons):

Vacuum Setting (lb/in2):
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C. Liquid Information

ULSD 180
Liquid Type

1î
Molecular Weight

0.009
Average Bulk Liquid Ternperature ('F)

6.92
True vapor pressure at average bulk liquid temperature þsia)

Average density at bulk liquid conditions (lbs/gal)

D. Stack Information
Is unit equipped with multiple stacks? n yes X No ftf yes, provide datafor each stack)

Identifu other devices on this stack:

Is Section 123 of the Clean Air Act applicable? n Yes ! No

Is stack monitoring used? n Yes [l No

If yes, Describe:

Is stack capped or otherwise restricted? [ Ves X No

If yes, Describe:

Stack exit orientation: ! Vertical ! Horizontal I Downward

Tank wil-f have an Atmospheric vent 16
Discharge height above gound level (lt)

N/A N/A
Exhaust Flow (acfin)

ambient
Exhaust Velocity (fvsec)

Exhaust Temperah:re ('F)

E. Hours of Operation

Hours per day: 24 Days per year: 3 65

tr. POLLUTIONCONTROLEQUIPMENT X NotApplicable

A. Type of Equipment Note: if process utilizes more than one control device, provide datøþr each device

! multiple cyclone C_ inch diameter) ! carbon absorption

n Uafne¿ settling chamber

! tong cone cyclone

n electrostatic precipitator

! spray tower

n venturi scrubber

! afterbumers (incineration)

! selective catalytic reduction

n wide bodied cyclone

! irrigated long cone cyclone

! irrigated electrostatic precipitator

! absorption tower

! baghouse

! packed tower/column

! selective non-catalytic reduction

n reburn

E other (specify):

Revision Date: October 30,2003
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B. Pollutant Input Information

Method used to determine entering emissions:

! stack test ! vendor data ! emission factor n material balance

! other
(speciff):

C. Operating Data

l Capture Efficiency: % Verified by' n test E calculations

2. Control Efhciency: % Verified by, X test n calculations

3. Normal Operating Conditions (tupply theþllowing data as applicable)

Pollutant
Temperature

(oF)
Actual
(lb/hr)

Potential
(lb/hr)

Actual
(ton/yr)

Potential
(ton/yr)

Total gas volume through unit (acfm) Temperature ('F) Percent Carbon Dioxide (COr)

Spark Rate

hessure Drop (inches of water) Liquid Recycle Rate (gallons per minute)

trI. DEVICE EMISSIONS DATA:

Method used to determine exiting emissions:

! stack test ! vendor data ! emission factor E material balance

n other (speciff):

Milliamps

Pollutant
Temperature

(oF)
Actual
0b/hr)

Potential
(lb/hr)

Actual
Iton/vr)

Potential
Iton/vr)

Revision Date: October 30, 2003



Table 3.2
Facility Potential Emissions Summary

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Pollutant

Potential Total Emissions ltons per year)

Biomass
Boiler

Fire
Pumn

Cooling
Tower

PTE - Normal
ooeration(1)

Eorler
StaËup(2)

Fugrtrve
Emissions(3)

Facrlrty
PTE(4)

vlaximum Hours of Operation per Year

{ox
:o
ioz
l2so4
)M (filterable)
>Mts (filterable)
,M2.5 (filterable)

loz
tJH¡

/oc

=ormaldehyde

lydrogen Chloride

-ead
vlercury

lotal HAPS

8,68t

242.5

303.(
48.e

7.4

40.:
40.5

40.5

894,86¿

49

40

t7.t
3.4

0.2

0.(
65.(

300

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

51

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8,76(

0(
0(
0(
0t
1

1

1

0.(
0.(

0.(
0.(
0.(
0.(
0.(

B,6gt

243.i
303.t
48.(

7,¿

4t.t
4r.t
41.I

894,91:

49.:
40.1

17.t
3,t
0.,
0.(

65.(

72

1.(

3.1

0.1

0.(
0,¿

o,¿

o,¿

r,92¿

0.(
0.1

0.(
0.(
0.(
0.(
0.1

8,76C

0.c

0.c

0.c

0.c

1.1

0.5

0.1

c

0.c

0.c

0.c

0.c
0.c

0.c
0.c

244.-,

307.t
48.(

7,¿

43.:

42,-,

42.:

896,83!

49.t

40.(

17.t

3.¿

0.:
0.(

65.:

As all equipment will not run for maximum potential hours shown, actual emissions will be less.

(3) Fuqitive emissions resulting from wood fuel storage and handling activities.

(4) The FaciliÇ PTE is the sum of the PTE of all sources during normal operation, emissions during startup and shutdown of the Biomass Boiler, and fug¡t¡ve emiss¡ons.



låblê 7,1
Bloma$ Bollêr, Emergency GcneEbr & F¡F Pump St€ck and Exhauat Paråm€t€E Sumn.ry

gêrl¡n EioPowêr - B€rl¡n, N€w ll¡mp¡hiF

I ro tsUmD

FAX t lU/ M¿X MN MN MN oæ
tmD I tst

GCK I

64.0! 55.61 751 167 4
tl

MDts

U

U.UI, UUI U

UU UU U U UU u 1t

ðJ.)¡ ðJJ 58 6,tlCO

11 I 1l 1 71< 7t 7

lu.¿ II IZ

Stack Heþht 320 fæVreùe6 97.5 SÞck Heþht 25
StackD¡ameter 11.25 fæVmete6 3.43 SbckD¡ameter 0.5
Stack A@ 99 40 sq ft Stack A@ 0 20
Base Elevation 1041 Vm msl 317.3 Base Eþvation 1041
Stack C@rdinat6 718944 4049 Stab Plane ft N Stack Coord¡nat6

1112520 156 State Plane ft S

* Shoft tem bo¡lq fls¡on rat6 have bæn ¡nc@sed by 1006 to acount for variab¡lity in sbck flow rate, Annual boild ¡mpacb have been detem¡ned w¡thout the uæ of the 100/6 factor.



Table 7.la
Biomass Boiler Stack and Exhaust Parameterc Summary - Cold Startup

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Eromass Eorler - startuD
:artup Phase Phase 1 Phase 2 Pnase J

itadup Phase Duration 8 hours 3 hours t hour
loiler Fuel ULSD ULSD Wood Combined Wood

leat Inout Rate lMMBtu/hr) 24C l2( 233 35i 559

lxhaust Flow (acfm) LgL,7G 46,292 89,981 228,101 345,621
:xit VelociÛ (ft/sec) 32.15 7.7f. 15.05 Jð.2: 57.9:
xit Velocitv (m/sec) 9.8( 2.31 4.6C 11 6( L7.6(
femp 30c 30( 30t 30( 30(
lemD 422 422 422 42t 42t

:missions llb/MMBtu)
tlOx 02( 0.2( 00( 0.0(
:o 05t 0.5( o07 0.07:
;o2 0.002 0 00i 0.012 0.01
)M10 005 0. 0.01 001

005 0.05 0.01 001

:missions (lb/hr)
tlOx 48.0C 24.0( 13.9[ 37.9t 33.51
:o t20. 60.0( T7 4E 77 4t 41 9¿

to2 0.4€ 0.24 2.8C 302 671
)M10 12. 6.0( 2.3: 83 5
)M2 5 t2.0c 60( 2.33 8.3: 5.5f

Stack Height
Stack Diameter
Stack Area
Base Elevation
Stack Coordinates

320
tL.25
99.40
1041

718944.4049
1 1 12520. 156

feet/meters 97.5
feet/meters 3.43

sqft
ft/m msl 317.3

State Plane ft N

State Plane ft S



Table 7.2
Cooling Tower Emissions Summary

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshirc

Calculations
Total Liquid Drift (gpm) = (CirculatinS Water Flow Rate, gpm) x (Drift Eliminator Efficiency, o/o)

Total Liquid Drift (lb/hr) = (Total Liquid Drift, gpm) x (Density of Water, lb/gal)
PMre Emission Rate (lb/hr) = (Total Liquid Drift, lb/hr) x ((Circulating Water TDS, ppm) / 106)

PMte Emission Rate (ton/yr) = (PMro Emission Rate, lblhr) x (Hours of Operation) x (1 ton / 2000 lbs)

uoolrnq lower sDecrlrcatron Data Source Data Result
ilours oI uoeraflon: 8,760 hours
lirculatinq Water Flow Rate: SPX 60,000 qom
)nn Elrmtnator Efïtctencv: SPX 0.0005 o/o

Iotal Liquid Drift: calc. 0.30 oom
)ensitv of Water: constant 8.34 lb/oal
fotal Liquid Drift: calc. 150.1 lb/hr
lirculatinq Water TDS: calc. 2,000 ppm
)M'o Emission Rate: calc. 0,30 lb/hr
JMls ElT¡lSSlOn Kate: calc L32 tonlyr



Table 7.3
GEP Stack Height Analysis

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Building
Tierc

Height
(ft)

Projected
w¡dth lft)

FOrmula
GEP

Height
lftì

Stacks
> GEP
]leioht

Eurldrng Drstance rom
Stack (ft) '5L'Distance lftì

Stacks
wilhin El ?

Boiler
Cooling
Tawe¡

Fire
Þrrmn

Boiler
House

164 5 144 I 381 I None 40 762 280 724 A

SCR Area 132.5 tlt 7 300.1 Boiler 100 160 320 558 A

ESP tL3.2 150.7 283.0 Boiler 96 60 200 s66 A



Table 7.4
Cavity Analysis

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Building
Tiers

Height
(ft)

Projected
w¡dth (ft)

Cavity
Height
(1.s1)
(ft)

Stacks

Cavity
Heiaht

Cavity
Region

Distance (ft)
Stacks Within
Cavity Region

Distance
From

Propefi
Line (ft)

Cavity
Extends
Offsite?

Boiler
House

164,5 144.8 236.9 Boiler 434 A 200 Yes

SCR Area 132.5 LII 7 188.4 Boiler 335 A t70 Yes
ESP rt3.2 t50 7 169.8 Boiler 340 A 200 Yes



Table 7.5
Stab¡l¡ty Class/Wind Speed Combinations Used for the Screening Modeling

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

StabilitY Class Wind Soeed (m/sec)
A 1. 1,5. 2,2.5.3
B L, t.5,2,2.5,3,3.s,4, 4.5, 5
c t. r.s.2.2.s. 3. 3.s. 4,4.5. 5. 8. 10

D t, L.5,2,2,5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5,8, 10, 15,

20
E L. L.s.2.2.5,3.3.5,4, 4.s, s

F 1. 1.5, 2.2.5, 3,3.s, 4



Table 7.6
Wind Speed/Mixing Height Combinations Used for the Screening Modeling

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Wind Soeed fm/sec) Mixinq Heiqht (m)
1 320

1.5 480
2 640

2.5 800
3 960

3.5 r,t20
4 1,280

4.5 r.440
5 1,600
8 2.s60
10 3,200
15 4.800
20 6,400



Table7.7
Simple Terrain Screening Receptor Distances and Elevations

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Distance
lkm)

Elevation
(meters

mean sea
levelì

Elevation
(meters

above stack
base)

0-0.150 3t7.3 0

0.200 326.s 9

0.250 333.6 16

0.300 340.8 23
0,350 350,5 33

0.400 360.8 44

0.450 370.8 53

0.500 377.2 60
0.600 387.2 70

0.700 396.0 79

0.800 420.8 86

0.900-50 4L9.2 98



Table 7.8
Complex Terrain Screening Receptor Distances and Elevations

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Elevation
(meterc

mean sea
level)

Elevation
(meters

above stack
base)

Distance
(km)

4r9.2 LOz 0.9
436.9 t20 1.0

455.4 138 1.1

475.8 159 1.2

499.8 183 1.3

510,8 194 1.4
514.3 797 15
570.3 253 t7
575.7 258 1.8
6t7.2 300 1.9
618.9 302 2.0
653.1 336 3.4
7r0.2 393 3.6
73t.7 4t4 4.0
736.3 4L9 4.5
762.6 445 5.0

861.3 544 6.0
888.7 57L 6.5
92s.3 608 8.5
1108.8 692 11.0
10s1.6 734 15,0
r32r.3 1004 17.0
1463.0 IT47 180
1643.4 1326 19,0



Table 7.9
SCREEil3 Oæs II Modelir¡g R6utls

Ee¡l¡n BioPfler - Berlin, t{ew Hampsh¡É

Boe Boe út
Ma f100r Ma {1009( M¡n 1709 Min 170% M¡n 1709 '10(

:uel I'lo¡*uÉ lqlôl

;tackTemæÉture 36{

6't 5
76 8S 835 83 5: 53 9{ 58& 5A 6¡ 00( 10

13 3 '13 3 86 86 93 93{ 00( 0
11

)M2 5 7 7

lrdimum Emision Reb3l
84 a4 54 54 591 591 00( 019

6
1 I I

'M10 12
12 12( 14 14 0 010t

un

I 75! 111 753 g4

,tox -hr

211

41 9ì 59 5t 760 557 70 52 00
41 53 2t

;02 1-hr

hr 5 1'12 5 0
501 23 261 38 48 35t 451 00 0 1'l

04 06 08 061 oa2 00

)M10 1-hr 4
a4-ht 19 41 22' 1 3 3t 30

03 o7 03 04 0 07 05, o7 06

7

\nnu¿l 03 o7 0 0

!x teretn
1 I

1¿ t8 5i 20.' 170

rra¡n
1^IlOx 1-hr 122 4ç 148 0: lÌÌ

\nnual 891 107 I 110 7 :.. 7 I 00 o7

11 1Á

7,

1-hr 24 5r 296 24 2¿ 001
266 21 It 27 4l f 81{ 201 t8'l 21 1( 00 001

50 50 58t
I 1¿

M10 1-hr 20 41

51( 6'l 50 63 421 46 41 49{ o2 013
I 1& 1Z 13 1Z 4 009

rM2 5 -hr
14-hr

¡l 14f 171 14 t& 1Z 12 12 0c 0()4i

Cevltv Screênlr :s

1

41 1

,lox f-hr
nnua 22 7Í 22 A( 24 7Í 247 20 0! 22 7l 1471 21 1( 00 10I

I

-hr 626,i 62 7( 68 0t 68 0f 0 o2
56 3t 56 4i 61 2f 612 49 6: 5Ê2t 46 3( 52 2t 001 o2

7

'M10 -hr 52t 52 2! 5â 74 aß 7/ 7
20 af 20 9t 22 6f 22 6l 18 3f 20 a: 17 'l l9 3r 861 2S

41 33r 37{ 3'1 35i

,M2 5 -nr
4-hr 20 81 209 22( 1t
\nnual 38t 38{ 41: 4 't1 33 37! 311 352 17 05t



Table 7.9a
SCREEN3 Clas I Model¡ng Results

Berl¡n B¡oPower - Beilin, ilew Hampshirc

Boe Boe Boe Bo¡lê Bo¡le Boe Bo¡lerlcool¡no Tower lF¡re Pumo
Md f 100o1 Max Mn Min 170% Minfi Min f7 1

mbient Temo ll 6t ßf Âf Âr Af R fl
ilel À4ô¡+ilF loÁì ?fÍ 37t 37(

I emDeÉture 3tt! 26( 36t 26t 2â 26t

61 5 66 8t 66 8t 43 1( 43'l( 469 469 00( 15
o 76 8t 35 35ì 53 9Í 53 9l 58â 0 ,l

12 3( 1' ?( 13 3; t3 3i NA AÂ q1 q1 oot n oo3
)M1l) 1ã t' l1 I 1'l IE

5 10 2Í 10.2! 11 1¿ 11 1¿ 7 '1S 71 7A 78 03( o08

I ,t5

I i.ss
l-1.2s
I 1.29

l- ,is
I s.6s
I i.55
I i.2s
f 12r..-

w

8.42
10.53

'1.68

1.40
1.40

ü¡mum Em¡ss

I B.a
| 10.s3
I 1.6s
l- ilo
f r/o

f rr1
7.39
'1.'1 I
0.s9
0.99

-------- o.oo'l

l- o¡ol
---------t-ool

o.o3sl
o.o38l

or9
0.12

0.0't0l
0.010r

:m¡ss¡ons lolsêcl 1

-hr Conc ludrm3l 0gt 1 2'. to 1?t 11! 14 1tl IA a¿ lll6

\,lox -hr I 11 21 62i 80r 74
05i 06 06: oAt û& n5, tìá 06 00 o1

as l1 tr l0 7 14 f 't0 0 92 11 7l 00 13
Lh¡ 75¿ 9Af 54Í 70: 65 a2 00 o

l-hr 1A l6 112 121 16 14 1E 0u
,-hr 12 17 15¡ 2 11 14! 11
Z4-l1r 05 o7 ft 6( oqf n5t o* o5 ¡ 7! o0 0 001

o1 o1 n nnô3

rM10 -hr t1 t5 14¿ t8f 10t 1n 12. 15 01 0 t1
¡4-hr iA oÂ n5t îa! î^t nÁ oÂ: o05 o oÁ¡

0ut 0 '1( UO

'| -hr 1 1t 14¿ 1Af 1ô¿ 1tu 12, 15 0l o ll
,á-ht ôá o6 n o¿¡

OU 01 01( 0 '14 00t 0 '1t 00 01 001 0 009(

0molex Terraln screen¡no - un¡t Em¡ss¡on Rate lmoacts
:miss¡ons folsêcl
l.hr Conc luo/m3l 06 o7 06 llÂ o6c î7 fl Âr o7t ¡7 i7(
l¿hr Cônc lud/m3ì nt

Eñission Relê lmôâctsScrêenlrlêx TCon
,¡Ox 1-hr 52 54 56 58 37 38 40 41 00 o1

n31 n3( oa1 iÃ n3 o? oo oô1

o 1-hr 65 7 72 47 48 5 5
ì-hr 4et 47: ¿0 50 33f 33f 15r 36 ol) o ô6f

hr 'tu 10 t1 11 o7: o 7', o8 08 o0 0 0003
Ì-hr 09¡ 09; l0 tl) o6f o7( o7 î7! 00 0 0002:
4-ht (\ )( ()t i, î21 o l( o l( ìt î2 on ô fìonn7

0 00(

1-hr 08 o9( 00 0q ôA 0& 06 ftA î02 o 004{
4-ht i2, I

\nnual 0 ottr 0.06( 006 0 07'1 0 04f 004 o 041 005 0 002 0 0004

)M2 5 l-hr 08¡ 0qr 00 0g oÊ OÂr flÂ oÂ on tì 00âr
Á-hr

nnua 0 06r 0 06t o 06{ 0 07'1 0 004 o 041 005 o oo2 0 000&



ïãble 7.10
Comp!r¡$n of Cl¡$ ¡¡ Scehlng Conentr.tion¡ to Sþnif¡ent lmpàct Lèveb

8€rlln SioPowcr - Berlin, flew H¡mp.h¡É

boo Ðilefl u@ilm tow€nr¡f€Dumo

2d 31 2A

DUB9NT F€M

cuRz+nr F6M

t1 1 o

t4 3¿t zVt ó

ó1¿ u-ß oì

¿

o Ir l.
t

1C 31

4 3t 35 17 o03

Nots:
lndividuel euræ impacts r€nec{ annual and shorl-t6m oporatino Ehict¡oÉ
Potent¡al @mbin€d short-tem valus ar€ bes€d on 1-hour per day op€rat¡on ofthe fire pump



T.blê 7.108
Compåriron of CLÉ I ScÊnlng ConenùEt¡otr¡ b S¡gnifie¡t Impåct LGv€lt

B€rlin B¡oPower - Bcrl¡n, licw tl.np¡h¡E

I

lu tu
d

37 o þ
tack Temæratùre f F)

t, 2

-hr 114
6 7 o 7

I 11:
U05 ub U 0

o o

o
u 1l UU1 ul

n o7 ul
3ú I

Not6:
lndividual $uræ ¡mpsds r€fl€ct annual and short-tem operating Etriclions
Potent¡al @mb¡ned shortìem valus arê bæed on l-hour por day oper¿tion of lho fire pump



Table 7.11
Class II Analysis

Refined Modeling - Individual Source Contributions and Cumulative Impactsl
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

I - Cumulative impacts conservatively assume that all sources have maximum impact at the same location

2 - Short term total ¡mpacts are based on the maximum boiler and cooling tower impacts with t hour of maintenance of the fìrepump.
3 - Annual NO¡ impact adjusted by the Ambient Ratio Method factor of 0.75 to get the NO2 concentration

iource Bo er Bo er uooltno lower F¡reoumo

-oad Uo) 100 100 10c 10c
:uel Moisture 7o 376 50
:xit Temo 260 2

lours/Day 24 24 24 1

iours/Year 8760 8760 876C 50t
Maximum Emiss¡on Rates (qlsec)

tJOx 7.75 8.42 0.0c 0
to 969 10.53 0.0c 0.12i
s02 1.5t 168 0.0c 0.0003s
PMlO 12 140 0.038 0.010(
PM2.5 12ç 14Q 0 03e 0.010(

AERMOD Results @ q/sec Em¡ss¡on Rate
1 -hr 4.632C 4.1816 36.491 568.935i
3-hr 3.0127 2.6382 19.7771 357.7485
3-hr 1.998€ 1.7664 10.7709 304.002f
24-h¡ 0.7292 0.641 5 185.6001
Annual 0.0837 0.0772 0.3048 24.935i

AERMOD Results @ Maximum Emission Rates Total SIL

\ox Annual 0.5s 0 0.0c o.2t 087 1

\¡02 Annual 044 044 0.0c 021 06f 1

30 1-hr 44.8e 44 03 0.0c 72.34 117.21 200(
lo 3-hr 19.3e 18.6C 0.0c 90r 28.41 50(
302 3-hr 4.67 4.44 0.0c 00i 4.74 2Í
i02 24-ht 11 10€ 0.0c 0.00( 11
i02 Annual o.12 01 00c 0.0005t 01 1

)M10 24-hr 094 09c 0.22 o.2! 142
)M10 Annual 01c 01c 0.012 0.0151 01 1

)M2.5 24-hr 094 09c 0.22 0.2! 't 4t
PM2.5 \nnual 01c 010 0.o12 0.0151 01 0:



Table 7.LLa
Onsite Analysis

Refined Modeling - Individual Source Contributions and Cumulative Impactd
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshirc

1 - Cumulative impacts conservatively assume that all sources have maximum impact at the same location

of the firepump.

3 - Annual NO¡ impact adjusted by the Ambient Ratio Method factor of 0.75 to get the NO 2 concentration.

Source Boiler Boiler
Cooling
Tower Fireoumo

-oad (o/o\ 10c 100 '100 '10c

=uel Moisture % 37.e 50
xit Temo 26C 260

lours/Day 24 24 24 1

lours/Year 876C 8760 8760 50c

Maximum Emission Rates (q/sec)
\ox 7.71 8.42 0.00 o.2c
lo 9.6S '10.53 0.00 0.12i
io2 1.55 1.68 0.00 0.0003s
rM10 1.29 1.40 0.038 0.010€
)M2 5 1.29 1.40 0.038 0.010€

AERMOD Results @ q/sec Emission Rate
1 -hr 4.4742 4.0203 67.6821 439.599S
3-hr 1.5078 1.3534 45.2222 308.8453
3-hr 0.7382 0.7125 28.6904 255.7844
24-h¡ 0.2685 o.2592 15.4373 154.5200
Annual 0.0283 o.0254 0.5333 24.2184

AERMOD Results @ Maximum Emission Rates Total stL

NOx Annual 0.2c 0.19 0.00 0.27 0.47 1

N02 Annual 0.1€ 0.15 0.00 0.2a 0.35 1

CO 1-hr 43.35 42.33 0.00 55.89 99.24 2000
00 8-hr 7.1a 7.50 0.00 6.99 14.49 500
s02 3-hr 2.34 2.28 0.00 0.06 2.39 2a

s02 24-hr 0.42 0.44 0.00 0.007 0.44 5
s02 Annual 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00054 0.04 1

PMlO 24-hr 0.35 0.36 0.58 0.19 1.14 E

PMlO Annual 0.03 0.03 0.020 0.0146 0.07 1

PM2.5 24-hr 0.35 0.36 0.58 0.'19 1.14
PM2.5 Annual 0.03 0.03 0.020 u.u14b 0.07 03



Table 7.12
Class I Analysis

Refined Modeling - Individual Source Contributions and Cumulative Impactsl
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

I - Cumulative impacts conservatively assume that all sources have maximum impact at the same location
2 - Short term total impacts are based on the maximum boiler and cooling tower impacts with I hour of maintenance of the fìrepump.

3 - Annual NOx impact adjusted by the Ambient Ratio Method factor of 0.75 to get the NO2 concentration.

4 - SlLs provided by NHDES

Source Bo er Bo er Cool¡no Tower F¡reoumo

-oad (%) 100 10r 100 l0r
-uel Moisture % 37.6 5(
!xit Temo 260 26(

lours/Day 24 24 24 1

Hoursl/ear 8760 876C 876C 50c

Maximum Emission Rates
tlOx 7.75 42 0 o.2(
30 9.69 10.531 0.0c 0.127
5(J2 1.55 1.68t 0.0c 0.0003ç
rM10 12 1.40t 0.03€
tM2.5 1.29 1.401 0 038 0.010€

AERMOD Results 6D o/sec Em¡ss¡on Rate
1-hr 1.1427 1.04361 1.053 1.985i
l-hr 0.6431 0.59301 0.6344 0.977i
l-hr 0.3074 0.28281 0.3099 0.4921
24-h¡ 0.1159 0.1116t o.127 0.1 93(
\nnual 0.0139 0.01 361 0.0132 0.019,

AERMOD Results @ Maximum Emission Rates Total slL

\,lox Annual 0.10 0.10t 0.0c 0.ooo22 0.1c 01
!02 Annual 0.074 0.0781 0.0c 0.0001 0.078 01
lo 1 -hr 11.07 10.99t 0.0c 0.252 11.32 NÁ

lo 8-hr 298 298 00c 0.031t 301 NA

i02 3-hr 1.00 1.001 0.0c 0.0002( 1.0c

i02 24-hr 0.18 0.19t 0.0c 0.00003, 0.1€ o2
s02 Annual 0.020 o.o2'l 0 0.0000004: o.o2 008
rM10 24-h¡ 0.15 0.161 0.0048 0.0008t 0.1€ 0.32
PMl O Annual 0.016 0.017t 0 00050 0.000011 002 01
PM2.5 24-h¡ 01 0.16t 0 004 0.1 € 0.13
PM2.5 Annual 0.016 0.0171 0.00050 0.000011 0.02 00e



Table 7.12a
Class I Analysis

Refined Modeling - Laidlaw Boiler with Other PSD Increment-Consuming Source
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

1 - Laidlaw boiler and cooling tower were modeled with increment-consuming sources provided by DES
2 - Maximum Class I impacts from I hour of maintenance of the firepump were added to the other modeled values,

regardless of time or location.

AERMOD Results @ Maximum Em¡ss¡on Rates Total PSD
Pollutant Averaqinq Rank Laidlaw and Fire Pump lncrement

Period Other PSD Sources' Maintenancez
s02 3-hr MaX 7.95 0.057
s02 3-hr HzH 400 406 25
PM2.5 24-hr Max 0.35 0.1 94
PM2.5 24-l'r HzH 025 044 2



Table 7.13
Monitor Background Concentrations

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Notes: 1. Background values provided by DES

Pollutant Averaging
Period Concentration (pglmt) Monitoring Site Years of Data

co
1-hr 0 Assume zero backoround
8-hr 0 Assume zero backqround

NOz
1-hr 53 Brentwood 2001-2003

Annual 15 Brentwood 2001-2003

PMz s
24-hr 27 Claremont 2006-2008

Annual 9 Claremont 2006-2008

PMto 24-hr
30 Claremont 2000-2002

SOz

3-hr 79 Cleremont 2000-2002
24-hr 39 Claremont 2000-2002
Annual 16 Claremont 2000-2002



Table 7.14
Comparison of Maximum Pollutant Concentrations to NAAQS

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Pollutant Averaging
Period

Concentration (uq/m3) NAAQS (Ug/m')
Modeled Backqround Total

NO, 1-hour 8r.7 53 134.7 188.9
Annual 0.6s 15 16 100

co 1-hour t17.2 0 t17 40,000
8-hour 28.4 0 28 10.000

SOr 3-hour 4.74 79 84 1300
24-hour t.L4 39 40 365
Annual 0.t2 16 16 80

PM,n 24-hour t.42 30 31 150
PMz s 24-hour r.42 21 22 35

Annual 0.13 9 9 15



T.ble 7.15
RTAP Cohpli.ne AEIF¡¡

Berlin B¡oPmr - Beilin, ]{fl HåhËh¡e



Table 7.16
SCREEN3 Start-Up Cond¡tions

8sl¡n B¡oPwer - E€rlin, New Hampsh¡e

Stad- ups^/ear



Table 7.17
Comparison of CIass II Screen¡ng Concentrat¡ons Including Boiler Startup Events to Significant Impact Levels

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Notes:
Maximum operations from the boiler were added to the worst-case start-up impacts for 24-hour and annual periods
Boiler impacts were no adjusted to reflect start-up hours

itartuo Phase Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase Í fotal StartuD lNon-StartuD Total SL
ìtartup Phase Duration (hours) I 1 'from refined)
loiler Fuel ULSD JLSD + Wood Wooc
=uel Mo¡sture (o/o) 37.e 37t 5(
itacK lemDerature ( 36S 264 36(

tlOx qnnual U1 0.05 00' o.2 087 1 ',t1 1

{o2 \nnual 0l 003 001 01t 065 0 83( 1

lo | -hr r 063.0s 577.61 213.5t 1063.09 nla 1 063.1 200(

3-hr 744 1 151 62 't8 6f 744.16 nl¿ 744 i 50(

ìo2 l-hr 38¡ 20.37 10 25 20 37 nla 20.4 2a

24-ht 057 1 063 2331 11¿ ãE

qnnual UUT 00c UUL 0.0075 o12 0t 1

rM10 24-hr 14 1 31',l 053 t7 806€ 142 192
\nnual UUt 001 00c 0 0584 01 02

rM2.5 24-h¡ 14 17 311 053 1 7.806€ 142 't9 2
\nnual 00t 0 0't 000 0.0584 o1 o2 03



Table 7.18
Class II Analysis

Refined Modeling - Individual Source Contributions and Cumulative Impacts Including Boiler StaÉuÉ
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Combined onsite and offsite receptors

Source Boiler Boiler
uoolrng
Tower Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

-oad (%) 100 10( 10c

=uel Moisture % 37.6 5t

=xit Temo 260 260

lours/Dav 12 't2 1 €
,l

1

lours/Year 8760 876C 8760 300 30(

Max¡mum Em¡ssi, cn Rates (q/sec
30 9.69 10.53 0.00 15.1 9.íE 5.2t
rM10 1.29 1.4C U.U3U 1.51 1.05 0.7c
rM2.5 1.29 1.40 0.038 1.51 1_O5 0.7c

AERMOD Results @ 1 q/sec Emission Rate
1 -hr nla nla nla ¡la ¡la 4.274r
l-hr nla nla nla ila 3.5625 nla
l-hr nla nla nla 2.834( 'tla nla
12-hr 11004 1.2404 18.1700 ¡la "tla nla

AERMOD Results @ Maximum Em ission Rates Total slL
30 8-hr nla nla nla 42.85 nla nla 42.84 50c
rM10 124-hr o.71 0.8i 0.343/ 1.4284 0.4674 0.1 255 3.24
)M2.5 124-hr 0.71 0.87 0.3437 1.4284 0.4674 0.1 255 32 ¿



Table 7.19
Class II Analysis

Refined Modeling - 24-Hour PM2.5 Impacts During Start-Up
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshirc

Start-Up
Beqinninq Houl

Total Modeled Concentration (ug/m3)
Boiler Firing

50% Moisture Fuel
Boiler Firing

37.6% Moisture Fuel

1 13 1.29
2 1.29 1.29
3 1.17 1.19
4 1.17 1.19
5 1.08 1.09
6 11 1.13
7 1.08 1.11
8 1.04 1.07
I 1.14 1.'15
10 1.21 1.23
11 1.21 1.23
12 1.22 1.24
13 1.22 1.23
14 1.22 1.23
15 12 1.21

16 1.18 1.2

17 1.15 1.14
18 12 12
19 1.2 12
20 1.17 1.17
21 1.23 1.22
22 1.3 1.28
23 1.34 1.35
24 1.33 1.33

SL 2 2



Table 7.20
Comparison of Maximum Pollutant Concentrations to Vegetation Sensitivity

Concentrations
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

1. Modeled 4-hour concentration based on a 3-hour averaging period,
2, Monitored 4-hour, 8-hour and monthly NOz values based on a l-hour averaging period,
3, Modeled monthly, weekly and quarterly concentrations based on a 24-hour averaging

period.
4. Monitored l-hour SOz background assumed as three times the 3-hour SOz background.
5. Beryllium values are not reported on the AIRS website.

Pollutant Averaging
Period

Concentration (Uglm') Vegetation Sensitivity Concentration
fualm3ì

Modeled Backoround Total Sensitive Intermediate Resistant
SOr 1-hour 74 237q 244 9t7

3-hour 47 79 84 786 2096 13100
Annual 0.13 16 16 18 18 1B

NOr 4-hour 60,8 53' 7I4 3760 9400 16920
8-hour 29.5 53'z 83 3760 7520 15040
Monthlv 10.3 53', 63 564 564 564
Annual 0.65 15 16 94 94 94

co Weeklv 10,1 0 10.1 1800000 18000000
Bervllium Monthlv 0.0001 5 0.0001 0.01 0,01 0,01

Lead Ouarterlv 0.004s 0.02 0.02 1.5 1.5 1,5



Maximum stack..'::lf"Tln" a Emission Rates
Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Pollutant
Biomass Boiler

Normal Operation
Fire

Pumn
Cooling
Tower

Wood Fuel Diesel
ppm@7%O2 lb/MMBtu blhr b/hr lblhr

No*

co
Soz

H2504

PM (filterable)
PMls (filterable)

PM2.5 (filterable)
NHs

voc

Formaldehyde
Hydrogen Chloride
Lead
Mercurv

36.0
74.0

5.0

20.0
L7.O

0.060
0.075
0.012

0.004
0.010
0.010

0.010

0.012
0.010

0.0044
0.00083

0.000048
0.0000030

66.9

83.6

t3.4
4.5

11.1

11.1

11.1

L3.4

11.1

4.9
0.92

0.1
0.0

1.6

1.0

0.0031

0,084
0.084

0.084

0.055

0.0022

0.30

0.30

0.3c

(1) The biomass boiler maximum stack concentrations and emission rates during normal operation do not apply at less than 7Ùo/o of
maximum load.
(2) The maximum lb/hr emission rates for the boiler are derived from the lb/MMBtu emission rate, the maximum heat input rate
(1,013 MMBtu/hr), and a factor of 10% to account for expected variability in the exhaust gas volumetric flow rate from the boiler.



Potent¡al Em¡ss¡ons Summary
8¡omass Bo¡ler - f{ormal OpeÌat¡on

Eed¡n B¡oPorcr - Berlin, l{ew Hampshirc

t@l hput RaE @ luu% Load (l/.b"1
i'êl H?ô 6OF âmhlFntl
.UEI HEât RãÞ fHHVI

qt

HAP Fàctor Factor Factor Rôte Rate Ràle

NOt
:o
so2

X

X

X

X

X

X

x
X
X

Y

X

X

x
X

x
X

X

X

x

x
x

B&W
B&W
8&W

Assumed
B&W
B&W

B&W
8&W

Assumed
B&W

AP42
AP-42
AP{2
AP-42
AP42
AP{2
AP42
API2
API2
AP{2

^P42MACT

AP42
ÃP42

^P42AP42
AP-42
AP-42
AP{2
AP.42
AP42
API2
AP-42
AP-42
AP{2

AP42
AP42
AP{2
AP42
AP42

b/t4f4BE
b/¡4MBlu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtU

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
Ib/MMBfu
lb/MMBtu
lb/t4t4Bb
lb/t{MBù
lb/MMBtu
lb/!l14Btu
lb/t'l14Btu
lb/¡.4MBtu

lb/!lt'lBtu
lb/Flt"lBtu
lb/M14Btu

lb/Mf4Btu
lb/!lPlBtu
lÞ/!lMBtu
lb/¡4t{Btu
lb/¡rl t'lBtu
lb/¡4f4Btu
lb/¡4lrlBtu
lb/¡,1 I'lBlu
lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lblMMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu

0.06
0.07
0,01
0.00
0,01
0,01
0,01
221.
0.01
0.01

7.9E-ot
2,2Ê-Ol
1.78-ù
1 1E-0t

4 1E-0r

2. lE-01

6.5E-or
4.9E-01

9.9E-O
4.8E-01

1.6E-0:
3.0E-0(
2.1E-0(

2,78-Ol
3.9E{:
2.8E-ot

3.6E-O
1.0E-0!
2.3E-01

2.0E-01

9.8E-0:
3.0E-0;
4.28-0.

9.1E-0:
5.0E-oi
8.3E-O
1.9E-O

4.3E-0:
3.0E-0(
8.5E-0;
4.ZE-0:
6,5E-01

2,6E-0(
1.0E-0;

2.6E-01

9.3E-or
1.6E-0:

3.6E-or
4.7E-Ot
4.78-01
1.5E-0:

5.4E-0r
1.8E-ot

4.5E-01

7.9E-ù
3.3E-or
2.8E-or
2.3E-0:
2.4E-01

2.48-Ot
3.8E{l
9.SE-ot

55.9

69.9

1\.2
l-J
9.3

9,3

9.3

206,00c

9.3

1.6E-01

1.0E-0:
3 8E{:
2,OE-02

6 rE-03
4.6E-02
9.2E{l
4.5E-02

1.5E+0C

2.8E-03
2.0E-03
3.1E-02
2.5E-02

3.6E+0¡
2.6E{3

1 6E+0(
3.4E-01
9.38{3
2.1E{2
1.9E-02

9 rE44
2.8E-04
3.9E{1

8.5E-or
4,78-O3
7.7E-01
1.8E-01

3.0E{€
4 0E-02

2.8E{:
7,98-0l

3.9E+0C

6.1E-05
2.4E-0:
9.3E-05
2.4E-0€
8.7E-05
1.5E-04

3.4E-05
4.4E-05
4.4E-0S

r.4E-O2
5.0E-0:
l.7E-0:
4.2E-O2

7.4E-O1

3.1E-02

2.68-02
z.1E-O2

2.284t
2.28-04
3.5E-05
9.2E-0:

7 4E-03
2 1E-02

485,83
607 t29
97,16
14,47
80,97
80t97
80,97

r,789,728,00
99,06
80,97

6
l7

1,17 
,

3

l7
5

39
8,01

34,00

t2

36
639

26
22
18

38
12 95

2
1

26
2t

315 79
2

1376
29r

I
18

16

340

4

672
153

34

7.'
40.1

40.1

40.1

894,86
49.)

40.1

0.01
0.081

0,02
0.19i
4.0or

0 19,

6,47i
0.011

0,00,
0.13
0.10

157.89
0.01

242
303
48

003
008
068
000

688
145
004
009
008
000
000
170

000
002
336
0 76,

000
o17
001
000

17 00,

000
001
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
006
002
000
018
319
013
0ll
009
000
000
000
004

P[4 (filterable)
PM10 (fllterable)

Ptl2.5 (fl|Þrable)
:o2
NH3 (âsums 20 ppm slip)
r'oc

Antimony (HAP)

Âßenlc (HAP)

Balum
Bêrylllum (HAP)

:admlum (HAP)

:hrom¡um, Tobl (HAP)

:obâlt (HAP)

:opper
Iron
Leàd (HAP)

Mân9âneæ (HAP)

Mercury (HAP)

MoVbdenum
Nlckel (HAP)

Phosphorous
Pob$lum
Seþnium (HAP)

3ltuer
Sodlum

Strontium
Iln
I¡tanium
y'ånåd¡uñ

Acênaphthene
Acenaphthylene
qcebldehyde (HAP)

Acebphenone (HAP)
Acrole¡n (HAP)
qnthracene

Benaldehyde
Benzene (HAP)

Benzo(a)anthràcene
Benzo(¿)pyrene
Bênzo(b)fluorânthene
Benzo(e)pyrene
Benzo(9,h,1)peryþne
Benzo(J,k)nuor¿nthene
Benzo(k)f,uoÉnthene
Benzoic acld
bls(2-Ethylhqyl)phthalôte (HAP)

Bromomethàne
z-But¿none (MEK)

Carbazoþ
aarbon tetrachlorlle (HAP)

Chlor¡ne (HAP)

ahlorobenzene (HAP)

:hlorcform (HAP)

Chþromethane
2{hloronaphlh¿lene
2{hlorophenol
ahrysene
Crcton¿ldehyde

lftnum
¿t¡c

AP42
AP-42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42

Pollubnt
HAP Faclor

Soúrce
Factor
Unlb

Factor Ràte
lb/hr

Rale RaÞ

'@chloroblphenyl
,ibenzo(a,h)anthrðcene

,2-Dlbrcmæthene
rlchloroblphenyl

,2-Dichlorcethåne
rlchlorcmethane

/2-Dichlorcprop¿ne
.+Dlnltrcphênol
thylb€nzene (tlÄP)

luor¿nthene
luoÉne
ormaldehyde (HAP)

leptåchloÞblphenyl
lqãchlorobiphenyl
lexànôl
leptachlorcdlbenzùp{ioxins
leptôchlorcdlbenzo-p-f urans
lexãchlorcdlbenzo-p{loxlns
lqachlorcdlbenzo-p-f urans
lydrogen Chlorlde (HAP)

ndeno( 1,2,3,c,d)pyrene
rcbufyr¿ldehyde
lethane
-Methylnâphthahne
lonochbrobiphenyl
lâphlhålene (HÂP)
-Nltrcphenol
-N¡tÞphenol (HAP)

lctàchlorcd¡benzo-p{lox¡ns
)ct¿chloEdlbenzo-p-f uøns
entachlorcdibenzo-p-dloxlns
entachlorcdibenzo-p-furðns
enbchloroblphenyl
enbchlorcphenol (HAP)

erylene
henanthrene
henol (HAP)

rcpanâl
op¡onaldehyde (HAP)

yrene

tyEne (HAP)

,3,7,8-TetEchlorodlbenæ-pd¡ox¡ns
'etrachlorodlbenæ-p{loxlns

,3,7,8-TetÉchlorodibenzo-p-f urans
'etrachlorodibenzo-p-f uaans

êtrâchlorobiphenyl
ètËchloræthene
-Toluåldehyde
-Toluåldehyde

bluene (H,qP)

richloroblphenyl

, 1, l-Trichlorætha ne
?ich brcethene
richb@nuorcmethane

,4,6-Trichlorophenol (HAP)

'lnyl Chlorlde (HAP)

-Xylene (HAP)

Tobl HAP!
åEd slñolè H^P fForhàld.hYdGì

X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X

X
x

X

x
x
x

AP42
AP42
AP42
AP'42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP-42
AP42
AP-42
AP42
AP42
AP42

NHOETCÉ DAb

AP42
AP42

^P42AP42
AP42

^P42AP{2
AP.42
AP42
AP42

^P42ÀP-42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP<2
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP{2
AP42
AP-42
AP42
AP42

^P42AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP42
AP-42

AP42
AP42

b/MMBtu
b/¡4MBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/tvlMBtu

b/MMBtu
b/tvlMBtu

b/tvtMBtu

b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/ÞlMBtu
b/tvtMBtu

b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/ÞlMBtu
b/¡4MBtu
b/MMBtu
b/!lMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/!lMBt!
b/l'lMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/l"lMBtu
b/FlMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBlu
b/MMBtu
b/MMBlu
b/MMBtú
b/MMBtu
b/MMBtu
b/MlùlBtu
b/MMBtu

lb/MMEtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MPlBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtú
lb/MMBtu
lb/trtMBtu
lb/titMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/t'lMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBt!
lb/!lMBtu
lb/ÞlMBtu
lb/!lMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/¡4MBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu

2 7E-l
9 1E-0

5 5E-0

6 6E-1
5 5E-1
7 0E-0
2 0E-0
2 4E-1
1 6E-0

7.48-1
2,98-0
2.9E-0

1.8E-0
3.1E-0
1.6E{
3.4E-0
4.48-D

2.8E-1
8.3E-0
8.7E-0
1.2E{
2.1E4
1.6E{
2-28-l
9.7E-0
2.4Ê4
1.1E{
6.6E-0
8.8E-1
1.5E-0
4.2E-1
1.2E-0
5.rE-0
5.2E-1
7.0E-0
5.1E-0
3,2E-0
6.1E{
3.784
1.9E-0
8.6E-1
4,78-1
9.0E-1
7.5E-1
2.5E-0
3.8E-0

1,1E-0
9.2E-0
2.68-0
3,1E{
3.08-0
4,1E-0
2.ZE-O

1.8E-0
2.5E-0

0.0160s743

2.5E{
8.5E-0
5.1E-0
6.9E-0
2,784
2.784
3.1E-0
1.7E-0
2.9E-0
r.5E-0
3.2E{

4.1E+0
6.2E-0
5.1E-0
6.5E-0
1.9E-0
2.zE-O
1.5E-0
2.6E-0
7.8E-0
8,1E-0
l,1E-0

2.0E+0
1.5E-O

2.1E-0
9.0E-0
2.28-O
1.0E-0
6.2E-0
8.2E-0
1.4E-0
3.9E-0
1.1E-0
4.8E{
4.8E-0
6.5E-0
4.8E{
l.0E-0
5.78-O
3,4E-0
1.8E+0
8.0E-0
4.4E-0
8.4E-0
7.0E-0
2.38-O
3.5E-0
6.7E-0
1.0E{)
8.6E-0
2.484
2,984
2.8E{
3 8E-0
2.1E-0
1,78-0
2.3E-0

1 5E+0

44

23

234
26

25

1

675

9
170 04

78

5

4l
2

49
3

t5 38

30
5

8

744

24
33

t4
20

35,62

130,02 55.01

000
000
022
000
011
tt7
0 13,

000
0 121

0 001

0 01,

flal,
0 00r

0 00r

0 02r

0 001

0 001

0 00r

0 00r

0.001

0.041

85.02
0.00
0.001

0.00
0.00!
0.00r

0.001

0.00i
0.001

0.001

0.001

0,00i
0,021

0.20
0,01.
024
0 011

7 69,
0 00r

0 00r

0 001

0 00r

0 00i

0 15,

0 02,

004
372
000
012
012
016
000
007
010



tubË¡l Eh¡..¡oñ. summàry
lbm.s blLr- Ph.d &ld Sbùp

&dln Blobws - kdln, f,d H.mph¡r.

tr{nhrôrc.U ùù Fr

Ð
!o2

'M 
(frþru.)

'M10 
(fftêEUê)

)MZ s (rbobh)
æ2
@c

¿in<

1,1,lTdchlo@th¡n. (UP)

c@D (MP)

b/MMBÙ

b/MMBÙ
b/MMBÙ

b/MMSù

tbAou Btu

b/roù 8ù
tb/!oD 8tu

tb/1ou 8b
tbAoù Bù

tb/rou Btu

b/k9à
b/kc¡

b/k9¡

0.21

0.9
0.00:
0,051

0.05t
0.09

2211A
0.011

4.008+01

¡.008+0¡
3.00E+ot

3.00E+0t

6.00E+0r

9.00E+0t

6.00E+0t

3.00E+0t

3.00E+0r

1.50E+0

4.00E+01

zltE4l

1.2E{t
4,0lE{r
¿1€.
1.SE{r
2.26E{r
È3E{r
1.67E{r
6J6E{l
4.8€r
4,4tÊ4t
6.10E{i
2,1Æ4t

1.05E{l
425E{r
2.SE{,
6.20E{:
1.09E{,
3.r0É{r

s.0l
!Ð,01

0.4
12.01

12.01

12.01

34,24
3.61

9.60E{,
7.NÉ4
7-20E{,
7,N84
1.tr{l
2.168-01

1.Æ4
7,û84
7.208{,
3,60E{i
9.60E{,

3.62E{
4J4{
2.098{r
6.Ê7E{l
3.67E{,
z5Æ{r
3.37E{r
a.ooE{r
46E{r
1,09E¡,
8,30E{r
7,66E{r
1.05E{
3.67E{r

1.80E{
7.8E4
4.05E{,
1.06E{
1.87E{,
5.31E{,

LSE':

3t
s

9

9

!
305,32

2

6.E{
6.E{
6-E{
6,E{
1.E{
2.Ê{
1,E{
6.E{
6.8{
3,E{
ô.E{

!.E{
!.E{
2.E{
5.E-0

zE{
3.E{
!.E{
2.E{
9,E{
7.E{
6.E{
3.8{
3.E¡

1.E{

3.E{
9,E{
1.E{
4.8{

LøE+O

0.1
0.1

0.00r
0.0
0.0
0.0

152.9
0.or

!.84E{
2¡8E{
2.80E{

5.76E{
3.6+{
5.76E{
2¡8E{
2¡AE{
1.Æ{
3.84E{

1,45E{
t.7384
337E{
7.75E4
L,4784
1.01E{
1.55E{
1.63E{

4.36E{
3.32E-0
3.07E{
1.13E{
t,4784
7,75Ê4
7.N84

1.62E{
l.z5E{
7,47E4
2.13E-t

5.20É{



ÞobnË¡l Em&n¡ Summãry
B¡oh¡s Bo¡lcr - Phà$d Cold Sbtup

Bcd¡ñ BbÞowg - kdlñ, tr H¡hp¡h¡rc

N{mb. of coH ùù Fr

Ei- 2 - #2 Ê¡A C I Ioú (2F50rll l¡d)

¡hr
¿3 0 MM&/hr

r.ll-ldchlorod.nc (MP)

Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ

b/MMBÙ
Þ/MMBù
D/MMBù
Ib/MMBÙ

lb/MM8ù

lb/kgll

b/kgll
b/ke¡l

lb/kg!l

lb/kc.l

lb/køl

o
o2
a@(!Éuß 10* S2:SO3 Cfrv)

M2.s (fi|Èr.U.)
o2
lH3 (&.0mÉ ¡ Þpn.l¡p)

þbh (w)

ir(2-trylhql)phli¡hb (HAP)

tbn Uruchlod& (MP)

x

X

X
X
X

MAI

Ib/MMEÚ
b/MMBb
Ib/MMBU
lb/MMBlu
lb/MMBru
lb/MM6tu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMeu
lblMMeu
lb/MM&u
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM8lu
lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBìu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMStù
lb/MMStu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMeu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM&u
b/MMeu
lb/MMBtu
b/MMeu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBt!

lb/MMeu
lb/MMOt!
lb/MMEtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMEtu
lb/MMOtu

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBtu

lb/MMEtu

lb/MMBru

b/MMBtú

Þ/MMBt!
lb/MMBtù

lb/MMBlu

lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBrù
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
Ib/MMBùU

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBlu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMftu
b/MMeu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBlu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
tb/MMBtú

0.06(
0.07!
0.01¡
0&:
0.01(
0i1(
0.01(
22!t
0.01i
0.01(

7 9E{(
22E{!
L 784'
I 1E{(
4 1E{(
2 lE{l
6lE{(
4.9E{l
9.9E{:
4!E{l
I 6E{:
3 0E{¡
z.tE{r
3 3E{I
z 7E4:
3 9E{i
2 8E{t

l.G{r
1.0E{¡
¿3E{!
20E4!
9 oE{i
3 oE{i

9 rE{i
5oE{t
83E-0,
I 9E{.
3 2E{!

308{t
3 5E{:
4 2E{:
6 5E{¡
2.5E{t
1.0E4i
z6{!
9.3E{r
r 6E{:
3 6E{r
4 7E{r
4,7841
15E{l
5 Æ{r
I 8E{r
45E{l
7 9E{,
]JE{]
¿8E{
ÐE{l
¿{{1
2+41
i 6E41

9 9E-0¡

É.t
L7.l

2t
0.,

2.1

2:
2,:

51,€3.r
2.1

2,:

1.8E{i

4.OE¡:

2.É4
9,*{,
4.Hl
1.58{:
l.1E{
2,38-0

1.2E{
1.9E{

7.5E-0
1.0E{
7.0E{
2.0E{
9.3Ê{
1.5E-0
6.lE{
2.3E{
6.lE{
2.2E¡
3.7E{
g.€
1,1tu
1,1E{
3.5E{
1.lE{
4,2E4
l.0E{
t.8E{
7,r84
6.5E¡
5.Æ{
5.6E{
5óE{
8.9E{
2.3E{

1 1E{
3 7E{
7 084
4.9E{,
7 7Ê41
6 3E{i

9 1E+0r

6 5E{,
40E{
8€{
2 lE{
5Æ{
4.7E{
ZJE{
7.0E{
9 8€4

4i
5l

154,471

6.98{:
3.+4t
1.1E{(
2.18{:
1.5E{:
2 3E{:
I 9E{;

2784:
2 0E{:
12E{(
2 5E{
7 0E{:
1 6E{l
1.Æ{l
6.9E{,
2 lE{,
2 9E{

0 0E+0r
6,{{
3,5E{:
5,3Ê{
¡ 3Ê4
2 2E4t
3 0E{:
2 1E4:

2,9EÐr
45E{l
1 AE4
7 0E{
1 AÉ{¡
6 5E{
1 tE{
2 5E{
3lE{
3.3E{
I.DE¡
3.8E{
1 3E4
t.1E{
5 5E{
2 384
2 oE{
I 6E{
1 7E{
1,784
2.7E4
6.9H

r.5E{
r.2tu
7,7Ê4
2.9E{
1.5H
4.58{

0.02
0.02
0¡0

0.0@
0.003
0.003
0.003

0.004
0.003

2.3E{
7.7Ê4
5.9E-0

3.3E-0

1.4{
7384
2384
1.7E{
t.5E-0

IJE.O
5.6E{
1.0E-0

7.3E{
t.2E-0
9.4E{
1.€{
9.3E{
5.9E{
1,38{
3,5E{
8¡E{
7.OE{
3.Æ4
1.0E{
r.5E-0

3.2E¡
t.7E{
2.9E{
6.6E{
1.lE{

3.0E{
1.5E{
2.38{
9.lE{
3.5E{
9.lE-1
¡.3€{
5,æ¡
1.3E{
!.6E{
1.6E{
5.2E{
t.9E{
6.JE{
l.6E{
2.8E4
l.2E{
9.88{
8.08{
3.+n
8.Æ{
IJE{
1.5E4

ÈchloÞdib.dÈpaloxlñr
,Èchlorcdib.nzep{E¡¡
NåchlodlbênlFFdhxlns
ù¡chlodlbcnÞFtuÊne

bchlodlbàb-È{lotlnt
ùchlodlbøzo-Ftuôn'
nb.hloþdib.nÞÊ¿hxiß
nãchbþdlbênd6n5

Ib/MMEÙ
lb/MM8ù
lb/MM8û
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÛ
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ

b/MMBb
b/MMBb
lb/MMBb

Ib/MMBÙ

Ib/MMBù

Ib/MMBÚ

Ib/MMÞ
Ib/MMBÙ

lb/MMBtu
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBil
tÞ/MMSù
Ib/MMfu
lb/MMBtu
Ib/MMBÙ
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM8ù
lb/MM8b
tb/iMsù
Ib/MMBÛ
tb/MMEb
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ

Ib/MMBÞ

tb/MM6ù
lb/MM6ù

¡b/MMBÙ
¡b/MM8ù

Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ

Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÛ
b/MMBb

Ib/MMBU
Ib/MMBÙ

2 7E-ú
9.tE{!
5 5E4:
7 Æ-{
2 9E{:
2984t
3 lE{!
1 AE4i

1óE{(
3 +{(
4,44:
668-1r
5 5E-1(

7 0E{(
¿0E{!
2 {-1(
1.68{i
z.8E-lr
8JE{¡
B,Æ{t
LE{!
2 lE{i
r.6E{t
2.ZFÍ
9 7E{!
2 Æ4)
I 1E{:
6 6E{l
I tE-lr
I 5E4!
42E-1(
r zE{f
5.lE{t
5 2E-1(

7 oE{l
5 1E{!
3 2E{l
6.1E{!
3-æ{r

8.6E-1:

9 0E-1:
7 5E-1(

2 5E{!

7 2Ê41

9 2E{,
2 6E{!
3 lE{l
3 oE{l
4,lE{l

r.8E{l
2.5E41

r 6E{

6 3E{r
2.lE{r
1JE4:

6¡E{
6 8E{:
7.7841
4 2E{l

3.æ{,
7.ft,
r 0E+0r

1 5E{r
1JE{
1 6E{:
I 7E4
5 6E{r
3 784
6.5E¡l
1 9E-0

20E-0
23E-0

{ 9E+0r
3 7E{
5.1E{
23E-0
5 6E-0
2 6E{
r.5E{
2 1E{

9.AE{
2 3E{

1.æ{
1 2E-0

1 4E-0
3 6E¡
4 4E{
20E{
I 1É{

L 7E4
5 3E¡
3 9E{

2 5E4

6.lE{
7.É4
7,0E{
9,6E{
5 lE{
4 2E4
5 8E{

1 7E+0

1 9E{7
6 f{6
3¡E{2
5 2E{7
20E{2
20E{1

2 2E{2
1.1E{3
2.€{3

3 lE{o
4.6H8
3.0E{7
4.*{3
1.*{6
1H7
1,1E{3
20E{7
5 8E{r
6 1E{5
3 lE-03

1 5E+01
1 1E{{
1 5E{7
6 8E{Z
I 7E{l
7 7Ê45
4 6E{5
6 2E{3
i0E{ó
¿9E47
3 Æ¡7

1 9E{3
l.6E{2
2 2E{3
4 3842
26E{3

1 lE+oc
6OE¡g
3 3E{t
6lÉ{E
5 zE{i
! 7E{É
2 7E42
50E{:
7 7E4i
6.€r

3 6E{5
I 6E{t

1.8E{
¿.2E{
¿.1E{

1.5E{
l.3E{
1.7E4

E+0

9+-1¡

1.9E-0!
2 6E-1(
1.0E-01

1 0E-0¿

1.2E-01

6lE-0t
1 1E{!
5.6E{t

1.5H:
2.3É1r

13É!(
2.€{t
7 oE-r(

8.€lt
5 6tut
9 8F1r
2 9H/
] DHI
4 2Ht
7 1a4i
5 6k!
7 7lt1
3 4H!
8 4H¡
3 8Hr
2 ¡tu!
3 tFll
5 2E-1(

r 5E-1(

4 2E-1(

1 8E{t
1 BE-r(
2.ft{
1 3H!
1 1E{r
2 lHt
13tu1
6 6E{.
3 0F1:
I 6F1t
3 1E-1

2.6F1
3.7F1
riH
2.5H
3.8E{
3.2H
9.1E-1
l.1E-0
¡.0E{
1,ft
7.79
6.¡tu
6.7H

5.5E{

r,¿8-Tõchbd¡bcnrÈFluü
tochloÞdib.dcp4ãß

4,GTdchloEph.nol (N)

rÈl HAPS

Îdffiil1úlhÐ

Ð
þ2

'M10 
(ñþEU.)

'M2s (ñlb.àbh)
þ2
/æ

531
L,A4

20

r27
12,
r27

q\ù4
Æ-2

0,2d
0.61'
0.01r

0.0d
0.06
0.06

3æ.61
O.D¡

1,189
7,Æ6
118
759
759
759

3,847,q2
289

1.5

0.0
0.3
0.3

t9¿.7
0,1



Pobnli¡l EhLri.rh¡ Suhmry
B¡oma Bo¡lcr - Ph¡sd Cold SbÊup

&diñ Blotuwg - &d¡D Nr H.hÞ¡ù¡É

nunbt.t<oH òû!.1
t.f: 6

lnputRú. | 5592MMh/hr

9lr l. ¡|il Orat (lo.tû9f l¡d)

o
c2
25ø(.i!ß 10S SO2|5O¡

M10 (frkrblè)
M¿5 (flÞr.bþ)
o2
H (eG 20 ÞphÁìÞ)
0c

i.k l (HAP)

x

x

x

lM

b/MMBÙ
b/MMBÙ

b/MMBb
þ/MM8ù

tb/MM8ù
Ib/MMBÞ
tb/uMÊù
lb/MM8tu

Ib/MMBÞ
lb/MM8Þ
lbfrM8ù

tb/tilÊù
Ib/ùMBÞ
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MÆÛ
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMÊÙ
Ib/MMBÛ
Ib/MMBE
Ib/MMBÙ
b/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ
b/MMù
Þ/MMBÙ
tb/MMBb

Ib/MMBÙ
tb/MM6tu
Ib/MMEù
lb/frM8Þ
tb/MM8ù
lb/MMBb
lb/MMBb
Ib/MMBÙ
b/MM8ù
b/MMBb

b/üü6ù
lb/HMBb
Ib/MMBÙ
lb/ilMBtu
lb/MM8r
Ib/MMEÞ

Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÛ
lb/MMBb
Ib/MMBfu
IblMMBÙ
lb/MMBb
tb/MMBb
b/MMfu
Ib/MMBÙ

Ib/MMBù

b/MMBT
tb/MMBr
Ib/MMBfu
tb/MMB!
rb/MM8ù

0.06
0.07
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.ot
0.01
221,
0.01
0.01

7,984
2.2E{
l.7E{
1.1E{
4.1E{
2.rE{
6.5E{
4.9E{
9.9E{
4.SE{
t.6E{
3.0E{
2.rE{
t.3E{
2,7E4
¡.98{
2.3E{
L,7É4
t.óE{
1.0Ê4
2.3E{
z0E{
9.3E{

4.244

9,18{
5,0E{
ô.3E{
1.9E{

4.3E¡
!.0E{
3.5E{
{.2E{
6.5E{
2.6E{
l.0E{
2.6E{
9.3E{
1.6E{
3.6E{
4.7E4
4.7E4

5.€
l.3H
4.5E{
7.9E{
l.3E-0
2.0E{
2.¡E{
z.Æ4
2.Æ{
3.3E{
9.9E{

41.ç
6.i
1.C

5.!
5.É

5,t
1È 533.:

6.t
5¡

4 Æ{!
1 2E{:
9 5E{:
6 2E+
2 3E{:
L 2E4i
3 6E{:
27841
5 5E{i
2,78-02
89E{l

5.lE+
ztE{:
t.6E{t
1lE{r
1 8E4
2Æ4t
I 7E{:
4 0E{.
2lESt
3 6E{!

5 6E{l
I 5E4

I 9E{l
20E{!
2.6E{!
z.6E{t
I €{:
3.0E{:
1.0E{¡
¿5E{i
a.€l
1 8E{:
I 6E{:

r 3E{r
ttE-Dl
2 lE{l
5 5E{:

l.7E{:
t.2E{:
r¡E{¡
r.5E{:

2,2É+01
1.6E{:
9.5E{t
2.0E-0J

5.6E{:
1.!E{:
1.1E{'

t.7E4t

3

s.tE{
2 8E{
4 óE{
1 lE{
I 8E{
2 4-0
r 7E{
4 8E-0

z3E+0
3 6E-0
IJE{
5G{
r.5E{
52Ê4
3.9E{
2.0E{
2.6E{
26E{
3.4¡

I 0E{
2SE4
4.+{
138{
I 6E{
rJE.O
l3E{
1lE{
z tE{
5 5E{

58r!

4.Æ'01
l.2E{

6.2E-0
2lE{l
l:E{
3.6E{l
2.784
5JE4
2.784
8.9E{
1.7E{l
uE-01
ltE{
!JE¡

z,zE{
!óE{.
9,5E{
2.0E{
56E{

1.1E¡
5.5E{
t,784

0.01
0.02
0.00

0.000
0.002
0.002
0.002
61.æ
0.003
0.002

z2E{
6.2E{
4tE{
3.rE{
1.lE{
5.9E{
1.0E{

2.8E{
1.3E{
4.5E{
8.Æ{
5.9E{

7.5E{
l.tE{
7.8E{
4.8E{
t.0E{
2.8E{
6.4E{
5.6E¡
z.7E{
3.4{

1.4{
ÈE{
5,3E{
3.9E-1
1,2E{
8,+{
z,*{
1.2E{
t.3E{
7.3E-0
2.8E{
7,3Ê-L
2.6E{
4.5E{
1.0E{
t.lE{
1.¡E{
4.2E¡
1.5E+
5.0E{

L2Ê4
9.2E{
7.ôE{
6,+{
6.7E-r
6,784

2.8E{

cpÞchbrdlhhzo?¡bnnt
.ÞÞóbrdihnu ÈÈlurun5
.rhbdlbèñzùÊiorin.
.x.chbd¡b.nÞÈtuônr

ùhbdlbênÞrdbxln.
6chbdlb.nætur.nj
.nÞchbþdlb.n¿ÉÈdh¡ñr
ênkhlodlb.ñ!ÉFtur¿ñ¡

X

x

x

lb/MMBt!
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBru
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM8tu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBlu
lb/MMBto
Ib/MMBù
lb/MMBtù
Ib/MMBÚ
Ib/MMBfu
Ib/MMBÛ
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBru
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMElu
lb/MM8ru
lb/MMeu
lb/MMeu
lb/MMeu
lb/MM&u
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
Ib/MMBÚ
lb/MMftu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMðtu
lb/MM&u
lb/MM&u
lb/MM&u
lb/MM8tu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMEtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtú
Ih/MMBÙ
Ib/MMBÚ
Ib/MMBÙ
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMEtu
lb/MM8ùu
lb/MMEru
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMeu
lb/MMftu
lb/MM8tu
lb/MM8!u
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBiu
lb/MMBtu

2,7Ê-Lt
9.1E{t
5.5E{l
7.+-1(
2.9E{t

3.38{l

3.rE{l
¡.6E{r
3.4{r
4,Æ4:
6.6E-l
5.sE-ri
7.0E{r
2.0E{l
z.€-1r
l.6E{r
2.8E-1r
8.3E4,
3.7E{r
l.2E{t

1.6E¡i

9.7E¡l
2.€{

6.6E{r
6.6E-1

5.lE{t
5.8-1r
7.0E{r
5.1E{
¡,zE{r
6.1E{
3.7E{r
!.9E{.
8.6E-l

9.0E-t
7,58-t
2.5E{
3.3E{
7,2É4

9.2E{
2.6E{

l.0E{
a.1E{
2.2E{
1.8E{
2.884

1.G{

1.5E{;
5.1E{t
3.lE{i
4.1E{t
t.6E{:
1.6E{t
1¡E{:

1.7E{i
8.9E{r

2 5ES(
3 7E{¡
3,rE-0i
3 9E{:
I rE{a
1 3E{;
I 9E{:
1 óE{i
I 7E{:
+9E{!
6 7E{:

r.2E+0:

I 2E{;
5 4E{i
1 3E{¡
6 2E{!
3 7E{!
49E{¡
3 €{;
¿.¡E{i
6 7E4l

2.9E{i
t.9Ê{:
2.9E¡i
lrE{:
t.€{;
z1E{:
I 1E+0¡

4,0E-0!
26E{:
5 0E-0t
4 284:
I Æ{t
2 lE{:
4 0E{:
6 2E{:
5 !E{
I sE{r
t,7Ê41
1 7E{:
2¡E{l
t 2E{l
1.0E{:
LÆ4:

9 DE+O

I 6E{t
! 8E{¡
r 0E{¡
7,7442
8.9E{¿
1.9E{:

2,5E{t
3.7E{¡
3.tÊAi
3.9E{:
1.1E{t
1 3E{;
I gE{r
1 6E{t
4,784)
4,9E{!
6 7E{:

I 2E4i
5 Æ44
I 3E4t
6 2E4¡
3 7E{!
49E{¡
3 rE{t
z 3E{t
67E4i
2 9E{¡
2984i
3 9E{:
2 gE{i
1 3E{:¡€:

1.1E+0t
4.3k!
2 6E{:
5 oE{r
4.2E{;
I +{a
2 1E{:
4.0E{:
6.2E{:
5 1E4'
1 sE{r
L 784'
I 7E4'
23E{¡
1 2E{!
1 oE{i
1.€{:

r sE{i
5 1E{(
3 lE{¡
4 tÊ4i
16H¡

9OE€

7.58-L

1.5E{l

8.1E{r

9.2E{l
5.0E{l
8.7E{l
45E{i
9.5E{l

l.8E-t
1.5E-1t

2.0E{r
5.6E-1t

6,7Ê-7
45E{'
7,AE-L
2.3E{,
2.4E{i
3.4¡r
5.9E{:
45E{r

6.7E{i

1.8E{/
2.5E-l
1.2E-lt
1,2E-11

3,{-1r
1,€/
1,5€-1r

¿0E{r
1.+{
t.9E{
1.7E-0
1.0E{l
5.3E{,

1.3E-t
2.58-1
2.lE-1
7.0E-1
1.tE{
2.0E{
3.1E{
2.4¡
7.1É-t
3.7E{
8,€
1,1E{

5.0E{
7.O84

4 5E{

¿Fehlo.dib.nÐ-Èdox¡ñ.
,3,Zsldô.hbrodlhnqi6n.
êFehldd¡b.¡zùÈtuEn.

,1ÉTichbÞÞhùd (HÄP)

-BuÞnd. (MEK)

¡ôoñ bfthbtu¿ (MP)



Potential Emissions Summary
Fire Pump

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

F¡Te PUmD

Parameter D¡esel Fuel

\nnual Operation
:uel Consumption @ 100% Load:
'leat Input Rate
)ower OutDUt

300 hrlyr
16.2 gallhr
2.09 MMBtu/hr

323.0 bho

Pollutant
HAP'S

Emission

Factor
Source

Diesel Fuel

Emission

Factor
Units

Emission
Factor

Emission

Rate
lb/hr

Emission

Rate

lb/vr

Emission
Rate

ton/vr

NOx

co
so2
PMlO
PM2.5

co2
voc

Benzene (HAP)

Toluene (HAP)

Xylenes (HAP)

Propylene (HAP)

1,3-Butadiene (HAP)

Formaldehyde (HAP)

Acetaldehyde (HAP)

Acrolein (HAP)

Naphthalene (HAP)

Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene

Benz(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
lndeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
Dibenzo(a, h)anthracene
Benzo(g,h,l)perylene
Total PAH

Total HAPS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cummings
Cummings

AP-42
Cummings
Cummings

AP-42
Cummings

AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42

AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42
AP-42

g/bhp-hr
g/bhp-hr
lb/MMBtu
g/bhp-hr
g/bhp-hr
lb/MMBtu
g/bhp-hr

lb/MMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu

lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lblMMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu

2.200
1.417

0.001s
0.1 18

0.1 18

164.00
0.123

9.33E-04
4.09E-04
2.85E-04
2.s8E-03
3.91E-0s
1.18E-03
7.678-Ø
9.25E-05

8.48E-05
s.06E-06
r428-06
2.928-0s
2.948-05
1.87E-06
7.6L8-06
4.78E-06
1.68E-06
3.53E-07
9.91E-08
1.55E-07
1.88E-07
3.758-07
5,83E-07
4.89E-07
1.68E-04

0.0063704

7.57
1.01

0.0031
0.084
0.084

342.06
0.088

1.95E-03
8.53E-04
5.948-M
5.38E-03
8.16E-05
2.468-03
1.60E-03
1,93E-04

t.778-M
1.06E-0s
2,96E-06
6.09E-0s
6.13E-05
3.90E-06
1.59E-0s
9.97E-06
3,50E-06
7.368-07
2.078-07
3.238-07
3.928-07
7.82E-07
r.22Ê-0e
1.02E-0€

3.50E-04

1.03E-01

102,618
26

470
303

1

25

25

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c

31

0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

51.3
0.0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0c

0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0c
0.0(
0.0(
0.0(
0.0c

0.0(
0.0(
0.0(
0.0(
0.0(

0.02



Potential Emissions Summary
Cooling Tower

Berlin BioPower - Berlin New Hampshire

Cooli nq Tower Specification Data Source Data Result

Hours of Ooeration: 8.760 hours
3irculatino Water Flow Rate: SPX 60.000 oom
Drift Eliminator Efficiencv: SPX 0.0005 o/o

Iotal Liquid Drift: calc. 0.30 qDm

Densitv of Water: constant 8.34 lb/oal
fotal Liouid Drift: calc. 150.1 lblhr
Sirculatinq Water TDS: estimated 2,000 ppm

PM,n Emission Rate: calc. 0.30 lb/hr
PMls Emission Rate: calc. 1.32 tonlyr

Calculations
Total Liquid Drift (gpm) = (Circulating Water Flow Rate, gpm) x (Drift Eliminator Efficiency, o/o)

Total Liquid Drift (lb/hr) = (Total Liquid Drift, gpm) x (Density of Water, lb/gal)

PMre Emission Rate (lb/hr) = (Total Liquid Drift, lblhr) x ((Circulating Water TDS, ppm) / 106)

PMls Emission Rate (ton/yr) = (PMro Emission Rate, lb/hr) x (Hours of Operation) x (1 ton / 2000 lbs)
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Apptrcation of Laidlaw Berlfn BioPower, LLC for Certif¡cate of Sib and Facility
Decffiber 15- 20fl!)

origlnally lnsÞlled ln 1966 and refurblshed ln 1993. A bubbllng fluldized bed (BFB), which represents
hlghly effident and advanced blomas combustlon and power converdon technology, will be installed at
the base of the boiler in place of the existing black lþuor firing and recovery systems. Ä r.rg'/y ftbricflter .--. '
f'baohousel svstem urlll be lnstalled +9__.c9lg-.q-.p.a.tjçrl!a_tg..gtT!S.CtE_gd_e__qelL_Igledve AE!ÊC_
redudion (SCR) qptem will be added to control NOx emissions, A djy sorbent iniection system will also

e bciler and

emissions conbol systems will be endosed within a building (the "boller buildlng), whlch wlll mlnlmlze

nobe lmpacts ln the sunoundlng comrnunlty and provlde an aesthetiolly apprcpriate exterlor fini$r,
similar to a large commercial building.

Development of the overall Facility wÍll also include construction of a new turbine building adjacent to the

boiler bulldlng, whlch w¡ll house the steam turblne generator. A new cooling tower will be installed near

the western edge of the property behind the boiler buildlng. Two wood fuel off-loadlng and storage
areas wlll be developed. Each wood handling and storage area will be paved and systems will be

installed to properly manage stormwater. The fuel handling and *orage area clæest b the boller will

serve as he main fuel yard. Trucks delivering wood fuel to thîs area will be off loaded using three Ulting

trud< dumpers. A rall s'ldlng that prevlously ed*ed on the Slte will also be ræonstructed to allow for
deliveries of wood fuel to the Site. The wood yard on the north east portion of the Site will be equipped

wlü a slngle ülting truck dumper to accommodate deltvery of vrood dr¡ps, along wlth equlpment to off-
load whole logs Equipment will be lnstalM wihin a new building in his area to produce wood drips
from whole logs. Chlps produced în thls area, along with those delivered diredly to the main fuel yard

wlll be mechanically conveyed to a wood processing bullding to assure uniform wood chip $ze. From $re

wood processlng bulldlng, the cllps wlll be conveyed into the boiler or retumed to one of the storaç
piles adjacent to the boiler building in the main tuel yard,

An e¡e(trlc tsansmissîon interconnect¡on l¡ne wíll be instaÌled between the slte and the exl$ing high

volbge transmlsslon llne operated by Publlc Servlce Company of New Hampshire (PSNH). A small

s¡yitd'yard will be installed adjacent to the h¡rblne bulldlng, whlch will provlde necessry power lsolatlon

Estems and a step up tansformer to increase the volhge of the power produced þy the steam turbine
generator to 115 kVA, cons¡stent with the PSNH transmlsslon llne. From the saÍtchyard, an underground

transnfsslon cable will be lrlstalled dQ{'g lhe pUF, pl en ,e,Xigti"'lS. Ul_qç.r.Sfo.qnq..pjpç.f.9ll.ngfly..tlççç..þ*._. .

tnrsport pulp from üe site to the Fraser Gorham paper mill. The underground p¡pe exits the Site near

the lntersecflon of Coos and Communlty SüeeE atd generally follows the route of the former rail line

from the Site to Shelby Steet and Devent Street. The transmission æble wlll tansition to an overhead

llne approximately 0.75 mtles south of the Sib and 0,1 miles northw€st of tie od$Ing FSNH East Side

sub#Uon. The overhead transrnÍssion line will be ln$alled withln the o{sting cleared corridor between
Devent Street and the PSNH substatfon.

In early Decæmber 20(Þ, Laidlaw received the final vers¡on of an lnterconnection feasibility study (see

body of the report prorrfded ¡n Appendk Q) from tñe Independent System Operator of the New Engfand

CISO-NE) transmission system the entity charged with oversight over the local tra¡rsmlsslon system.
The resrlts Indløte üat laldlau¡/s proJed wlll be able to ænnect to the tsansmission system with

upgrades estin¡ated to be less Étan $1 mlllion. The Study bkes ¡nto account all existing facil¡t¡es

Page 6
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Applbtþn of l¿idlaw Berlin BioPoy?erf LLC tor Certincats of SiÞ and Fadnv
fÞ.mhêr 15- 7{Xlq

Polfutants CHAPS') will meet fevefs deemed Maximum Achievable Contol Technology C'f,aACI)
for wood fueled bollers,

.-a.çhj9yç-.a-.p.a.ft r.çUlFþ-çnLq:¡_oItr-tg|.eS....-'
than 0,0rQ p-o-u!-+ per .r'!|J sn-.Þ!.rr el hçet.hp-q!-þ. !¡ç þç!lef" cl-Þs/M.Maju1l,-.llllç_e.rlrisien F!Ê Lq .
approximately one-half of the appllcable regulatory limit. A new SCR ry em will be installed "''..
following the ESP to cûntrol em¡ssions of NOx to no more than 0,06Q,-Jb_s/lf-Þ-1.F.tg,.g..lp-y_el__.

prs/iously deemed as I-AER by the New Hamp$rire Deparlment of Envlronmental Serviæs, Alr
Resources DMsion CARD'), Sulfur dioxide emisions will be minimized to less than 0.0_l?

sXstem as needed to malnbin comoliance with the emission limit Emissions of ørbon monoxlde

CCO,") and volatile organic compounds CVOC') that typîcally result from incomplete fuel
combuslon will be minÍmized by the advanced and hþhly efficjent BFB combuslion technology

that wlll be installed ln the boller, Emissions of sulfur compounds and bace metals will be

minimized by the inherenüy dean composition of he wood fuel.

The amblent air quality impacts resultlrç from üe boiler and the emissîons control technologíes

sumrnarlzed above have been evaluated usÍng computer dispersion models approved by the US

EPA and NH DES. The ímpads to air quality are well below the le^/els esbbllshed In the National

Ambient Alr Qualtty Standa¡ds CNAAQS"). which have been developed to be protective of human

health and tìe environÍì€nt, including a margln of safety, for even the most sensitlve of the
population.

The Project will be subject to stringent ongoing performance testing, morìltoring, recordkeep¡ng

and reporting to both NHDES and US EPA over its operating life to assure that üe actual

emlsslons from the Faclllty meet the proposed llmlE.

No¡se

The Prcject hæ been designed wîth advanced equipment and added noise suppression measures

to assure that the Projed wlll not exceed the selected reference criteria for ¡mpacts in the
sunoundlrB æmmunlty whldt mlnor the þvel conhined in the Cty of Bedinb noise performance

standards. The pr¡mary sources of nolse wlll be tfre boiler, arrclllary ptant equípment (fans,

pumps, etc.), the cool¡ng tower, wood unloadiry equlpment, wood proæsslng equlpment
(chipærs and screen). an electric transformer, and moblle equipment such as fud delivery
trud$, front end loaders, and otheI equipm€nt handling wood In the two viood yards. The
boiler, îb major upporting equiprrcnt, and he wood processing equipment wilt be located wlürin

buildings and/or in enclosures designed to reduce sound ùansmitÞnce. Barrier walls will be

lnstalled near the coollng tower ùo reduce cooling tower sound levels at the nearby property llne.

A banîer wall wlll slmllarly be lnstalled ln the srdtdyard area to reduce off slte nolse hpacts

õ BACT applles to thúse crlÞ¡la poluÞ¡ts fo¡ whlú the ðmblent air quality meets Nationaf Amblent Air Quality StôÍdards. IAER
applies b any cr¡terfa ællubnls fur which the amb¡ent a¡¡ qua¡ty exæeds NMQS. In the case of úre proposed Prorec! I-AER
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Appli@tÌon of taidlaw Be¡lin B¡oPow€r, LLC for Certificate ofS¡Þ and Facility

When the transformers anive on site, they will be lnstalled, and an lniüal bacldeed b the main

t¡anÍormer will be performed. As the equlpment ln#llatlon and final connections of plptng and

wiring is nearing completlon, the process of checklng the electrical and control systems, starting
up maþr equlpment, deaning pipelines, and te*ing all systems will begÍn.

When the "cold" commisdonlng process dessibed abo/e is complete, "hot" commissioning will

begin with the first fire of the boiler. All of the safety qtsems of the plant wlll be üroroughly

tested and conflrmed, The plant wlll then undergo emîssions test¡ng and performance tesüng,

confirming that all guar¿ntees and specificatlons have been met. Wth the completlon of the flnal
performanæ run and acceptance by the equipment manufacturer and owner, üe plant will be

dedared ready for commerdal operaüon.

fo) ASS(rcUITED TRANSMISS'ION IJNE INFORMATION

(1) Location shown on U.S. Geolooical Survey Mao

The reglonal bansmlsdon llne lvlth whlch the Fadllty wlll lnterconnect ls shown în Fîgure (gxl).
1. The route of the Projecfs electric transniss¡on lnterconnection is shown in Figuru (gX1Þ2,

The route and transmission interconnætion system is described below.

(2ì Cor¡idor wifüh for:

ä. llew route

The transmlsslon llne from the Slte wlll be a new 115kV æble ln*alled wlthln a trench along

the route of an o<isting underground l8-inch dÍameter fiberglass reinforced pipe formerly

used to Eansport pulp from the Pulp Mill to Frase/s Paper Mill in Gorham. The underground

pipe leaves fte Slte near Sre lntersection of Coos and CommuniÇ Streeb and generally

follows the route of the former rail bed from he south end of the Site to the north end of
Shelby SùeeL The plpe follows Shelby Street and Devent Sfæt along a rlght-of-way that is

currenuy under easement control of LBB. The cable will tandtlon to overhead conductors at
the east side of Devent Street to the o(isting PSNH East Side SubstatÍon 300. The overhead

conductors w¡ll run on one or two new steel monopole towers along wlth the exlsHng Smith

tlydro ZLn Line to t}te substat¡on a distance of approxlmately 800 feet lncludlng elo/ation

change.

b. Wideninq alonc exlstinq route

The odsting underground system will not require wldening, There will be a pufling manhole

installed at the Site and at least tvvo more pulling manholes along the exHlng effluent plp€

rÍght-of-way. These manholes wlll be temporary and baclúllled upon completion of the cable

insbllation. There may be some dearlng south of the eldsüng ZI77 line from Smiü Hydro

from Devent Sbeet up the hlll to the PSNH sub'#tion.
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13ì Lenoth of llne

The lengü of the underground portion of the transmission line off from fte Projed S¡te is
e$lmated at 3,200 feet and the poüon above ground at 800 feet.

(41 D¡stance alono new rcute

The distance along the new route is the undeqround portion of 3,200 feeL

(5) D¡slence alono existino route

The dtstance along the exi$ng route ls the 800-foot long portion of the line that will be installed

above ground from Devent Street to the subsÞtion. The overhead line wlll follow a deared

transrnlsslon conldor that lncludes several ofter exlstlng orcrhead llnes,

(61 Voltaoe ldesiqn ratinol

The system ls designed fior 115 kV nomlnal.

(7) Anv assoclated new oeneratlng unlt or unlts

Same as application lnformation (f) abwe.

fE) Type of construction (described ln detall)

I nductor in#lled
I| -.Ths oveüed

translüon tower from underyround b overhead, The conductor wlll be 477 kcmll ACSR and

e¡<tend to a dual ciro¡it steel monopole that wlll carry this condudor and üe existing Smlth Hydro

ZL77 line on the same structure lnto the PSNH East Side Substation 300.

(9) Construct¡on schedule, indudind stâË dat€ and scheduled oornpletion date

The construcdon perlod for the electrlc transmisslon interconn€ction is exp€cted to be sil
monürl The facilities would need to be compleÞd in time to "backfeed" power to the facility for
startup and tesüng. It Is estimated that t¡e work would $art ln August 2011 and be completed

by February 2012.

l1O) Impacton system stabilitv and rrliability

Please refer to section (D(3Xe) above.
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lh) ADDmoNÂL TNFORMATTON

fecilitl

The Facility will be a base loaded electic energy generating facility with an expected nominal
gross electical output of approximately 70 Mw' The heart of the Fac¡lity will be a BFB boiler; a

hlghly efflclent and advanced technology for the conversion of blomass fuel to energy. The boiler

and other major components of he ProJect are descrlbed below,

li) Biomass Boller & Steam Generator

The exi*ing B&W recovery boller wlll be converted to a blomass-fueled BFB boiler wlth air-
locked hopper bottoÍrs for removal of bed sand partides and other non-combustible
materials, An alr disùibution system consisting of fluidizing air and ove¡fire air w¡ll be added

to ascrre emdent fuel combustlon, A nue gas reclrculauon sÌstem wlll be utilized to adjust
the bed temperature depending on tie moisture content of the incoming fuel. The existing
feedwater e@nomizer, which w¡ll pr€heat the fe€dwater to the boiler drum, wlll be modifled
to optlmize boiler efficier¡cy. The use of a tubular air pre-heabr will ens¡re effident use of
the energy released in the boiler.

' The boller wlll be capable of genenüng up to 600,000 pounds per hour of steam at
temperalures up to 900oF and 850 pdg. Stable op€rat¡on and compliant emissìon levels wlll

be malnÞined over the range of expected operating loads from 70o/o lo L00o/o of maxÍmum

steam ouþut. A series of douHe Sded retracËble soot blowers wilf be uülized on heat
bansfer s.rrfaces withln the superheater and convective sectfons of he boller to malnbln
deslgn performance levds.

The boiler will be æpable of firirq dean biomass and has been desþned to handle variable
fuel rno¡sture contents nnglng ftom 350/o up to 500/o. At an avercge molsture content of
37,60/o10, the wood fuel will have a higher heating value of approxlnntely 5,060 Blu/lb. The

heat lnput ratie þ the boiler will rrary primarily depending on the mo¡sture content of the
wood fuel. The average heat lnput rate at maxlmum steam load will be 932 MMBtu/hr wlth
37.6%o molsture content fuel. The maxlmum heat lnput rate wtll be 1,013 MMBtu/hr with
500/o molsture content fuel. Indlvldual fuel feeders wlll be equlpped wlü adJusÞble alr s$rept

distributors to adjust the flow of fuel into the boiler. :rhe fue¡ chutes will each be equipped

with backdrafr dampers,

The boiler wlll also be equipped with four No, 2 dlstllhte oll flred burners for use durlng

daÊup, witÌ¡ a maxlmum expected heat Input capacity of 240 MMBtu/hr. The Facil¡ty wîll

also lndude ad¡e*jeæingddve!_f,fe p!.rtrtp_Wit¡,?,qxiryr,ufn powçt'Q : ..,
The boiler starh¡p bumerq¿lllq9l[esel_¡E_purn¿Ul! br_fre!¡ryü!_U-l5P:f!_e.!_:C[¡dt.]y_t!|"-þç_

storcd onslte ln a 50,000 gallon sbrage hnk equipped with secondary æntainment.

¡0 Thls fuel moisture contenl has been eshblßhed as he design point for equipmeût supplier perfomance guarantee purposes.
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manual reclaiming of fuel from he unprocessed fuel storage area, Eadl hopper wlll
discharge to a common 250 ton per hour unproæssed fuel out-feed €onveyer, which will
supply the fuel processlng system.

A magnet will be lnstalled over the huck dumper outfeed convelær near the processing

buildíng. A disc screen epable of procæsing 250 tons per hour will be used to sseen the
unprocesd wood for boller fuel. Two wood hogs will be used to reduce the wood fuel from
the d¡sc screen to a three indr minus size. Each hog w¡tf be capable of processing up to 75
tons per hour of wood fuel,

A 250 ton per hour sùockout conveyer will receîve the dlscharge from the processing building
and convey lt to the prccæsed wood fuel storage area. The processed wood fuel stomge
area will be open and on paved ground wlür an under drain system to remove raln water
from the storage area, The paved pile area will have a per¡meter dnln system,

Three 50 ton per hour rnechanlcal redalm hoppers located underthe storage area will suppty

a slngle boiler feed @nveyer, The boiler feed aonveyer w¡ll feed the shuttle conveyers which

wlll dlstrlbute fuel to lndlvldual boller chutes. A single return conveyer will retum o<cess fuel
to the wood storage area. Each fuel metering bin wilt be equipped with screw feeders to
meter wood fuel to the boiler feed chutes. There will be one inverted cone type dtute
conneding each pneunætic distrlbutor on the boiler with a set of feeders at the meterlng bin.

liiil Ash Handllng Systems

The ash handllng faclltties wlll conslst of separate colledion and storage systerfts for f,y ash,

and for bed sand removal, screening and re-injection.

Fly æh wlll be conUnuously collecþd from the þæhpupe.¡¡$ttg _q -q!T_fn-Cft9.!!çl.qy$Smr.. .

Collected fly ash wilt be conveyed to a dry storage bin inside of the boiler building. The
storage cäpacjty will be suffident to accept.q minimum of twenty fouf hours of full-load _..-
operaüon, There will be an atmospherlc vent on the ash silo equipped with a filter to
minimize fuglüve emisslons. Ash from the elevated storage bln wlll þe processed through a
pug mill whlch mixes dry fly a$ with water to produce a wet æke üat mlnlmlzes dust
generation during subsequent handling. The wetted fly ash wlll tfien be loaded onto truct<s

ând trônsported ofr slte for dlsposal or for benefcial re.use ln agriculBral land applications.

LBB has confirrned thät the ash can accepted and dlsposed at the nearby Mount Cârbeny
landfill lf not acceptable for beneficial reuse and until sr¡ch tlme as adequate ash analyücal

data is available to file an application with DES for re-use of the material.

Bottom a*¡ is virtually non-o(lstent ln a fluid bed boiler. Fuel ls contlnually recirculated

within the fluldized bed until fully combusted. A small stream of sànd from the bed is

contînually withdrawn, screened and retumed to the boller, along wlür addltlonal make-up
sand as requlred, A small amount of noncombustible material sudr as rock, slag, glas or
meÞl is screened out of the bed matertal and coflected for periodic disposal, The sand silo
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The prirnary source of water l'or fire protection will also be City water. A dlesel englne-

drlven flre pump wlll be used as a bactup qdem. The entlre wood storage area and power

blocl< will be served by an underground hydrant system. A wet shndpipe system will be

¡nstalled in all heated buildings. Unheated buildings and wood conveyers wlll be seled by a

dry standpîpe with sprinklers Fbrtable hand o<tingui*rers will be located throughout the
Fadllty. Office areas will be equip@ wtth wet plpe sprlnkler systems, The deam turblne
generator, lube oil hnk area and the main transformer will be served with a flre protection

system that wlll meet appllcable ædes and the requlrements of the local Fire Chlef. All fire
detedion and alarm systems will be instatfed to meet thelr respectlve codes and the
requlrements of the local Flre Chlef.

(v) Air Þollution Control Systens

The BFB technology used in the Projecfs combusUon system represents a hlghly effictent
system for biomas fuel converslon and reslts ln low levels of combustion emissions.

Through good combustion efriciency, the BFB technology generates low emlsslons of
pollutanE rewlting from inæmplete combustion such as CO and VOc, The combustion
system abo lncorporctes FGR, a technotogry that helps to control combustion temp€ratures
and therefore reduces the formaüon of NO¡.

In addition to tlì€ lnherenty low emitting tecfinology associated with the combustion system,

the Project will incorporate a numþer of additional systems that represent Best Available

Control Tedrnology and Lowesl AdtlevaHe Emission Râte technology to further mlnimlze air
emfssfons.

A nevr fabrlc fÌlter I'baqhouse"ì system will be insfdlledJg Eapp¿g__çgqtp!.Cf.p"gßglletg..
emissions and meet tirc BACT emisslon limlts, The lpohouse wil ptqyide gre?tef thel 9y_ó -

control of particulaùe,

An SCR system will be installed to minimize NOx emtsslons. The SCR system will utilize

aqueous ammonla (NHÐ that wlll be inJected into the flue gas ¡n a stoichiometrlc ratio
proportlonal to the mass of NOx to be removed. The flue gas and NH¡ wlll pass through a

catalyst bed where NO¡ in he f,ue gas ûll be ænverted into diabmîc nitrogen and water.
An ammonia injectlon conûol system wíll be installed to accurately lnJect the needed amount

ol ammonia into the flue gas strcam upstream of the catälyst to pro/lde opümal conditions
for the conÞol and mlnlmfzadon of both NOx and NH3 and ¿Ésure compliance with permlt

llmits The dilute liquld NH3 for the SCR system wlll be stored on-slte ln a 19% aqueous

soluüon ln a 10,000 gallon storage tank equipped with secondary containment, The tank wlll
provide sufricient storage for up to ten days of boller opera[on, requiring only a single bnker
truck delivery per week, The NH3 storage tank wlll fndude an unloadlng system to acc€pt

deliveries by truck.

agent lnto the boiler flue gas path at the appropriate temperature to effectively controÌ

emissions of sulfur dioxide.
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70o/o of NOx emissions formed wihin the boiler, The SCR system wlll lnject vaporlzed

aqueous NH3 into the hot exhaust gas path which wìll react with the l,lOx in the o<haust gas

to form nitrogen and water vapor as the o(haust gases pass through the cablyst beds, The

use of the BFB technology, clean wood fuel, good combustÍon practiæs, and SCR will result
inaNQem¡ssionratefromthebiomassbollernogreaterüan0,o6p|þi.|!,1'l4ÞE-of--heatinpu_t."Ð
based on a 3trday rolllng avenge durlng normal operatlon.

Carbon Monoxide

CO emissions are associated with lncomplete combu*ion of fuel in a boiler. These emissions

will be minimized by utill¿ng üe hlghly effìcient BFB combustion teónology. The wood tuel
wlll be ombu*ed in a heated bed of sand-llke rìaterlal whidt is fluidized with¡n a rising

column of a¡r, The hot b€d materlal efrectively liberates üre carbon in üe wood fuel, whidr
allows tie oxySen (q) in the combudion air b more freely rcad wfür üe fuel, r$Jft¡ng in
an efficient combustion process. Ttrc air to fuel ratio and combustion temperature ln the
boiler wlll be optimized and monitored to achieve the deslrcd balanæ betwe€n CO and NCtx

em¡ssions. As mentioned earlier, the Facil¡ty also will utilize a tuel preparation system that
will help optimize the quallty, she and moisture content to tromote emcient combustion,

whlch wlll also help mlt¡gaþ CO formatlon. The use of BFB combustlon tedtnology in the
boiler design, good combu*¡on pract¡ces, and fuel type wlll result fn a C0 emisslon rate from
üe bþmass boiler no greater than 0.075 lb/MMBtu of heat ¡nput baæd on a 2+hour daÍty

blæk average durirg normal operat¡on,

Sul&r ÞloHde/Sulturlc Acfd Mist

Emlssions of sulfur compounds result fmm oxldauon oF sulfur contained in a fuel. The

ow sulfur content-in_@rnþj¡atþn_with_a

to ma¡nbin so2 no great€r tnun o¡rz. - Ð
lb/MMBtu of heat input du¡ing normal operaUon. The characterl*tæ of wood f¡y ash also

selÏe to capture much of the sulfur compounds and further minim¡ze emissions, Based on

experlenæ wlth other genenung fadlltles uslng an SCR control system, no more 10p/6 of the
SO2 generated In the boller ls Ð(pected to be fufther orldlzed þ Sq änd aombine with water
vapor in the flue gas to prcduæ suffurlc acid mld (HzSOq). The ræulting HzSOq emlsslon

rate is erpeded to be less than 0.0q¿ |,þ-sl['.vll4Qtq _oJ¡ee! iqpU!.. -.___-_.

Partiorlate Matbr

Particülate matter is generated in a boller by lnæmplete combu*ton and the non-
combudlble fractlon of a fuel. The BFB combustion technology and operaUng controls
prwlde a greater degree of complete combustion than most oürer wood fired þoller deSgns.

The boile/s faþric filte_r. þaghouse l,vill AÞete SyÊf 99 ætççtrl ef -!.hç pa.¡:t¡glla!-'e-.eni99!-o!9- .

formed ln the boller. These measures will result in a filterable Pl4/PMro,/PM2.j emlsslon r"te
no sreater than 0.0U lb/.MMBlt _of he.At iap.qr!.d_U¡ns_Ir9fn?l opçng-Sfi_,_
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The potential emissions during startup periods have been estlmated on Table (hX3XD-3.

These boiler staftup emissions estimates are conservatively based on a total of 4 cold Sarts
per year of the blomass boller. These estímates arê conseNative in that many of the boller
startups w¡ll actualþ be warm or hot sbrb of shorter dunüon and fewer emÌssions. For the
purposes of the potenUal emisslons calculatlons, it has been assumed that up to 48 hours of
annual boiler operation will be during startup perlods. Emlssions during $utdown periods

have been aggregated with emissions during nornnl operauon for the purpose of determ¡ng

the btal max¡mum potential annual emisslons of the Fadllty.

The Fadllry will conduct emlsslons testlng to determlne the actual emissiors from ttre

biomass boiler during sÞrtup and shuHoyvn periods.

(0(bì12) Oher Stationary Source Em¡ss¡ons

Coolino Tor¡/€r PM,"

Wet æoling towers provide direct contact between the cæling water ard the air sùeam
belng drawn through he üower. A portlon of üe coolfng water can be enbained in the air

stream, The water droplets entralned ln the alr stream ls das$fled as drlft, whlch resufB in

pafticulate emlss¡ons from the solids contalned ln the droplets as the water evaporaÞs The
quantity of the drift and resulting partiorlate em¡ssions are primar¡ly determined by the

design and operôtion of the cooling tower,

The formation of drîft ard the resultlng paftlculate embslons wlll be mlnlmlzed by ontrolling
the dlssolved sollds content of the redrculaüng water and conbolling water droplet drlft,

Drift eliminators are designed to remove the water dropleE from the alr stream before it
odts the torver, The erùarÉ system of the Fadllty coollng tower wlll be equipped with mesh

drifr eliminators that will conhol entained vrater dropleE to less than 0.000590 of the
redrculatlng water flow and mlnimlze particulate emissions to maximum extent achievable for
a wet cooling tower.

plesel Hre. tun-rp

The Facíllty wlll also include a3?l.hotqçp-olry-_e! qiClel-f¡.- p_qqp,-Ille-41ç-æ!-l_r.e-p.'tfnp.W!I.Þ-e_-

flred with UIJD fuel to mlnlmlze SO: and PM emlsdons and will be certÍfied to meet the r:

appllcäble EPA Ïer 2 emisslon standards for diæel engineÉ The diesel fire pump wlll be 1

llmlted to 3ü) hours of operatlon per year, and other than one hour per day for malntenanæ

and teding, will not be operated concunently with the biomass boiler.

(iXbX3) Fuglüve Emtsslons

Fugitive du* emissions potentially resulting from truck traffic on Site roadways and from
wood fuel storage and handllng operatlons wlll be mlnlmlzed through a number of Best

Management Practices and equlpment designs. Thæe measures will include the use of
paved roadways, regular srveeping of roadways, wett¡ng of fuel storage piles as ne€ded
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of 15 parts per mllllon (0.0015 percent by welght), the Faclllty wlll comply wlfi the state

dlstillate oil fuel sulfur content star¡dard.

Fuel Burnlno Devi.Þc

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 2000 establlshes emisdon sÞndards for particulate matter and vldble
emiss¡ons from stationary tuel burning devices, A certifled @MS wlll be lnsblled on the
boiler e.¡úaust stack to monitor and oontinuoudy record compliance with the state opacity

llmlE The maxlmum partlculate emlsslon rate from the blomass boller wlll comply wlth the
state partjclllate matter emission standard, Periodic emissions testing will be mnducted to
demonstate compliance with the state parüculate matter standard.

¿slùsdre!-e!
will be install

of o.3o lb/MMBû, ;thç,U'tlt.tyil!.þ.e.C.e.trçg.Þy-th.eit.n?ngÞÉ{rç.r,-te.rfi9-e!.th.r-s--ft!1d.erd... .. 'ìi...

.- i'.
NO- Budoetfødho Prooram ". 

..

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 3200 implements the NOx Budget Program, which requires reductiors

in ozone season NOx emissions from budget sources to aö¡eve tfie NMQS for ozone, The
blomass boiler at the Facility will utilize '¡rood fuel for the generation of electrici$, As the

NO¡ budget requlrements apply only to fosdl fuel fired sourc€s, and the Fadllty ls not srbJecl
to the requirements of the NOx Budget Program.

Carbon Dlof de (CO.l Budget Tradinq Proqram

NHO4R Chapter Env-A 4600 estãbllshes the NH SÞte CO2 Budget Tradlng Program, which is

designed to *ablllze, and then reduce anthropogenic emissiors of CQ, a greenhouæ gas,

from CQ budget sources in the state, in an economlcally eff¡dent manner, This program

does not apply to genenttng facilitles that utilize renewable fuels as they are generally

accepted to be greenhouse gas neutral.

(lXcX3) Federal Emissions Control RequiåmenE

New Source PeÉormance Standards

Federal NSPS "Standards of Performance for Industrial{omnærcial-In$itutional Steam

@neratlng Unlts" (Subpart Db), apply to steam generaUng unlts that are capable of
combu*ing more the 1(x) MMBtu/hr heat input of fuel, and for which mnstruction,

modificat¡on, or reconstrudion is comm€nced after lune 19, 1984, The biomass boiler at tie
Facil¡ty ls subject to these requlremenB.

The facjlity's particulate emlsslons wlll be well below úe regulatory limit of 0.10 lb/MMBtu
heat lnput establtslæd in the NSPS regulat¡ons. The Fac¡lity will slmilarly æmply with the

opacity limits in the regulations whjch require that emissions must not exhibit greater than 20
percent opacity (on a 6-minute aver¿ge basls), o<cept for one 6-mlnute perlod per hour of no
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source category, or the mo$ sfingent emlsdorls limihtion wh¡ch is achieved in practice for a

source category, LAER may be achleved by a comblnaüon of a change ln the raw materlal
processes, a process modification, and/or add-on emíssion controls.

Debailed BACT/-AER analyses are included as part of the FacilÍty Air Permit Applfcation, whidr

is íncluded in Appendix C.

The MACT emfsslon llmlÞtion for a new source ls deflned as the emfsdon ltmftation whicì is

not less stringent than the emission limiÞtion adtieved Ín practice by the best controlled

slmllar source, and whlch reflects the maxlmum degree of deducdon ln emldons that the
permittirE au$orlty determ¡nes is achievable, The detailed MACT determinations are

induded as part of the Facility Air Permit Appl¡Gtion, whidr is ¡ncluded in Appendix C

liì(e) Air Oualitv Impact Analvsis

An äir quality impact anafyÉis was performed usng the EPA and NHDES approved d¡speßlon

modets, to demonstraÞ that the comblned emlsdons from the Faclllty wlll result ln alr quality

impads that are below establlsh.¿ ¡¡¡QS and allowable incremenbl increases. The

modefed impacts from the Fac¡lity were added to representative, regional badground values

to dernonstrate compliance with the IIAAQS and NH AAQS.

The maximum modeled alr quality lmpacts from the Facllity are summarized on Table

(hX3XD-4. As shown on Table (hX3Xl)-4, $e lmpacts from the Fadllty, comblned w¡th

on'sting background conænbations, will not cause or contribute to an o<ceedance of ll¡{AQS,

The Facil¡ty will also have maximum impacts that are less than the Signif¡cant Impact Levels

CSILs') in Oass II areæ for all pollutants, thus demonsfafing compliance urith the

respective PSD incfenænts,

A complete descrlptlon of the air diryerslon rnodellng analyds ls provlded as part of the
Faclllty Alr Permlt Applkation, whlch is lncluded ln Appendlx C.

(f Xfl Additlonallmoact Analvses

The PSD regulations requlÌe sources to anaþe potential impacts that may occur as a result

of the proposed source and general commerc¡al, resldenual, lndustrial, and other grovrth

associaþd with the source. There are also additional PSD requ¡r€ments for sources

lmpactlng deslgnated Oass I areas such as the Dry Rlver and Great Gulf Wlderness area tfiat
are located in the White Mountain National Forest, approximately 20 kilometers or more

south of the ùoject Slte.

Alúrough úre npximum NOt, SO2 and PM2.5 impacts from the FacÍlity ln Class I areas e¡<ceed

thelr respective SILs, tfie lmpact leveb are well below establ¡$ed PSD încrercnt thresholds

and result in minor increases b background air quality that doe not cause exceedance of
NAAQS. ["B8 has conducted additional,ç!'!]U.teq¡y9. nø-eLinS.?.n-ê,!y.Sqs"-!Q. çgtrfifF $-Sl_gle_
impacts from üe Facillty, when combined wîth the lmpacts from any other applicable

Pdgeæ

Deleted: ¡s djíently working urlti
NH DES and ñe Federal LarÉ

to complete addit¡onal
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originally installed in 1966 and refurbished in 1993. A bubbling fluidized bed (BFB), which represents
híghly efficient and advanced biomass combustion and power conversion technology, wlll be installed at
the base of the boiler in place of the existing black liquor firing and recovery systems. A new fabric filter
f'baghouseJ system will be installed to control particulate emissions and a new selecb've catalytic
reduction (SCR) system will be added to control NOx emissions, A dry sorbent injection system will also

be installed to assure compliance with the specified sulfur díoxide emission limitatÍon. The boiler and

emissions control systems will be enclosed within a building (the "boiler buÍldingJ, which will minimize
noise impacts in the surrounding community and provide an aesthetically appropriate exterior finish,
similar to a large commercial buÍlding,

Development of the overall Facilþ will also include construction of a new turbine building adjacent to the
boiler building, whlch will house the steam turbine generator. A new cooling tower wíll be installed near
the western edge of the property behind the boíler building. Two wood fuel off-loading and storage
areas will be developed. Each wood handlíng and storage area will be paved and systems will be
installed to properly manage stormwater. The fuel handling and storage area closest to the boiler will
serve as the main fuel yard. Truck dellvering wood fuel to this area wÍll be off loaded using three tìlting
truck durnpers. A rall sldlng that prevlously existed on the Site will also be re-constructed to allow for
deliveries of wood fuel to the Slte, The wood yard on the north east portion of the Site will be equipped
with a single tilting truck dumper to accommodate delivery of wood chips, along with equipment to off-
load whole logs. Equipment will be installed within a new buildíng in thÍs area to produce wood chips

from whole logs. Chips produced in this area, along wÍth those delivered dÍrectly to the main fuel yard

wífl be mechanically conveyed to a wood processing building to assure unlform wood chip size. From the
wood processing building, the chips will be conveyed into the boíler or returned to one of the storage
piles adjacent to the boiler building Ín the main fuel yard.

An electric transmission interconnection line will be installed beh^/een the site and the existing high

voltage transmíssion llne operated by Public Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH), A small
switchyard will be installed adjacent to the turbine building, which will provide necessary power isolation
systems and a step up transformer to increase the voltage of the power produced by the steam turbine
generator to 115 kVA, consistent with the PSNH transmission line. From the switchyard, an underground
transmíssion cable will be installed along the route of an existing underground pÍpe formerly used to
tmnsport pulp from the site to the Fraser Gorham paær míll, The underground pipe exÍts the Site near
the intersection of Coos and Community S?eets and generally follows the route of the former rail line
ftom the Site to Shelby Street and Devent Street. The transmission cable will transition to an overhead
line approxlmately 0.75 miles south of the Site and 0.1 miles northwest of the existing PSNH East Side
subsÞtion. The overhead transmission fine wÍll be ínstalled withln the existlng cleared corridor between
Devent Street and the PSNH substation,

In early December 2009, Laidlaw received the final version of an interconnection feasíbility study (see

body of the report provided ln Appendix Q) from the Independent System Operator of the New England

C'ISO-NE') transmlssfon system the entity charged with oversight over the local transmission system.

The results indicate that Laidlavt's project will be able to connect !o the transmission system with
upgrades estimated to be less than $1 million. The Study takes ínto account all existing facilities
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Pollutants ("|'lAPsJ will meet levels deemed Maximum Achievable Control Technology CMACFI
for wood fueled boilers.

A new fabric filter ("baghousef system will be installed to achieve a particulate emission rate less

than 0.010 pounds per million Btu of heat input to the boiler C'lbs/MMBtu'). This emÍssion rate is
approximately one-half of the appticabfe regulatory límit. A new SCR system will be Ínstalled

following the ESP to control emlssions of NOx to no more than 0.060 lbs/MMBtu, a level
previously deemed as LAER by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Air
Resources Division C'ARD'), Sulfur dloxide emissions will be minimized to less than 0.012
lbs/MMBtu based on the lnherently low sulfur content of wood, and use of a dry sorbent injection
system as needed to maintain compliance with the emission limit. Emissions of carbon monoxide

C'CO') and volatile organíc compounds C'VOC') that typícally result from incomplete fuel
combustion will be minimized by the advanced and híghly efficient BFB combustion technology
that will be installed in the boller. Emissions of sulfur compounds and trace melals will be

minimízed by the inherently clean composition of the wood fuel.

The amblent alr quallty impacts resulting from the boiler and the emissions control technologies
summarlzed above have been evaluated using computer dispersion models approved by the US

EPA and NH DES. The impacb to air quality are well below the levels established in the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards ("NAAQS!, which have been developed to be protective of human
health and the environment, includlng a margin of safety, for even the most sensitive of the
population.

The Project will be subject to stringent ongoíng peformance testing, monitoring, recordkeepíng

and reporting to both NHDES and US EPA over its operating lÍfe to assure that the actual
emissions from the Facility meet the proposed limíts.

Noise

The Pr$ect has been deslgned with advanced equipment and added noise suppression measures

to assure that the Project will not exceed the selected reference crlterla for impacts in the
surrounding community which mirror the level contained in the City of Berlin's noise performance

standards. The primary sources of noise will be the boiler, ancíllary plant equÍpment (fans,
pumps, etc.), the cooling tower, wood unloading equipment, wood processing equipment
(chippers and screen), an electric transformer, and mobile equipment such as fuel delivery

trucks, front end loaders, and other equipment handling wood ln the two wood yards. The

boiler, its major supporting equipment, and the wood processlng equipment will be located within
buíldings and/or in enclosures designed to reduce sound transmittance. Barrier walls will be

ínstalled near the cooling tower to reduce coolîng tower sound levels at the nearby property line,

A banier wall will sÍmilarly be Ínstalled in the switchyard area to reduce off site noise impacts

6 BACT appiles to those crite¡la pollutanE for whldr the ambtent air quality meets National A¡nbient Air Quality Sbndârds. LAER
applies to any øitería pollutanb for whlch the ambÍent air quality exceeds NMQS, In the case of the proposed ProjecÇ LAËR
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When the transformers arrive on site, they will be installed, and an initial backfeed to the main

transformer will be performed, As the equlpment installation and final connectÍons of piping and

wiring is nearlng completion, the process of checkíng the electical and control systems, starting

up majorequipment, cleaning pipelines, and testing all systems will begin.

When the "cold" commissíoning process described above is complete, "hof' commíssionlng wíll

begin with the flrst flre of the boiler. All of the safety systems of the plant will be thoroughly

tested and confirmed. The plant will then undergo emissions testing and perlormance testing,

confirming that alf guarantees and speciflcations have been met. With the completion of the final
performance run and acceptanc€ by the equipment manufacturer and owner, the plant wÍll be

declared ready for commercial operation.

Ioì ASSOCIATED TRANSMISSION LINE INFORMATION

(1) Location shqwJr on U.S. Geolooical Suruey Mau

The regíonal transmission line with which the Facitity will interconnect ls shown in Figure (gxl)-
1, The route of the Projecfs electric hansmÍssion interconnection fs shown ln FÍgures (gX1)-2.

The route and transmission interconnection sysfem ls described below.

f2) Corridor width for:

a. Nçw foqte

The transmÍssÍon line from the Site will be a new 115kV cable installed within a trench along

the route of an exlstlng underground 18-Ínch diameter fiberglass reinforced pipe formerly
used to transport pulp from the Pufp Mill to Frase/s Paper Mill in Gorham. The underground
pipe leaves the Site near the intersection of Coos and Community Sheets and generally

follows the route of the former rail bed from the south end of the Site to the north end of
Shelby Street. The pípe follows Shelby Street and Devent Street along a right-of-way that is

currently under easement control of LBB. The cable will transition to overhead conductors at
the east síde of Devent Street to the existÍng PSNH East Side Substatlon 300. The overhead
conductors will run on one or two new steel monopole towers along with the existing Smith

Hydro ZITT Line to the substation a distance of approximately 800 feet including elevation

change,

b. Wideninq alonq existinq route

The existing underground system wlll not requlre widening. There will be a pulling manhole

installed at the Site and at least two more pullÍng manholes along the existing effluent pipe

right-of-way. These manholes will be temporary and backfilled upon compleUon of the cable

installation. There may be some clearing south of the o<isting Zl77 line from Smith Hydro

from Devent Street up the hill to the PSNH substation.
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l3'l Lenoth of line

The length of the underground portÍon of the transmission line off from the Project Site is
estimated at 3,200 feet and the portion above ground at 800 feet,

l4J Djstance alono nçyv_Ioute

The distance along the new route is the underground portion of 3,200 feet.

f5) Distañce along existing route

The distance along the existing route is the 800-foot long portion of the line that will be installed
above ground from Devent Street to the subsfatíon. The overhead line will follow a cleared

transmissÍon conidor that Íncludes several other existing overhe¡d lines.

(61 Voltaqe ldesion rating)

The system is designed for 115 kV nominal.

17) Anv associated new generatinq unit or units

Same as application information (f) above.

(8'ì Tvoe of construction fdescribed in detail)

The 115 kV cable will be XLPE insulated síngle conductor installed within a trench tfiat conforms
to all applicable codes and PSNH requirements, The overhead llne mnstruction will have a

transition tower frorn underground to overhead, The conductor will be 477 kclrtt ACSR and

extend to a dual circuit steel monopole that will carry this conductor and the existing Smíth Hydro

2777 line on the same structure into the PSNH East Side Substation 300.

The construction period for the electric tansmission interconnection is o<pected to be sfx

montis, The facilities would need to be completed in time to "bacKeed" power to the facility for
startup and testing. It is estimated that the work would start in August 2011 and be completed
by February 2012.

(1O) Impact on svstem stabilitv and reliabîlity

Please refer to section (Ð(¡Xe) above.
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lh) AppTTIoNAL INFORMATION

faci[ity

The Facility will be a base loaded electric energy generating facility with an o(pected nominal
gross electrical output of approximately 70 MW. The heart of the Facility will be a BFB boiler; a
hÍghly effcient and advanced technology for the conversion of biomass fuel to energy. The boiler
and other major components of the Project are described below,

(i) Biomass Boiler & Steam Generutor

The exÍsting B&W recovery boiler will be converted to a biomass-fueled BFB boiler with air-
locked hopper bottoms for removal of bed sand particles and other non-combustible
materlals. An alr dlstrlbution system consisting of fluÍdÍzing air and overfire air will be added

Èo assure efficient fuel combustion. A flue gas recirculation system will be ub-lized to adjust
the bed temperafure depending on the moisture content of the incomÍng fuel. The existing
feedwater economizer, which will preheat the feedwater to the boiler drum, will be modlfied
to optimize boiler efficiency. The use of a tubular air pre-heater will ensure efficient use of
the energy released in the boiler.

The boiler will be capable of genemting up to 600,000 pounds per hour of steam at
temperatures up to 9000F and 850 psig. Stable operation and compliant emissÍon levels will
be maintained over the range of expected operating loads from 70o/o to 100o/o of maximum

steam ouþut. A series of double sÍded retractable soot blowers will be utílized on heat
bansfer su¡faces within the superheater and convective sectíons of the boiler to maintain
design peformance levels,

The boiler will be capable of firing clean biomass and has been designed to handle variable
fuel moisture contents ranging from 35%o up to 500/0. At an avemge moisture content of
37,60/o10, the wood tuel will have a hígher heating value of approximately 5,060 Btu/lb. The
heat input rate to the boiler will vary primarily depending on the moisture content of the
wood fuel. The average heat input rate at maxÍmum steam load wfll be 932 MMBtu/hr with
37.60/o moisture content fuel. The maximum heat input rate wlll be 1,013 MMBtu/hr with
50o/o moísture content fuel. IndÍvidual fuel feeders will be equlpped with adjustable air swept
dÍstributors to adjust the flow of fuel into the boiler, The fuel chutes will each be equlpped
with backdraft dampers.

The boiler will also be equipped with four No. 2 dÍstillate oil fired burners for use during
stârtup, with a maximum expected heat Ínput capacity of 240 MMBtu/hr. The Facility will
also include a dÍesel engine driven fire pump with a mximum power output rating of 323 HP.

The boiler startup burners and the diesel fire pump will be fired with ULSD fuel which wÍll be

stored on-site in a 50,000 gallon storage tank equipped with secondary contaÌnment,

t0 This fuet moisfure content has b€en estâbllshed as the design po¡nt for equlpment supplier peformance guarantee purposes.
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manual reclaiming of fuel from the unprocessed fuel storage area. Each hopper will

díscharge to a common 250 ton per hour unprocessed fuel out-feed conveyer, which will

supply the fuel processing system.

A magnet wlll be lnstalled over the truck dumper outfeed conveyer near the processing

buifdÍng. A disc screen capable of processing 250 tons per hour will be used to screen the
unprocessed wood for boiler fuel. Two wood hogs will be used to reduce the wood fuel from

the disc screen to a three inch minus size, Each hog will be capable of processíng up to 75

tons per hour of wood fuel,

A 250 ton per hour stockout conveyer will receive the dlscharge from the processíng building

and convey it to the processed wood fuel storage area. The processed wood fuel storage

area will be open and on paved ground with an under drain system to remove rain water
from the storage area. The paved pile area will have a perimeter draín system.

Three 50 ton per hour mechanical reclaim hoppers located under the storage area will supply
a sÍngle boiler feed conveyer. The boiler feed conveyer will feed the shutHe conveyers which

will distribute fuel to individual boiler chutes. A single return conveyer will return excess fuel

to the wood storage area. Each fuel metering bin wÍll be equipped with screw feeders to
meter wood fuel to the boiler feed chutes, There wlll be one inverted cone type chute

connecting each pneumatic distributor on the boíler with a set of feeders at the metering bin.

(iii) Ash Handlinq Svstems

The ash handling facilitíes will consist of separate collection and stomge systems for fly ash,

and for bed sand removal, screenlng and re-injection.

Fly ash will be continuously collected from the baghouse using a dry mechanÍcal system.

Collected fly ash will be conveyed to a dry storage bÍn inside of the boiter buifding. The

storage capacity will be sufficient to accept a minimum of twenty four hours of full-load

operation. There wíll be an atmospheric vent on the ash silo equipped wíth a filter to
mínímize fugitive emissions. Ash from the elevated storage bin will be processed through a

pug mill which mixes dry lly ash with water to produce a wet cake that rninimizes dust
generation during subsequent handling. The wetted fly ash wllf then be loaded onto trucks

and transpoÊed off site for disposal or for beneficial re-use in agricultural land applications.

LBB has confirmed that the ash can accepted and disposed at the nearby Mount Carberry

landfill if not acceptable for beneficíal re-use and until such tíme as adequate ash analytical

data is available to file an application with DES for re-use of the material.

Bottom ash is virtually non-existent in a fluid bed boiler. Fuel is continually recirculated

wlthin the fluidized bed until fully combusted. A small stream of sand from the bed is

continually withdrawn, screened and returned to the boiler, along with additional make-up

sand as required. A small amount of noncombustible material such as rock, slag, glass or

metal, is screened out of the bed materlal and collected for periodic disposal. The sand silo
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The primary source of water for fire protection will also be City water. A diesel eng¡ne-

driven fire pump will be used as a backup system. The entire wood storage area and power

block wÍll be served by an underground hydrant system. A wet standpipe system will be

lnstalled ln all heated buildings. Unheated buildings and wood conveyers will be serued by a

dry standpipe with sprinklers. Portable hand extinguishers will be located throughout the
Facility. Office areas will be equÍpped wÍth wet pipe sprinkler systems. The steam turbine
generator, lube oil tank area and the maÍn transformer will be served wíth a fire protection

system that will meet applicable codes and the requirements of the local Fire Chíef. All fire
detection and alarm systems will be installed to meet tieÍr respecüve codes and the

requirements of the loc¡l Fire Chief.

(v). Alr PolluUon Control Svstems

The BFB technology used in the Proje<fs combustion system represents a highly efficient
system for biomass fuel conversion and results in low levels of combustion emissions.

Through good combustion efficiency, the BFB technology generates low emîsslons of
pollutants resulting from incomplete combustion such as CO and VOC. The combustion
system also Íncorporates FGR, a technology that helps to control combustion ternperatures
and therefore reduces the formation of NOx.

In addition to the inherently low emitting technology associated with the combustÍon system,
the Project wíll incorporate a number of additional systems that represent Best Available

Control Technology and Lowest Achievable Emission Rate technology to further minimize air
emissions.

A new fabrlc filter ("baghouseJ system will be Ínstalled to maxlmize control of particulate

emissíons and meet the BACT emission limits. The baghouse will provide greater than 990/o

conüol of particulate.

An SCR system will be installed to minimize NO¡ emissions. The SCR system will utilize

aqueous ammonia (NHg) that will be injected lnto the flue gas in a stoÍchiometric ratio
propottional to the mass of NOx to be removed. The flue gas and NH¡ will pass through a
catalyst bed where NO¡ ín the flue gas will be converted into diatomic nitrogen and water,
An ammonia injection control system will be installed to accurately inject the needed amount
of ammonia into the flue gas stream upstream of the catalyst to provlde optimal conditions
for the control and minímization of both NOx and NH3 and assure compliance wíth permit
lÍmits. The dilute liquid NH3 for the SCR system will be stored on-sÍte in a L90/o aqueous

solution in a 10,000 gallon storage tank equipped with secondary containment. The tank will
provide sufficient storage for up to ten days of boiler operation, requiring onfy a single tanker
truck delivery per week. The NH3 storage tank will include an unloading system to accept
deliveries by truck.

A new dry sorbent injection system will be installed that wlll introduce limestone or a simílar
agent into the boiler flue gas path at the appropriate temperature to effectively control
emissions of sulfur dioxide.
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70o/o of NO¡ emíssions formed withÍn the boiler. The SCR system will inJect vaporized

aqueous NH3 into the hot exhaust gas path which will react with the NOx in the exhaust gas

to form nitrogen and water vapor as the exhaust gases pass through the catalyst beds. The
use of the BFB technology, clean wood fuel, good combustíon practices, and SCR will result
in a NO¡ emÍssion rate from the biomass boiler no greater than 0.060 lb/MMBtu of heat lnput

based on a 30-day rolling average during normaloperation,

Carbon Monoxide

CO emissions are associated with incomplete combustion of fuel in a boiler. These emissíons

will be minimized by utilizing the highly efficient BFB combustion technology. The wood fuel
will be combusted in a heated bed of sand-líke material which is fluidized withln a rising

column of air, The hot bed material effecb'vely lÍberates the carbon in the wood fuel, which

allows the oxygen (O2) ln the combustion air to more freely react with the tuel, resultÍng in

an efficlent combusdon process. The air to fuel ratio and combustion temperature in the
boiler will be optimized and monítored to achieve the desired balance between CO and NOx

emissions. As mentioned earlÍer, the Facility also will utilize a fuel preparation system that
will help optimÍze the qualÍty, size and moislure content to promote efficient combustion,

which will also help mitigate CO formation. The use of BFB combustion technology in the
boiler design, good combustíon practices, and fuel type will result fn a CO emissÍon rate frum
the biomass boiler no greater than 0,075 lb/MMBtu of heat lnput based on a 24-hour daily

block average durlng normal operation.

Sulfur DioxÍde/Sulfuric Acid Míst

Emissions of sulfur compounds result from oxidation of sulfur contained in a fuel. The

Facility will utilize wood fuel which has an inherently low sulfur content, in combinaüon with a
dry sorbent injectÍon system on an as-needed basis, to maintain SOz no greater than 0.012
lb/MMBtu of heat input during normal operation. The characteristics of wood fly ash also

serve to capture much of the sulfur compounds and further mlnlmize emissions. Based on

experience with other generating facilities using an SCR control system, no rnore 10o/o of the
SO2 generated in the boíler is expected to be further oxidized to SO3 and combine with water
vapor in the flue gas to produce sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4). The resulting H2SOa emission

rate ls o<pected to be less than 0.002 lbs/MMBtu of heat input,

Pa_rticulatel4atter

Paftlculate matter ís generated in a boiler by incornplete combusHon and the non-
combusüble fractÍon of a fuel. The BFB combustion technology and operatÍng controls
provide a greater degree of complete combustlon than most other wood fired boiler designs.

The boile/s fabríc filter baghouse will abate over 99 percent of the particulate emissÍons

formed in the boiler. These measures will result in a filterable PM/PMro/PMz.s emission rate
no greater than 0.010 lb/MMBtu of heat ínput during normal operation,
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The potential emissions during startup periods have been estîmated on Table (hX3XD-3.

These boiler statup emissions est¡mates are conseruatively based on a total of 4 cold stafts
per year of the biomass boiler. These estimates are conseryative in that many of the boiler
startups will actually be warm or hot stafts of shofter duration and fewer emissions. For the
purposes of the potential emisslons calculations, it has been assumed that up to 48 hours of
annual boiler operatíon will be during sÞrtup per¡ods, Emissions during shutdown perlods

have been aggregated with emissions during normal operatíon for the purpose of determing

the total maxlmum potential annual emissions of the Facility.

The Facility will conduct emlssions testing to determine the actual emisslons from the
biornass boiler during startup and shutdown periods,

liXbX2) Other Stationary Source Emissions

Coolíno Tower PM,n

Wet cooling towers provide direct contact between the cooling water and the air stream
belng drawn through the tower. A poÉÍon of the cooling water can be entrained in the air
stream. The water droplets entrained in the air stream is classified as drift, whÍch results ln

partÌculate ernissions from the solids contained in the droplets as the water evaporates. The
quantity of the drift and resultíng particulate emÍssions are primarily deterrnined by the
design and operation of the cooling tower.

The formatÌon of dríft and the resulting particulate emissions will be mínimized by controlllng

the dissolved sollds content of the recÍrculating water and controlling water dropfet drift.

Drift eliminators are designed to remove the water droptets from the air stream before it
exlts the tower. The exhaust system of the Facility cooling tower will be equipped with mesh

drift eliminators that will control entra¡ned water droplets to less than 0,00050,6 of the
recirculating water flow and minimlze particulate emissions to maximum extent achievable for
a wet coollng tower.

Diesel FÍr.e Pump

The Facility will also include a 323 horsepower dÍesel fire pump. The diesel fire pump will be

fired with ULSD fud to minimize SOz and PM emissions and will be certified to meet the
applÍcable EPA Tier 2 emission standards for diesel engines. The diesel fire pump wlll be

limited to 300 hours of operatlon per year, and other than one hour per day for maintenance

and testing, will not be operated concurrently with the biomass boiler.

(i)fbX3) Fugitive EmissÍonS

Fugitive dust emlssíons potentially resulUng from truck traffrc on Site roadways and from
wood fuel storage and handling operations will be minimized through a number of Best

Management Practices and equipment designs. These measures wifl include the use of
paved roadways, regular sweeping of roadways, wetting of fuel storage piles as needed
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of 15 parLs per m¡llion (0.0015 percent by weight), the Facility w¡ll comply with the state

dlsHllate oll fuel sulfur content standard,

Fuel Buming Devices

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 2000 establishes emÍssíon standards for partlculate matter and vÍsible

emissions ftom stationary fuel burnlng devices. A certífied COMS will be installed on the
boiler exhaust stack to monitor and continuously record compliance with the state opacity

limíts. The maximum particulate emission rate from the biomass boiler will comply with the
state particulate matter emission standard. Periodic emíssions testÍng will be conducted to
demonstrate compliance with the sÞte particulate matter standard.

As the diesel fire pump will have a maxlmum heat input rating less than 100 MMBtu/hr, and

will be installed after January 1, 1985, lt wlll be subject to a particulate matter emission limit
of 0.30 lblMMBtu. The unit will be certified by their manufacturer to meet this standard.

NO' Budoet Tradino Prooram

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 3200 implements the NO¡ Budget Program, which requires reductions

in ozone season NO¡ emissions from budget sources to achieve the NA\QS for ozone. The
biomass boíler at the Facility will utitize wood fuel for the generation of electricity. As the
NO¡1 budget requirements apply only to fossil fuel fired sources, and the Facility is not subJect

to the requirements of the NO¡ Budget Program,

Carbon Dlg$de (CO¿) Budqet Trading Program

NHCAR Chapter Env-A 4600 establishes the NH State COz Budget Tradlng Program, which is
designed to stabilize, and then reduce anthropogenic emissions of CO2, a greenhouse gas,

from CO2 budget sources in thè state, in an economically efficÍent manner. This program

does not apply to generating facifities that utilize renewable fuels as they are generally

accepted to be greenhouse gas neutral.

(íXcX3) Federal Emissions Contlol Requirements

New Source Performancg Standards

Federal NSPS "Standards of Performance for Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam

Generating Uníts" (Subpart Db), apply to steam generating units that are capable of
combusting more the 100 MMBtu/hr heat Ínput of fuel, and for which construction,

modification, or reconstructlon ls commenced after June 19, 1984, The biomass boller at the
Facílity is subject to these requirements.

The facilit¡/s pañiculate emissions wîll be well below the regulatory limÍt of 0.10 lb/MMBtu

heat input established in the NSPS regulations, The Facílity will sÍmilarly comply with the
opacþ límits in the regulations which require that emÍssions must not exhibit greater than 20
percent opacity (on a 6-minute average basis), except for one 6-mfnute period per hour of no
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source category¿ or the most stringent emissions limitatíon which is achieved in practÍce for a
source Ëtegory. LAER may be achíeved by a combination of a change in the raw mater¡al

processes¡ a process modiflcation, and/or add-on emissÍon controls.

Detailed BACT/LAËR analyses are included as part of the Facilíty Air Permit Application, which
is íncluded in Appendix C.

The MACT emission limitation for a new source is defined as the emission limitation which is

not less stríngent than the emission limitation achieved in practice by the best controlled
simílar source, and whlch reflects the maximum degree of deduction in emlssions that the
permitting authority deterrnines is achievable. The detailed MACT determínations are

included as paÊ of the Facilíty Air Permit Application, which is included in Appendix C.

(iìle) ållQgality Impact Analvsis

An aÍr quality impact analysis was peformed using the EPA and NHDES approved dispersion

models, to demonstrate that the combined emissions from the Facilig will result in air quality
impacts that are below established NAAQS and allowable íncremental increases, The
modeled impacts from the Facility were added to representativg regional background values
to demonstrate compliance with the NAAQS and NH AAQS.

The maximum modeled air quality impacts from the Facility are summarized on Table
(hX3XD-4. As shown on Table (hX3Xi)-4; the impacts from the Facility, combined with
exísting background concentrations, will not cause or contribute to an e¡<ceedance of NAAQS.

The Facilþ will also have maximum impacts that are less than the Significant Impact Levels

f'SiLsJ in Class II areas for all pollutanþ thus demonstrating compliance wíth the
respective PSD Íncrements.

A complete description of the aír dispersÍon modelÍng analysis is provided as part of the
Facility Air Permit ApplÍætion, which Ís included in Appendix C.

fiXf) Additional Impact Analyseq

The PSD regulatÍons requlre sources to analyze potential irnpacts that may occur as a result
of the proposed source and general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth

associated with the source. There are also additional PSD requirements for sources
impacting designated Class I areas such as the Dry River and Great Gulf Wilderness area that
are located in the White Mountaln National Forest, approxímately 20 kÌlometers or more

south ofthe Project Site.

Although the maxÍmum NO2, SO2 and PMz.s impacts from the Facility in Class I areas ey.ceed

theír respective SILs, the impact levels are well below established PSD Íncrement thresholds
and result in minor increases to background air quality that doe not cause exceedance of
NAAQS. LBB has conducted additional cumulative modeling analyses to confirm that the
impacts frorn the Facility, when comblned with the Ímpacts from any other applicable
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rabte (hx3x¡)-2
Maximum Stack Concentraüons & Emission Rates

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

(1) The biomass boiler maxímum sbck concentrctions and emlsslon rates during normal operation do not apply at less than 7oo/o of
maximum load.
(2) The maximum lb/hr emission rates for the boller are derived from the lb/MMBtu emiss¡on rate, the maximum heat input rate
(1,013 MMBtu/hr), and a factor of L0o/o to account for expected rrariability in the exhaust gas volumetric flow rate ftom the boiler.

(filterable)

1s (f¡lterable)

0.060
0.075
0.012

0.002
0.010
0.010

0.010

0.012
0.010

0.0044
0.00083

0.000048



rable (hX3X¡) - 3
Facility Potential Emissions Summary

Berlin BioPower - Berlin, New Hampshire

Pollubnt

Potential Total Emissions tons peryear)

Biomass
Bo¡ler

Fire
Pumo

Gooling
Tower

PTE - t{ormal
ooeration(l)

Boiler
StaÊuP(z)

Fugitive
Emissions(3)

Facility
PTE(.)

vlaxlmum Hours of Operation per Year

\o*
:o
ioz
'lfo.
)M (filterable)
)M¡s (filterable)
)M25 (filterable)

lo¿
\H¡
/oc

brmaldehyde
lydrogen Chloride
æad
vlercury

fotal HAPS

8,688

242.9
303.6

48.6
7.4

40.5
40.5
40.5

894,864

49.5
40.5

77.8

3.4
o.2
0.0

65.0

300

0.2
0.2

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

51

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8,76C

0.c

0.c

0.c

0.c

1.3

1.3

1.3

c

0.c

0.c

0.0

0.0
0.0

0,c
0.0

8,68t

243.2

303.t
48.(

7.¿

41.t
41.t
4t.t

894,91!

49.!
40.!

17.t
?.¿

0.2

0.(
6s.(

72

1.6

3.7
0.1

0.0
0.4
0.4

0.4

L,924
0.0
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

8,76C

0.0

0,0

0.0

0.0

1.1

0.5

0.1

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

244.i
307.5

48.(
7.4

43.:
42.7

42.a

896,839

49.1

40.e

t7.t
3.4
o.2

0.c
65.t

As all equlpment will not run for maxlmum potential hours shown, adual emîssions wlll be less.

(3) Fugltlve emlsslons reulting from wood fuel storage and handllng actlvities.
(a) The Facllity PTE is the sum of the PTE of all sources durlng normal operation, emlsslons during starfiIp and dlutdown of the BÍomass Boiler, and fugltlve emfsdons.



rabte (hx3xt)-4
Summary of ltlax¡lnum Âir Quality fmpacts - Criteria pollutantç

rulemaking, NHDES has adopted a dnft pollcy of affing the PM2.5 SIts recommended by the Northeast States for Coordinated Ai¡ Use Managemnt (NESCAUM).

(3) Bad<ground Ambient Concentratlons prwlded by NHDES

(4) Total Impact Concentration is the sum of the Maximum Modeled Impact and the Background Amt¡ient Concentrat¡ons, and is used to determlne AAQS complÍance.

Noz Annua¡ 100 100 1 1% 0.6 600/ô 15 16 160/ô

co 8-hour

1-hour

10,000

40,000

10,000

40,000

500

2,000

SVo

5Yo

28

tt7

60h

60/o

4,000

9,000

4,028

9,TL7

4ïo/o

23Vo

SO: Annual

2¡þhour

3-hour

80

365

1,300

80

36s

1,300

1

5

25

1%

IVo

2o/o

0.1

1.1

4.7

100/6

22o/o

LYlo

16

39

79

16

40

84

2ïo/o

LLVo

60/o

PMro Annual

24-hour

No Shndard

150

50

150

1

5

NA

30/ô

0.1

L.4

LOo/o

28o/o

16

30

16

31

32o/o

21o/o

PM¿.s Annual

24-hour

15

35

15

65

0.3

2.0

2o/o

6o/0

0.1

t.4

33o/o

7Oo/o

9.0

2t

9.1

22

610/o

640/o


